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Principal Issues and 
Underlying Assumptions 

Sraffa's book Production of Commodities by Means of Commodities, 
first published in 1960, had a quite precise purpose, indicated by its 
sub-title, Prelude to a Critique of Economic Theory. That purpose 
was to lay the foundation for the criticism of marginalist theories of 
wages, profits, rents and prices, a criticism which has now been 
carried out successfully. It was necessary for Sraffa to consider only 
a very restricted, albeit crucial, set of issues in economic theory; his 
central concern was with the relationships which necessarily hold 
between wages, profits and prices, for given conditions of produc
tion, when the wage rate, the rate of profit and the price of each 
commodity are uniform throughout the economy .1 He was then able 
to examine the dependence of prices, of the 'value of capital' and of 
the choice between alternative methods of production on income 
distribution and hence to lay the required basis for the critique of 
marginalist theory. 

The relations between wages, profits, prices and conditions of 
production,2 to which Sraffa drew attention so sharply, were quickly 
seen to provide a foundation not only for the criticism ofmarginalist 
theory but also for the simple, definitive solution of certain issues 

1 Sraffa considers only 'prices of production'. his book containing no 
reference to market prices; cf. Sraffa, op. cit .. Cambridge. 1960. p. 9. The same 
is true of the present work. 

2 No further reference will be made to rent, since rent and land will not be 
discussed here. 

13 
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which had long been debated by Marxists. 3 The issues in question. 
while far from exhausting the entire content of Marx's political 
economy, are not insignificant ones and their definitive solution 
should have been welcomed by all those working to develop the 
materialist account of capitalist society. It was not. 

The issues involved 
While it would not be appropriate to set out the relevant issues in 
detail at this point - for to do that is precisely the function of this 
work- they may be summarized as follows. it being understood that 
the various qualifications and explanations needed will be con
sidered below. 
On the basis of certain common, reasonable assumptions it may be 
shown that: 
i) the conditions of production and the real wage paid to workers, 
both specified in terms of physical quantities of commodities, suffice 
to determine the rate of profit (and less importantly, all prices of 
production); 

ii) the quantities of labour embodied in the various commodities,4 

which can themselves only be determined once the conditions of 
production are known, thus play no essential role in the determina
tion of the rate of profit (or of the prices of production); 
iii) Marx's solution of the 'transformation problem' is incorrect. not 
only with respect to prices of production but also, more importantly, 
with respect to the rate of profit. The rate of profit in a competitive. 
capitalist economy is not equal, in general, to (S/(C +V)], where S, 
C and V are aggregate surplus value, constant capital and variable 
capital respectively. Indeed, since the profit rate and all prices of 
production can be determined without reference to any value 
magnitude, the 'transformation problem' is a pseudo-problem. a 

3 It should be noted that Sraffa's Produclion of Commodities br Mmns of 
Commodities presents no criticisms of Marx. 

4 See below. pp. 19- 20 and pp. 208 ff. for discussion of the relation between 
·embodied labour-time' and Marx's concept of 'value'. 
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chimera; there is no problem of deriving profits from surplus value 
and production prices from values to be solved; 
iv) the social allocation of labour power can be determined without 
reference to any value magnitude; 
v) the relationship between surplus labour and the existence of 
profits can be established quite independently of Marx's concept of 
value; 
vi) there is no a priori basis for establishing any expectation con
cerning the long-run movement of the rate of profit. 

The significance of these issues 
Marx, like other great theorists, regarded the analysis of the rate of 
profit as central to a coherent understanding of the workings of a 
capitalist economy. He saw the rate of profit as being the primary 
manifestation of surplus labour specific to capitalism; inevitably, 
then, he devoted much effort both to the criticism of earlier theories 
of the profit rate and to the development of his own theory. In that 
development he strove constantly to relate the rate of profit to value 
magnitudes. Consequently, the demonstration that the rate of 
profit, the prices of production and the social allocation of labour 
power can all be determined without any reference to value magni
tudes raises questions which are fundamental to the appraisal of 
Marx's whole project. 

To say this is not, of course, to reduce Marx's theory to these 
particular issues; his scope was far wider. The fact remains, never
theless, that these issues are crucial within Marx's theory- and were 
known to be so by Marx. To attempt to sidestep them by suggesting 
that they are marginal issues, or that they belong to a non-Marxist 
frame of discourse, or that they are mere details without significance 
for Marx's major work would be to demean Marx, not to defend 
him. Marx showed only contempt for those who sought to evade the 
ruthless criticism of ideas; no-one can 'defend' Marx by refusing to 
follow him in this regard. 5 

5 To suggest that ·Marx would not have been concerned with 'mere details 
of logic' would. of course. be both false and dl.'meaning. 
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Underlying assumptions 
It will be as well to set out here the underlying assumptions which 

are to be taken as read in the following chapters, which establish, in 

detail, the above mentioned (and other) findings. These general 

premises will not be repeated chapter by chapter. 

Capitalist commodity economies 

The only economies considered are commodity economies, in 
which all products are produced for exchange and in which produc

tion and the allocation of labour power between industries are 
co-ordinated solely through the market.6 

More specifically, the only economies considered are fully 

developed, capitalist commodity economies, in which all production 

activities are organized and controlled by capitalists (or their agents); 

production is driven exclusively by the search for profit. All produced 

means of production are owned by the capitalists, whose money 

capital is mobile between industries. This mobility of money capital 
constantly tends to produce a uniform rate of profit. 

All labour is performed by workers, characterized by their familiar 

'double freedom', the freedom to offer their labour power to which 

ever capitalist they choose and the freedomfi"om ownership of any 

land or produced means of production. Workers are thus freely 

mobile between industries but the only thing they have to sell is their 
capacity to work. 

It need hardly be said that the object of discussion is thus an 
'abstract' capitalist economy. 

Production 

As has already been stated, all production is assumed to be carried 

out by workers, in a socialized labour process under the direction 

6 Non-reproducible goods will not be discussed. whether they be land. 
minerals or 'oil-paintings by Rembrandt'. 
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and control of the capitalists (or their agents). using produced means 

of production and producing products all of which are the property 

of the capitalists. That the production process is thus a social process 

and that the process is initiated and controlled for the sole purpose 

of making profits does not, of course. alter the fact that the physical 

inputs. the labour done and the physical outputs produced stand in 

certain necessary relations to one another. The following analyses 

will generally start from such conditions of production. 

It should be noted carefully that the procedure of starting an 

analysis from relations between physically specified inputs. amounts 

of labour-time and physically specified outputs has the following 

(negative) properties: 
i) it does not involve a denial of the social nature of the capitalist 

production process: 
ii) it does not involve a denial that coercion is exercised and resisted 

in the capitalist production process (indeed it can be used to analyse 

these phenomena- see chapter 6); 
iii) it does not imply that the conditions of production applying in a 

given capitalist economy in a given period are independent of the 

economic. scientific. cultural and political history and situation of 

that economy. or of the 'balance of forces' between workers and 

capitalists in the work place: 
iv) it does not entail concern with use values and concrete labour to 

the exclusion of exchange value and abstract labour (all com

modities will be seen below as both use values and exchange values 

and all labour will be seen as both concrete labour and abstract 

labour). 
As will be seen in the sequel. when the object of discussion is. say. 

the relation between wages. profits and prices of production. the 

production relations will be 'frozen' and taken as determined 

exogenously: this merely amounts to assuming that the various 

determinants of production relations. including the shop-floor 

balance of forces. are (hypothetically) held constant. This does not. 

of course. mean that the role of those determinants is denied: it is 

merely a procedure for focusing attention on one problem at a time. 
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When, however, the object of discussion is, say. the effect of speed-up 
in the labour process or the effects of technical change on the rate of 
profit, those same production relations will, necessarily, be ·un
frozen'. 

These procedural remarks should help to explain the treatment of 
'labour power' in the text which follows. Whenever the workplace 
balance of forces is held 'frozen', because th1t balance is not the 
immediate object of enquiry, the purchase of a given capacity to 
work, at a given wage, will lead to the performance of a given amount 
of labour. The conceptual distinction between 'labour power' and 
'labour', of course, remains but its importance lapses, provisionally, 
under the given assumptions. That is why the distinction is often not 
emphasized below. It is not, however, rejected and will, indeed. be 
employed when it has force, for example in discussing variations in 
the working day, the speed and intensity of work, and so on. 

There will, no doubt, be some who will continue to insist that it is 
'unMarxist' ever to take conditions of production as the starting 
point of one's analysis. 7 Marx, it need hardly be said, had more 
sense, as the following testifies: 

'The fact that the production of use-values, or goods, is carried 
on under the control of a capitalist and on his behalf does not alter 
the general character of that production. We shall therefore, in the 
first place, have to consider the labour process independently of any 
specific social formation.' 8 

Reproduction 

The capitalist economies considered are always in a self-reproducing 
state, whether the reproduction be 'simple' or 'expanded' (stationary 
or growing), so that production, exchange and distribution are 

7 Only those with the shortest memories can be unaware of the dangers of 
attempting to 'deal' with arguments by labelling them 'unMarxist'. 

~ Karl Marx. Capital, vol. I. Penguin/NLR edition, 1976. p. 283. See, more 
generally on this point, ibid .. chapter 7, 'The Labour Process and the Valoriza
tion Process" and the Appendix. 'Results of the Immediate Process of Pro
duction·. 
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always considered as a unity. Since capitalists will remain capitalists 
and workers remain workers, the social relations of production are 
reproduced, as well as the means of production. 

For the most part, reproduction will be taken to be 'simple". The 
reason for this is not. of course, that simple reproduction is typical 
of capitalist systems; it is that many of the questions discussed below 
do not depend on the nature of the reproduction involved. so that it 
is obviously sensible to consider them in the context of the 'simple' 
case. 

Labour-time, value, money and price 
Unless otherwise stated, all labour is taken to be unskilled, 'simple' 
labour, all labour being of equal ability and equal 'intensity'. Any 
worker can perform every kind of 'concrete' labour. All productive 
activities of a given kind are assumed to be carried out under 
identical conditions and with equal efficiency, so that each individual 
expenditure of labour-time is an expenditure of socially necessary 
labour-time. The impossible task of adding together quantities of 
different concrete labour-times will not be attempted, it may be 
noted !9 All summations of labour-times are summations of quan
tities of abstract labour. 

It is to be taken as read throughout that the exchange of com
modities takes place via the medium of money. That money will 
seldom be referred to explicitly, and that the functions of money 

9 Gerstein (see footnote 13) actually makes the mistake of asserting that 
abstract labour, as such, never appears in the Sraffa-based critique. which. he 
says, considers only concrete labour. This assertion could hardly be more 
wide of the mark. As will be seen in later chapters. the total labour-time 
embodied in, say, a car, is represented as the sum of the labour-time spent in 
assembling the car, that spent in making the steel, etc .. used by car workers. 
that spent in producing iron ore, coal. electricity and so on for use in making 
the steel, etc., etc. The very fact that these different labour-times, expended in 
a capitalist economy, are added together means that they are treated as abstract 
labour-time. (One can no more add 7 hours of concrete coal-mining labour to 
3 hours of concrete tea-making labour than one can add 7 apples to 3 oranges.) 
Cf., Marx. op. cit., p. 296. 
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other than the medium of exchange function are not discussed, is to 
be attributed to the fact that the (obviously very important) issues of 
crises, 'effective demand', 'Say's Law' and so on are abstracted from, 
reproduction being assumed to take place smoothly. 

The foregoing assumptions entail that the magnitude of value is a 
quantity of embodied labour-time. This ~t·ill olten be abbreviated to 
the statement that 'value equals embodied labour-time' (an abbrevi
ation used by Marx). It will be clear to the serious reader that, since 
only capitalist commodity economies are considered, this abridge
ment involves no denial of Marx's statements concerning the 'form 
of value', abstract social labour, the 'universal equivalent' and so on. 

The prices considered throughout this work are always prices of 
production. for market prices are never considered. It should, 
perhaps, be remarked that, by definition, prices of production are 
the prices which would obtain in the (hypothetical) presence of a 
uniform rate of profit: the concepts of a uniform rate of profit and 
of prices of production are indissolubly related. It is for this reason, 
and not because the determination of prices of production is a major 
theoretical concern in its own right, that prices of production will 
appear frequently in the sequel. If one is concerned to explain the rate 
of profit then, ipso facto, one must 0e concerned with prices of 
production. 10 

Wages 

Wages are treated in this work, as they were by Marx, as being 
exogenously determined, in terms of a specified bundle of com
modities, in a given economy in a given period. Naturally, one does 
not thereby deny that wages are socially determined or that they 
change over time. (It should go without saying that to assume an 

10 The (supposedly rhetorical) question "Who is interested in prices'1 That 
can be left to bourgeois theory' thus simply embodies a confusion. The 
answer to the question is 'Anyone concerned to provide a serious theory of the 
rate of profit. in particular. and of the laws of motion of capitalism. in 
general'. 
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exogenously given wage is not to assume a wage providing only a 
biological subsistence level of living.) 

At some points in the following chapters the wage is taken to be 
paid in advance; in others it is assumed to be paid ex post, at the end 
of the cycle of production. It is to be noted w1th care that the varymg 
choice of assumption is dictated purely by the resulting convenience 
for the analysis in hand. Nothing will be said, on the basis of either 
assumption, which could not also be said, mutatis mutandis, using 
the other assumption and any reader who feels (incorrectly) that the 
choice between these assumptions is important can always make the 
appropriate change in assumption: no essential change will result in 
the conclusions, provided that they are correctly drawn. 11 

The obscurantist response 
The response of many Marxists to the kind of results presented in 
this book has been not to face them but to obscure them, not to 
consider their validity or implications but to ignore them and to 
'justify' this response by merely asserting (correctly) that Marx was 
concerned with wider issues. It should be transparently clear that 
from this (correct) assertion nothing follows concerning the validity 
of the various propositions in question. The obscurants often also 
allege (incorrectly) that those engaged in the derivati~n of such 
propositions either ignore or even deny many of Marx s essential 
insights. The usual basis for such allegations is the mere absence 
from the arguments involved of lengthy rehearsals of Marx's basic 

11 Gerstein (see footnote 13) pp. 276, 278, asserts that the assumption that 
wages are paid ex post involves "ideological bias· and the v1ew that workers 
and capitalists ·share' the net product. In fact, of course, 1f wages are ~a ken as 
given, no question of 'sharing' the net product anses, whether those wages arc 
paid at the beginning or the end of the production p~nod. Th1s lapse prov1des 
a 'good' example of an emotional response to a s1mpl~ but misunderstood 
point of reasoning. (Gerstein is also wrong to say. p. 275, There are, m general. 
n solutions for r. Presumably the largest 1s the one that corresponds to the 
actual rate of profit.' It is. of course, well-known that the economically relevant 
solution is actually the smallest of the mathematical solutwns.) 
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ideas, as if one necessarily denied the truth of all those propositions 
whose truth one does not explicitly atlirm 1 Such demands for the 
constant repetition of basic ideas perhaps indicate how shallow are 
the roots of the recent re\ival of Marxist culture. 

As is to be expected, the different obscurants do not all make 
exactly the same allegations against the Marx-critique 12 based on the 
work of Sralfa but it is not difficult to construct from their writings 
a ·composite allegation'. which encompasses all the most common. 
specific complainh. 13 I+ 

The composite allegation 

The type of argument exemplified in the present text is flawed (it is 
alleged) by the following in some cases interconnected 'failures'. 
a) It is asocial and ahistoricaL failing to represent capitalism as a 
specific mode of production. In particular, relations of production 
are viewed in a purely 'natural' (non-social) way and capital is not 
seen as a social relation (alternatively, is seen as a social relation 
only with respect to questions of distribution). The analysis is purely 
formal. 

b) It is concerned only with exchange and distribution, paying little 
or no attention to the process of production. 

c) In so far as production is considered, it is seen as a purely naturaL 

12 
The lcm1 ·critique· is, of course, used here nor in the sense of total!\ 

ncgati\ c. dismissiYc criticism hut rather to mean criticism leading to a ne~· 
thc;)r) emhudymg the strengths of the old but shedding it'; weaknesses. 

'· The more responsible 'defences· of Marx against the SratTa-based 
critique include B. Fine and L. Harris, 'Controversial Issues in Marxist 
Economic Theory· (in) The Sociali.11 Re:<i.11er. London, 1976: I. Gerstein. 
"Production. Circulation and Value·. Economr and Socien·, 1976 and R. B. 
Rowthorn. "Neo-Classicism. Neo-Ricardianism and M~rxism' . .\"e11· Lctr 
RcricJJ. no. g6. 1974: sec the first two of these three articles for extensive 
bibliographies. including references to all the Yarious works from which the 
allegation has been composited. 

1

~ If I ha\c omitted an:- important item from the composite allegation. the 
Ol1li'SJOn '' not mtcndcd but is due to O\ersight. 
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technical matter, not as a social process. Even if social relations are 
considered with respect to distribution, they are not considered in 
the context of production. 
d) The coercion, direction and control of the labour process by 
capitalists. or their agents, is not discussed: nor, therefore, is worker 

resistance to that coercion. 
e) It does not deal with the dynamic of capitalism, with accumula
tion or with crises. 
f) It is concerned only with quantitative matters, to the complete 

exclusion of qualitative issues. Thus 'value' is seen merely as em
bodied labour-time, the 'form of value' being entirely ignored. 
Marx's concepts of concrete labour, abstract labour, value and 

labour power are either misrepresented or are actually rejected. 
g) The source. or 'origin', of profit is not explained and the concepts 
of surplus labour and surplus value arc ignored or rejected. 

The allegation is specious 
To the reader familiar with Marx's work, the composite allegation 
presented above might well appear, if well-founded, to constitute a 

severe indictment of the Sraffa-based critique of Marx but it would 
be a paradox indeed if such a reader were content to consider only 
the superficial appearance of things. Careful consideration of the 
underlying assumptions set out above will show at once that some 
of the particular allegations are unfounded. 

It has already been stated that the obscurants evade the issues 
involved rather than meet them head on: this may now be considered 
further in the context of the composite allegation. Suppose, purely 
for the sake of the argument, that allegations a), b), c), d), e) and f) 
ll'ere fully jusrified (which they are not). This would mean that the 
Sraffa-based critique of Marx is concerned only with a restricted, 
precisely defined range of issues (which may or may not have further 
ramifications), sayinR norhing one 1ruy or rhc orher on most aspects 
of Marx's thought. Jr u·ould nor mean rhar rhe argumenrs 1rhich are 
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acruallr pur fonl'llrd in lllch a cririque arcjal1c 1
" This crucial fact is 

easily overlooked in the midst of lengthy disquisitions on the 
historicity of modes of production. the centrality of production as a 
social process. the unrelenting shop-floor struggle between workers 
and capitalish. the essentially dynamic nature of capitalism or the 
form of value. Such discourses may show that their authors h<l\e 
read Marx but they do norhing to meet the SratTa-based critique of 
Marx. 

More speciticall;. whatever the extent and the Importance of 
Marx's treatment of the form of value. Marx did make impouanr 
statements concerning embodied labour-time. the magnitude of 
value and the determination of the general rate of profit (and of 
prices of production). Some of those statements have been shown to 
be false. That fact cannot he altered and ought not to be obscured 

by incessant recitations of Marx's other \iews and statements. 
concerning the ·form of value· or anything ebe. or by (misleading) 
suggestions that the issues involved. here are peripheral to Marx·s 
work. 

Similarly. the (correct) assertions that the SratTa-based critique of 
Marx seldom refers cxplicirlr to the concepts of concrete labour. 
abstract labour and labour power provide no basis for the (rational) 
rejection of that critique. 

Element g) of the composite allegation has both an explicit and an 
implicit aspect. The explicit charge. that the Sraffa-based critique of 
Marx makes no reference to surplus labour or surplus value. is 
either quite simply false or is a variant on the charge that ·value· as 
understood by Marx is never fully discussed. The implicit aspect lies 
in the suggestion that Sraffa-based theories give only a ·superficial' 
explanation of the existence of profits in terms of distribution and 

1
' Thi, point is 11cll-understood b; some. Thus Rowthorn. in thL' article 

cited above, prO\ ides a forceful presentation of allegation' a) to c). Yet being 
well-1cr":d in the logical content of the relevant arguments. he ai no point 
rejecb an; one of the conclusions reached in the SrafEt-ba,ed criti(.jUC nf 
\l!arx: he mere!; says that the scope of Ihc arguments in (.jUCstion is limil<:d. 
The point is perhaps les' clear!} taken by some of those 11ho ha1c (.jUOtcd 
Rl1\\thorn\ paper. 
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exchange. while Marx's arguments provide an 'essential' or ·rear 
explanation in terms of production. The first half of this suggestion 
is only a variant of elements a) to e). considered above. while its 
second half is simply false. as will emerge from the following 
chapters. 

[The issue of ·superficial' explanations perhaps deserves a further 
remark. which has a bearing on many aspects of the composite 
allegation. and which should be noted clearly. If it is said that. e.g .. 
the rate of profit is determined by A. B and C. it is ahl'ays possible 
to ask. 'Yes. but what determines A. B. and cr. that being so 
whatever are A. Band C. That question will always be legitimate. in 
some frame of reference. but it must not be taken to mean that the 
determination in terms of A. Band C is inrulid. Many of the supposed 
'defences· of Marx against the Sraffa-based critique have amounted 
to no more than the implicit denial of this simple truth.) 

As a refutation of the Sraffa-based critique. the composite allega
tion and all of its elements are completely specious. 16 

The resounding 
phrases and lofty themes. often found in such allegations. serve only 
to obscure the issues at hand. The Sraffa-based critique of Marx 
cannor be met head on and rationally rejected. for the simple reason 
that it is correct. Thus the self-appointed 'defenders· of Marx 
descend into evasion. 

The issues involved. it is sad but true. have been the object of long 
and often fruitless debate: it is time to acknowledge that they can be 
resolved and to consider the further ramifications of that necessary 
resolution. There is no legitimate excuse for further evasion con
cerning the Sraffa-based critique of Marx: in particular. as has been 
set out at some length above. that critique cannot be airily dismissed 

16 Much less important than the question whether the Sraffa-based crilique 
of Marx is open to the composite allegation (it is not) is the question whether 
the Sraffa-based cri lies of Marx have or have not been aware of the 1 a now; 
issues raised (irrelevantly) by the obscurants. The appropriate evidence being 
largely anecdotal and circumstantiaL the space necessary to show that the;_ 
have generally been aware of these aspects of Marx 's thought would be out of 
all proportion to the small importance of the question. I merely state that I 
have always been so aware. 



as belonging to a different frame of di~coursc. 1 " The Sraffa"bascd 
results arc not only correct but derive from arguments which do not 
depend on ignoring or rejecting Marx's basic materialist frame" 
work. 1

H Furthermore. they relate not to marginal but to central 
issues in Marx's theory: as was remarked abmc. Marx was himself 
well aware of the importance of a sound theory of the rate of profit 
(and price~ of production) for the proper umkr-,tanding of a capital
ist economy and its development. The approprwte response of 
Marxists to the Sraffa-based critique of Marx is thus not to evade it 
or obscure it but to grasp it. to absorb it and to use it in the con
struction of an improved theory of the capitalist economy. 

The structure of the present work 
Chapters 2 to 5 below present alternati\e discussions of the under
lying issue of the determination of the rate of profit in a capitalist 
economy: it is shown in varied ways and at \·arious levels of gener
ality that no value magnitude plays any essential role in that 
determination. Each of these chapters is based on the simplifying 
assumptions that only circulating capital is used and that no pure 
joint products arc produced. The same assumptions are adopted in 
chapters 6 to 8. which deal with a number of extensions to the 
arguments of chapters 2 to 5. showing how Yariations within the 

,- It i-, incumbent on those who would seck to C\ade the Sraffa-based 
critique by such a move to o,how just how their prcciseh stated definition' and 
assumptiom arc both such a:, to assist one\ understanding of capitalism and 
not such as to be open to the Sraffa-based critique. 

IH Nothing has been. or will be said here concerning Marx·s work on 
commodity fetishism. rcitication and related issues. It may well he that creatire 
thinkers. inspired by Marx\ work on these matters. will produce further 
insights into the nature of capitalist societies. One can be confident. however. 
that such creatiH: work will derive no inspiration whatsoever from the mere 
repetition. often in language far less compelling than that of the originaL of 
what Marx wrote. It mav he noted that Marx's ideas in this field hear 110 

intrinsic relation to the questions whether production price> are determined 
by values. whether profit equals surplus \ alue. and 'o on. They relate rather 
to certain features of the capitalist commoditj producing: economy which are 
taken as read throughout thi, work. 

Principal Issues and Cndcrlring Assumptions l7 

labour process. heterogeneous labour. differential wages. certain 
turnover problems. etc., may be treated within the 'physical quan
tities· framework of analysis advocated throughout this book. After 
a discussion of the 'falling rate of profit' in chapter 9. attention is 
turned, in chapters I 0 to 13. to the analysis of fixed capital using (and 
joint product producing) capitalist economies. Whilst certain addi
tional complexities naturally arise with the introduction of fixed 
capitaL etc., it is shown that the central findings of the simpler 
analyses of chapters 2 to 8 are little affected: under simple. reasonable 
assumptions. the physical conditions of production and real wages 
suffice to determine the rate of profit. all prices of production. which 
methods of production arc used, at what age machines arc scrapped. 
the social allocation of labour power, and so on. No value magnitude 
is of the slightest relevance to that determination. It will be con
cluded, therefore, that Marx's value magnitude reasoning should be 
abandoned by those working to develop the materialist account of 
the capitalist economy. 

No claim to significant originality is made for the arguments 
presented below. On the contrary, the far more significant claim
that the arguments given below are correct -is buttressed by the fact 
that many of the results presented here have been obtained by 
various writers. 19 The objective of the book is to present well-

19 See. for example. 
I. G. Abraham-Frois et E. Berrebi. Tlu!orie de la Valeur. des Prix et de 

I 'Accumulation. Paris. 1976. 
2. L. von Bortkiewicz. ·value and Price in the Marxian System·. 

International Economic Papers. 1952. (This is an English translation 
of the second and third parts of a three part article originally pub
lished. in German. in 19061907.) 

3. A. Br6dy. Prices. Proportions and Planninr;. A Mathematiml 
Restateme/11 of the Labour Theory of Value. Amsterdam. 1970. 

4. V. K. Dmitriev. Economic Essar.1 on Value. Competition and 
Utility. Cambridge. 1974. (The first essay. which is the one relevant 
to the present work. was first published. in Russian. in 1898.) 

5. P. Garegnani. !I Capitale ne/le Tcoric del/a Di.1trihu::ione. Milano. 
1960. 

6. M. Lippi. Marx: il Valore come Costo Socialc Rea/e. Milano. 1976. 
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established results in a coherent and (as far as possible) simple way.20 

emphasizing that arguments entirely consistent with Marx·s 
materialist analysis both provide answers to some of the important 
questions with which Marx grappled and show that his value 
magnitude analysis is irrelevant to those answers. 

7. M. Morishima. Marx ·s Economics. A Dual Thcorr o! Value and 
Growth, Cambridge. 1973. 

8. M. Morishima. 'Marx in the Light of Modem Economic Theory'. 
Econometrica. 1974. 

9. N. Okishio. 'A Mathematical Note on Marxian Theorems·. 
Weltwirtschaftliches Archil'. 1963. 

It might be wondered whether 'Marx after Dmitriev' or 'Marx after Bort
kiewiez' might not be a proper title for the present work but Sraffa's work has 
proved to mark a turning point. by providing a rigorous framework of 
analysis within which the pioneering works of Dmitriev and Bortkiewicz 
become (important) special cases. 

20 Mathematical arguments have, as far as possible. been preceded by 
simple numerical examples; the mathematical 'lever of the argument is thus 
oscillatory. not ever increasing. and the reader who finds a particular section 
difficult is therefore encouraged to press forward. Since any attempt to satisfy 
hoth mathematical and non-mathematical readers is doomed to failure. I have 
steered towards the interest of the latter: to the former. who might have pre
ferred a less informal argument in certain passages. I can only apologi7c and 
swear on oath that the informality does not reflect any contempt for rigorou' 
argument' It may also be noted here that with respect to those chapters 11 hi eh 
arc based on previously published papers. no attempt has been made to poJi,h 
away every clement of repetition or difference of emphasis. 

2 

The 'Transformation 
Problem' 

Marxist economists have wasted much time and energy in the dis
cussion of an intrinsically unimportant problem. the so-called 
'transformation problem·. While the question is not really of great 
interest, it must nevertheless be sorted out. not least to end the 
waste of time of Marxist economists. The purpose of this chapter is 
to pose some of the central points as starkly as possible. making no 
use of arithmetic or algebraic arguments. Subsequent chapters will 
provide more detailed discussion. 

Marx's 'solution' is logically inconsistent 
As is well-known. Marx's ·solution' to the transformation problem 
can be found in Capital. vol. 11 I. in Theories of Surplus Value. Part I I. 
and in a letter. to Engels. of Augus~ 2nd. 1862. A minor problem 
with Marx·s ·solution' is that he failed to transform the prices of 
inputs (see below) but this is easily dealt with and is not the central 
objection to Marx's approach. The central objection is that. even if 
input prices are transformed. Marx's 'solution· is internally in
consistent. 

It may be worthwhile to state at some length why Marx·s 'solution· 
is internally inconsistent. In a given economy (in a given year) there 
will be a bundle of commodities going to the capitalists (which 
constitute net investment and capitalists' consumption). a bundle of 
commodities which replace produced means of production (the 
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physical aspect of constant capital) and a bundle of commodities 
going to workers as wages (the physical aspect of variable capital). 
In order to form a rate of profit it is clear that one must ·value· these 
three bundles in a consistent way. Marx ·values· them in terms of 
embodied labour. to obtain aggregate surplus value S. constant 
capital C and variable capital V. and then defines the rate of profit 
in l'a!uc lerms as S (C +V). To obtain the rate of profit in monn 
lerms. however. one must ·value· the three bundles in terms ofpric~s 
and then divide profit by total capital. 1 

If all prices were proportional to values. i.e. to quantities of 
embodied labour. then. it will be clear. the two rates of profit (in 
value terms and in money terms) would be the same. In general. 
however. the two rates of profit must differ once prices diverge from 
values. 1rhich is precisely the si!Uation that A1arx 11·as concerned 1rith. 

Now if these two profit rates differ. which is the significant one'? 
Which will affect capitalists' decisions and actions? And which will 
tend to be made uniform. as between industries. in a competitive 
economy? The answer is self-evident; it is the money rate of profit 
which affects decisions and tends to be equalized. The ·value rate of 
profit'. used by Marx. is of no concern to capitalists. it is unknown 
to capitalists and there is no force acting to make it equal as between 
industries. The implication is clear; S1(C +V) is not a significant rate 
of profit in a capitalist economy. and it does not equal the actual. 
money. rate of profit. Furthermore. one cannot assume that it will 
be a 'close approximation· to the actual rate of profit; one can easily 
construct sensible numerical examples in which Si(C +V) is very 
different from the rate of profit. 2 It is also easy to construct examples 
of two economics having the same V and the same S but different 
Cs. such that the economy with the higher C. and hence the lmrer 

S (C +V). has the higher money rate of profit. Thus even the ranking 
of economies by S (C +V) can differ from their ranking by the 

1 
Since v.e are concerned here only with the mrio of profits in terms of price> 

to capital in terms of prices. it clearly does not matter what standard of prices 
ts adopted. smce the rario will be independent of the standard chosen. 

2 Sec. e.g .. chapter 3. 
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profit rate. 
Marx's argument. then. is internally inconsistent. He assumes 

that S (C +V) is the rate of profit but then derives the result that 
prices diverge from values. which means precisely. in general. that 
S (C +V) is 1101 the rate of profit. 

The above criticism. it may be noted. is quite independent of the 
question whether or not input prices should he transformed (sec 
below). Even more important to notice is the fact that adherents to 
Marx's 'solution' never attempt a direct reply to the above criticism. 
The reason for this is simple: the criticism is sound and cannot be 
answered. 

Transformation of input prices 
It was stated above that a minor problem with Marx·s solution is 
that he failed to transform input prices. It has occasionally been 
argued. however. that this is no problem at all and that it is quite 
proper not to transform input prices. Two points need to be made: 
first that input prices do have to be transformed in any sensible 
solution and second that Marx was fully aware of that fact. 

That input prices have to be transformed follows quite simply 
from the fact that all capitalists take decisions in price terms. 
purchase their inputs at money prices and strive to maximize the 
money rate of profit. A 'theoretical system· in which a given com
modity has different prices according to whether it is being sold or 
being purchased just does not correspond to unr real capitalist 
economy. If we do not transform input prices then we commit the 
absurdity of assuming that the price paid for a commodity by the 
immediate purchaser can differ from the price received by the 
immediate seller! 

That input prices must be transformed in any sensible solution is 
clear. No less clear is the fact that Marx was perfectly well aware of 
this. even though he failed to take account of it in the solutions he 
left (in unfinished manuscripb and a letter. it must be remembered). 

The following three passages from Cupiwl. vol. IlL Part IL will 
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sutflcc to show that Marx was well aware that input prices must be 
transformed. 3 

i) · ... the fact that under capitalist production the elemenb of 
productive capital are. as a rule. bought on the market. and that for 
this reason their prices include profit which has <dread) been 
realised. hence. include the price of production of the respective 
branch of industry together with the profit contained in it. so that 
profit of one branch of industry goes into the cost-price of another.· 
(P. 160.) 
( Marx goes on to argue. incorrectly. that in aggregate this makes no 
difference but that does not affect our point here.) 
ii) ·we had originally assumed that the cost-price of a commodity 
equalled the raluc of the commodities consumed in its production. 
But for the buyer the price of production of a specific commodity is 
its cost-price. and may thus pass as cost-price into the prices of other 
commodities. Since the price of production may differ from the 
value of a commodity. it follows that the cost-price of a commodity 
containing this price of production of another commodity may also 
stand above or below that portion of its total value derived from the 
value of the means of production consumed by it. It is necessary to 
remember this modified significance of the cost-price. and to bear in 
mind that there is always the possibility of an error if the cost-price 
of a commodity in any particular sphere is identified with the value 
of the means of production consumed by it.· (Pp. 164- 5. italics in 
original.) 
iii) ·we have seen how a deviation in prices of production from 
values arises from: 
I) adding the average profit instead of the surplus-value contained 
in a commodity to its cost-price: 
2) the price of production. which so deviates from the value of a 
commodity. entering into the cost price of other commodities as one 
of its elements. so that the cost-price of a commodity may alread; 
contain a deviation from value in those means of production con-

' Page references arc to the Moscow. !966 edition. 
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sumed by it. quite aside from a deviation of its own which may arise 
through a difference between the average profit and the surplus
value.' (Pp. 206 7.) 

It is beyond comprehension that anyone should attribute to Marx 
the idea that it is wrong to transform input prices. 

Alternative solutions 
As is well-known. such writers as Dmitriev. v. Bortkiewicz and 
Sraffa have presented solutions to the question of what profit rate 
and prices of production will rule in an economy, with a given wage 
and given conditions of production. These solutions are internally 
consistent. they are quite simple to understand (especially the 
Dmitriev and v. Bortkiewicz solutions)4 and they show that profit 
rates and prices depend on real wages and on production conditions. 
just the things that Marx emphasized. These solutions arc well
known and we need only note two points here. First. these solutions. 
unlike that of Marx. are logically coherent. Second. that those who 
oppose such solutions never attempt any direct logical criticism of 
them. Instead they attempt to dismiss them by a process of deroga
tory labelling. by implying (incorrectly) that the acceptance of such 
solutions leads inexorably to the acceptance of subjective value 
theory or by merely asserting that solutions making profit different 
from surplus value must be unacceptable (see below). This kind of 
'non-argument' cannot be allowed currency any longer. No-one has 
presented a direct logical criticism of these solutions and that for the 
simple reason that there is no loRical criticism to be made. So far as 
they go, these solutions arc logically sound - and that is that. 

The above does not. of course. prevent one from saying that these 
solutions do not go far enough. The point has been made. for 
example. that equilibrium solutions arc only a first step and that a 
theory of disequilibrium profits and prices needs to be developed. 
This is certainly so and needs to be said but it must not be allowed to 

~ Cf .. chapter 5 below. 
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obscure the point that on the first step of equilibrium solutions. 
Marx's is just \\-rong: while the others are correct. Furthermore. there 
is no reason at all to expect that Marx"s ·solution· can be developed 

into a dynamic theory; an approach which fails the simpler test is 

not likely to meet the harder one. 

Why are people afraid of the alternative solutions? 
Why is it that some Marxist economists shy away from the fact that 
Marx's ·solution' is incoherent. while the alternative solutions an: 
perfectly logical. and ignore the direct. logical criticisms of the 
former, shutting: their eyes to the fact that they have no direct. 
logical criticism to make of the latter'? One major reason (there ma) 
be others) is. perhaps. the following:. 

If one adopts Marx's ·solution' then it follows inevitably both 
that total price equals total value and that total profit equals total 
surplus value. The latter equality may appear to give strength to the 
view that profit is simply surplus value allocated in a certain way 
and that exploitation is thus the source of profit. the latter not being: 
the result of ·profit on alienation' or any other process in the sphere 

of circulation. 
If. on the other hand. one adopts one of the logically coherent 

solutions then, in general. one finds that neither the total price total 
value nor the total profit.total surplus value equality will hold. One 
hypothesis is that people are afraid of these coherent solutions 
because they fear that if total profit can diverge from total surplus 
value then the way is open to theories attributing the existence of 
profits to circulation processes. 'contributions· made by capitalists. 

etc. This fear is completely unjustified. It is simple. within these 
alternative solutions. to show how profits will be positive i/ and onh 

i/there is surplus value, i.e. capitalist exploitation. That is all that is 
at issue; any question of total profit and total surplus value being: 

equal in maKnitude is triviaL 
The alternative. and coherent. solutions do not undermine the 

idea that exploitation is the source of profit: on the contrary. the) 
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provide a simple means of demonstrating: how the existence of 
surplus value is a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence 
of profit. Indeed the alternati\ e solutions bring to light the fact that 
the determinants of the profit rate are precisely the determinants of 
the rate of surplus value. which Marx analysed so intensively in 
Capital. vol. L namely the daily wage. the length of the working: da; 
and the conditions of production of wage commodities. (We mean. 
of course. conditions of direct and indirect production of wage 
commodities.) Thus these approaches mesh the analyses of rate of 
surplus value and rate of profit more closely together than Marx was 
able to do. Marx's (incorrect) approach appears to show that the 
rate of profit depends on the use which capitalists make of surplus 
value (i.e. which commodities they produce for their own consump
tion and investment) and not only on the conditions of production 
of surplus. The alternative (correct) approaches show that this is not 
so; the rate of profit depends on the conditions of production of 
surplus value and not on the use made of that surplus. which is 
precisely the conclusion most consonant with an analysis emphasiz
ing production. 

That these formal solutions take as given the real wage and the 
conditions of its production must not be misinterpreted to mean that 
they are asociaL ahistorical solutions; it means only that they form 

merely one part of a full analysis. One is perfectly free to go further 
and analyse the sociaL historicaL factory-floor and political 
determinants of the real wage and of production conditions. Indeed. 
one is precisely in a better position to do this properly once one has 
adopted a coherent solution to the 'transformation problem·. for 

such a solution shows which factors affect the rate of profit and 
prices of production and which do not. 

Conclusion 

The 'solution' of the transformation problem offered by Marx is 
quite unacceptable: it is internally incoherent. even when input 

prices are transformed. Alternative and coherent solutions exist 
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which, in their own, limited, terms are perfectly acceptable. They are 
logically sound and they can be used to make a basic Marxist point; 
capitalist exploitation is the source of profit. Marxist economists 
should stop wasting their time in incompetent debates on simple 
matters of logic. When they have freed themselves from the incubus 
of the 'transformation problem' they will perhaps be able to devote 
their energies to worthwhile Marxist theoretical work. 

3 

Value, Price and Profit 

In Capital, vol. I, Marx set out his theory of value and exploitation 
and showed, through his concept of the value of labour power. how 
'freedom' of exchange is quite compatible with exploitation and the 
existence of surplus value. His argument was both strengthened and 
simplified by the assumption that commodities exchange at value. 
In Volume Ill Marx turned to the more detailed question of how the 
profit rate and production prices are determined when the value 
composition of capital differs between industries and consequently 
commodities do not exchange at value. He was anxious to stress the 
idea that fundamentally profits and prices were just 'transformed' 
value quantities, so that the essence of the Volume I argument was 
unaffected by the Volume Ill complications. Over the last 15 years or 
so, academic economics has generated a considerable discussion of 
questions which bear directly on Marx's treatment of the relations 
between wages, profits, values and prices: relations which are clearly 
of importance for Marxist analyses of many issues in political 
economy. 1 The purpose of this chapter is to set out, by means of a 
simple numerical example, some of the conclusions which can be 
drawn concerning Marx's analysis of the relations between values, 
prices and profits. A more general discussion will be presented in 
the next chapter. 

1 Much of this discussion was provoked by Piero Sraffa's Production of 
Commodities br Means of Commodities, Cambridge, 1960: for a non-technical 
review see Joan Robinson, 'Piero Sraffa and the Rate of Exploitation·, NeH 
Lefi Review. no. 3 L 1965. 
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The methods of production and the real wage 
Marx normally described the economy in terms of value quantities, 
such as C(constant capital), V(variable capital), S(surplus value) and 
W(total value of gross output). These value quantities, however, 
were determined by two different things which Marx assumed to be 
given, in a given capitalist economy, at a given point in time. On the 
one hand, they depended on the existing conditions of production, 
both technical and social, which defined the relations between inputs 
and outputs in the productive process. On the other hand, they 
depended on the division of the net product between workers and 
capitalists in that society. We shall turn to the value quantity 
representation of the economy below but, for reasons which will 
emerge later, we start by describing the economy in physical terms. 

Consider a very simple economy with three industries. One 
industry produces the means of production, to be called iron, one 
produces gold and the third produces a necessary consumption good, 
say corn. In each industry the production process uses only labour 
and iron as inputs; the amount of iron used per unit of labour varies 
between the industries but, whichever industry iron is used in, it is 
completely used up in one year. Thus there is no fixed capital. 

Table I shows the physical inputs to, and physical outputs from 
each industry, with inputs to the left of the arrows and outputs to the 
right. (The argument does not, of course, depend on the particular 
figures given here.) The final row shows the physical inputs and 
outputs for the economy as a whole. 

Table I 

Iron Labour Iron Gold Corn 

Iron industry 28 56 ..... 56 
Gold industry 16 16 ..... 48 
Corn industry 12 8 ..... 8 

Total 56 80 ..... 56 48 8 
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Thus the first row shows that 56 units of labour, working with 28 
units of iron, produce 56 units of iron; the second shows that 16 
units of labour, working with 16 units of iron, produce 48 units of 
gold; while the third shows that eight units of labour. working with 
12 units of iron, produce eight units of corn. (The physical units to 
which we refer might, for example, be thousands of tons in the case 
of iron and of corn and kilograms in the case of gold. Labour is 
naturally measured in time-units: for example, thousands of hours. 
The second row would then state that 16 thousand hours of labour, 
working with 16 thousand tons of iron, produce 48 kilograms of 
gold.) The final row, being merely the sum of the first three rows, 
shows that, in the economy as a whole, 80 units of labour are being 
performed2 and 56 units of iron are being used up, while 56 units of 
iron, 48 units of gold and eight units of corn are being produced. 
Since the output of iron = 56 units = the amount of iron used up 
in production, it will be clear that our economy cannot expand (this 
is not important for the questions we wish to examine). Net output 
therefore consists of 48 units of gold and eight units of corn. We 
shall assume that the total real wage bill paid to the 80 units of labour 
consists of five units of corn, this corn wage bill being paid at the 
beginning of the year, as assumed by Marx. The capitalists receive, 
at the end of each year, 48 units of gold and three units of corn. 3 

(Thus, of the eight units of corn available at the end of a year, three 
units go to the capitalists as part of their profit for that year, while 
five go to the workers as wages for the next year.) 

Value and surplus value 
By the value of a commodity, Marx meant the quantity of labour 

2 In summing the various labour-times performed in the three different 
industries. one evidently treats these labour-times as equal, ignoring the 
different, concrete activities which they perform . 

3 It goes without saying that the total output of iron remains in the hands 
of the capitalists, being first held exclusively by the iron industry capitalists 
and then being distributed, through the market, between all three sets of 
capitalists . 
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socially necessary for the production of that commodity.-+ This 

value. or quantity of labour. includes. of course. not only the labour 
used directly in the production of the commodity but also the labour 
used indirectly in its production or. in other words. the labour 
required to produce the means of production used up in the direct 
labour process. Let the values of a unit of iron. a unit of gold and a 

unit of corn be denoted by I;. lg and /,. respectively. 
To determine /;. consider the first row of Table I. The total value 

of output in the iron industry is clearly 56/;. This is made up of 56 

units of direct labour-time plus the labour embodied in the 28 units 

of iron used up in production: the latter is simply 28/;. Hence 

28/; +56 = 56/; or 

l; = 2. 

Now that l; has been determined. lg and /, can be found directly. 
From the second row of Table I we see that 48/g is equal to 16 (direct 
labour) plus the labour embodied in 16 units of iron. the latter simply 

being 16/; 32. Hence 

or 
48/g = 16+32 = 48 

lg = I. 

In the same way. from the third row of Table L 

and thus 

or 
8/, = 8 + 24 = 32 

I_ = 4. 

It will be noted that the values of the commodities (/; = 2. !" = I. 
l, = 4) have been determined solely from the physical data given in 
Table I: they are quite independent of wages. profits and prices. 

While the physical data of Table I are sufficient to determine the 

4 Cf.. chapter I and the Appendix to the present work. 
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values of iron. gold and corn. however. they do not suffice to 
determine the value of the commodity lahour pml'er. The value of 
labour power is. by definition. the value of the commodities required 
to maintain the working class. i.e. the commodities necessary to 
reproduce labour power. The value of labour power. therefore. 
depends on what quantities of commodities are obtained by the 
workers. as well as being dependent on the values of these latter 
commodities. In our example. since labour power is reproduced by 
the working class's consumption of 5 units of corn. the value of 
labour power. V. is given by 

V = 5/, = 5 X 4 = 20. 

Total surplus value. S. follows immediately smce (V+ S) 
live labour = 80: thus 

S = 80~ V 80~20 = 60. 5 

total 

It should be noted that. given the total of living labour and the real 
wage paid, V and S depend only on ( and that /,. in turn. depends 
only on the production conditions in the iron and corn industries. 
Changes in the production conditions in the gold industry. that is. 
would have no effect on V or S. (This illustrates the point. often made 
by Marx. that increases in labour productivity in industries that are 
not involved. directly or indirectly. in the production of com

modities consumed by the workers do not generate 'increases in 
relative surplus value'.6 It should also be noted. more generally. that 
by considering various possible changes in the physical data one can 
explain. simply and clearly. Marx's concepts of both absolute and 
relative surplus value.)" 

Hence from knowledge of the physical conditions of production 
and the real wage. one can determine values. the value of labour 

5 That the calculation is correct may be checked as follows. The capitalists 
obtain 48 units of gold plus 3 units of corn and the value of these commodities 
= 48/g + 3( = 48 X I+ 3 X 4 = 48 + 12 = 60 = S. 

6 C/.. Capital. vol. L Penguin NLR. 1976. p. 432. 
- Ct.. chapter 6. 
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power and surplus value. The rate of surplus value. S V. is then also 
known (and equal to 60 20 = 300 per cent in our example). From 
the physical data. that is. one can deduce the value description of the 
economy. showing how workers are exploited by working part of 
the time (3 4 in our example) for the capitalists. Indeed we can easily 
convert Table I into Table II which is the value schema. for our 
example. as used by Marx. Each entry in the first column of Table I 
is multiplied by the value of iron ( = /i = 2) to give C. each entry in 
the second column is divided into V and S in the proportions I : 3 
and. finally. the outputs are multiplied by /i = 2. lg = I and I, = 4 
respectively to give the w·s. 

Table 11 

Iron industry 
Gold industry 
Corn industry 

Total 

C V S w 

56+ 14+42 = 112 
32+ 4+12= 48 
24+ 2+ 6 = 32 

112+20+60= 192 

It may perhaps be objected. at this point. that we appear to have 
spent much effort merely to arrive at the point reached by Marx 110 
years ago 1 While it may be of some interest to show how the value 
schema can be derived from physical quantities. is it important to 
do so'l it may be asked. One answer to this. and not a trivial one. is 
that it is always worthwhile to analyse concepts into underlying 
concepts. Physical conditions of production and real wages are 
subject to different forces and trends of change. so that it is much 
better to study them separately. even if one's final objective is to 
study changes in. say. V or S. 
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The transformation of value and surplus value 
We wish to concentrate. however. on another reason for basing the 
analysis of fundamental relations in political economy on the 
physical data of production and real wages. This is the fact that. in 
general. it is not possible to explain the rate of profit and production 
prices solely on the basis of the data set out in a value schema such 
as that of Table !I.~ As is well-known. Marx. starting from such a 
schema. attempted to explain profits and prices in the following way. 
He asserted that the ratio of total surplus value to total constant and 
variable capital determined the rate of profit. He then determined a 
·price of production' for each commodity by multiplying the appro
priate (C +V) by ( 1 +the rate of profit). Applying this procedure to 
our example. Marx would have obtained the following results: 

Rate of profit 

Iron price of production 

Gold price of production 

60 
--

112+20 

(56+14)x(l+r'rl= 101 1~ 

(32+4) X (I +rt) = 52rt 

Corn price of production = (24 + 2) x (I + rt) = 37~ 

On the basis of his argument Marx ·showed·. and this is naturally 
confirmed by our example. that the aggregate price of production 
equals the aggregate value and that total profit equals total surplus 
value. 

Now Marx's argument cannot be regarded as acceptable. We may 
note first that while Marx transformed the values of outputs into 

prices of production he did not so transform either the value of iron 
used as input (the C terms are unchanged). or the value of corn 
advanced as wages (the V terms are unchanged). Thus both iron and 
corn appear to have different exchange values when sold as output 
from when they are purchased as inputs: but this is nonsensical since 

H See chapter 4 for a more detailed discussion. 
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sale and purchase arc two aspects of the same transaction. Hence 

inputs must be transformed as well as outputs. (Marx knew this and 

drew attention to it but does not appear ever to have modified his 

calculations accordingly.) 

Merely allowing for the transformation of the inputs will not. 

however. suffice to produce a coherent theory of profits and prices. 9 

The more fundamcntalllaw in Marx·s argument lies at the beginnmg 

of it. when he equates the profit rate to S (C +V) for the economy as 

a whole. As Marx himself emphasized. the rate of profit is a concept 

used in analysing a capitalist economy at the 'level of prices·. not at 

the 'level of values·. and the tendency to the uniformity of profit 

rates as between industries is enforced bv the mobilitv of monev 

capital. Thus the rate of profit is equal to-the price of ~ross outpL;t 

m in us the price of the inputs. divided by the price of those inputs. 

Now. when prices are not proportional to values. there is no reason 

at all why this ratio should equal the ru/ue of gross output minus the 

the ru/ue of inputs. divided by the \'(//uc of these inputs. (As will be 

seen below. the two ratios are very different in our economy.) In 

other words. S (C +V) is nor the rate of profit in a capitalist economy. 

If we arc to explain profits and prices adequately we must leave 

9 To see this. let k, be the price value ratio for iron and k, be that for corn 

and suppose that the profit rate is (5 11) as argued b\ Marx. If we now trans
form both inputs and outpub we obtain. fr~m th~ first and third rows of 

Table 11. 

and 

(56k,+J4k,{J+-
1
5
1
)o- JJ2k; 

(24k;+2k_j(l +- tl)= 32k, 

These tv..o relations simplil\ to 

and 
2k,. = _lk, 

5k, = 6k, 

respectively. Now the latter equations are simply inconsistent with positive 
pnces: rhcre are 110 positive price value ratios. k; and k, .. which satisl\ both 

these relations. Hence the assertion in the text that the problem in Marx·, 

approach lies deeper than his not having transformed input prices. 
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the value schema and return to the physical quantities description 

of the economy. This is why we started with the latter. In the next 

section we show how the physical data suffice to determine profits 

and prices even though the data of the usual value schema do not 

(in general). 

The rate of profit and prices 
Following Marx. we shall treat gold as the money commodity. so 

that the price of a commodity is the quantity of gold with which it 

exchanges. 10 

Denote the rate of profit by r and let w. p; and p, be the money 

wage rate per unit of labour-time. the money price per unit of iron 

and the money price per unit of corn respectively. (The money price 

of a unit of gold is. of course. unity by definition.) Now consider. 

together. the first row of Table I and the following equation: 

(I+ r)(28p; + 56w) = 56p;. 

This equation says that the price of the iron and labour inputs in the 

iron industry. multiplied by one plus the profit rate. equals the price 

of the iron industry output. The latter price. that is. covers the price 

In the same manner we have. for the gold and corn industries 

respectively. 

(I+ r)(l6p; + 16w) 48 

and 

(l+r)(l2p;+8w) = 8p.,. 

Furthermore. since the money wages paid to the workers must just 

of the capital advanced plus profits at the rate r on that capital. 
10 Since one unit of gold is produced by one unit of labour (I" = I). it 

follows that the price of a commodity is numerically equal to the labour 
embodied in the gold with which that commodity exchanges. This can be 

compa1ed with the value of that commodity. 
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enable them to purchase five units of corn. it must be true that 

1:\0w = 5p,, 

There are thus four equations to determine the four variables r. w. 

Pi· p,, The (approximate) solutions arc 11 

It will be noted at once that the rate of profit. 52,08 per cent. is very 

different from that given by Marx's formulaS (C +V). i,e, 45yr per 

cent In other words. Si(C +V) does not even give a good approx
imation to the profit rate, 

Some rather tedious calculations show that the aggregate price of 

output (approximately 178) is no/ equal to the aggregate value of 

output t 192) and that total profit (approximately 61) is no/ equal to 

total surplus value (60), (Nor does either of the elements of capital 

have an aggregate price equal to aggregate value,) The idea that total 

profit equals total surplus value is just as false as the idea that 

Si(C +V) is the rate of profit. 

It is not difficult to see that the second of our four equations. that 

relating to gold production. is relevant to the determination of w. 

Pi and p, (which are all money quantities) but is irrelevant to the 

determination of r. 12 Other things being cq uaL a change in the 

11 It may be of interest to note that in the limiting case of workers obtaining 
the whole net product (8 units of corn and 48 units of gold). the equation 
80w = 5p, would have to be replaced by 80w = (8p,+48): the solution 
would then be 

r = zero. w = I 
p; = 2 = I;. p, = 4 = /,, 

12 To see this. ignore the second of our four equations and divide through 
each of the others by p" There are then three equations and onlv three un
knowns. namely r and the ratios (w p,) and p, pc). Thus r can be determined. 

as can (w pJ and (p; pJ. quite independently of production conditions in the 
gold industry, The latter conditions merely determine. via the second equation. 
the absolute levels ofw. p; and Pc The point being made here has been empha
Sized by Paul Sweezy (following Bortkiewic;r) in eh, 7 of his Theorr of Capirah11 
Derelopmenr. London. 1962: see. in particular. pp, 123 5. 
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production conditions for gold will have no effect on the profit rate, 

This gives another way of seeing that S ( C +V) is not the rate of 

profit: for while S and V depend only on the real corn wage and on 

the production conditions for iron and corn. total C depends on the 

production conditions for gold as welL Thus if the latter change. 

while all other physical conditions remain the same. S (C +V) will 

change but the profit rate. r. will not: clearly. then. the former can 

equal the latter only by a fluke, 

A warning about gold money 
In the discussion above. we have deliberately followed Marx in 

treating money as a produced commodity. gold. in order to facilitate 

comparison between his analysis and ours, It is most important to 

remember. however. that money today consists. essentially. not of 

gold but of pieces of paper and. even more important. of mere 

numbers written in books or stored in computer memories (bank 

deposits), While gold is still used in the settlement of some inter

national payments. it is effectively irrelevant 1ri1hin modern capitalist 

economies, It is therefore not possible to base the analysis of modern 

monetary q ucstions. e,g, inflation. on theories of value and price 

which assume a commodity money such as gold, The above an<dysis 

would. therefore. be more appropriate to contemporary problems 

if one struck out the gold industry, This. as has been explained 

above. 13 would have no effect on the determination of rand would 

still leave determinate the ralios (w pJ. (w pcl and (pi p,), It would. 

however. leave for further analysis the determination of absolute 

money wages and prices, 

Principal conclusions 
Starting from the physical conditions of production and the real 

wage. one can derive values and surplus value. showing how the 

values of commodities other than labour power depend only on the 

1
-' Sec the preceding footnote 12, 
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(technically and socially determined) physical conditions of prod uc
tion, while the value of labour power and surplus value depend. in 
addition. on the real wages of the workers. The nature of exploitation 
is thus revealed. as is the fact that V and S are independent of the 
conditions in industries irrelevant to the production of wage goods. 
One can also derive from the physical picture of the economy a 
coherent theory of profits and prices. In doing so. however. one finds 
that, in general. 14 profits and prices cannot be derived from the 
ordinary value schema. that S (C +V) is not the rate of profit and 
that total profit is not equal to total surplus value. Thus not only can 
one build the theory of profits and prices around the physical schema. 
rather than the value schema. but one is forced to do so. 

It may be helpful to represent our principal conclusions as in 
Figure I. 

Figure I 

Physical 
production and 
wage data 

(a) 

(b) 

All value 

quantities 

(c) 

Profits and 
pnces 

14 In order to make the numerical example as simple as possible. we ha\c 
assumed only one produced means of production (iron) and only one wage 
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The solid arrow labelled (a) shows that from the physical data all the 
value quantities may be explained (in our example. /j. 1~.(. V. Sand 
the value schema set out in Table 11). Arrow (b) shows that from the 
same data one can explain profits and prices. etc. (in our example. 
r. w. Pi· Pc· total profit, etc.). The dashed and 'blocked off' arrow (c) 
represents the fact that one cannot. in general. explain profits and 
prices from value quantities as set out in the usual value schema. 
that S (C +V) is not the rate of profit. etc. 

We thus have to picture our theoretical structure as having a 
·fork-like' character. with a ·value prong'. arrow (a). and a 'profit
price prong·. arrow (b). There is. in general. no \\·m·jrom one prong 
to the other. This conclusion. it should perhaps be emphasized. is the 
conclusion of an argument in logic: should anyone wish to challenge 
it. they must do so either by finding a logical flaw in the argument15 

or by rejecting explicitly and coherently one or more of the assump
tions on which it is based. They cannot challenge this conclusion hy. 
for example. merely remarking that it ditlers from Marx·s conclusion 
or by asserting. whether rightly or wrongly. that the conclu~1on is 
politically or ideologically ·unacceptable·. 

good (corn). This has the disadvantage that one can therefore derive profits 
and prices from Table IL in this example. (provided. of course. that one 
follows the method of Bortkiewicz and not that of Marx). The need for 
simplicity has thus meant that the example does not/u//r illustrate the general 
truths asserted here. That they are general truths will. however. be seen in the 
next chapter. 

15 Nota he ne: the present type of argument has been examined. in various 
forms. by many different writers over the last 80 years. The same conclusions 
have always been reached and no logical flaw has ever been found in such 
arguments. 
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Value, Price and Profit 
Further Considered 

While the simple numerical example of chapter 3 should have 
sufficed to alert attention both to a number of defects in Marx·s 
arguments and to a possible way of overcoming them. numerical 
examples always arouse in the reader's mind the legitimate question 
whether the conclusions reached are really of general validity. 1 

It will 
therefore be shown in this chapter that the general conclusions 
reached in the preceding one do indeed hold good in any capitalist 
economy with no fixed capital. no joint products. a uniform wage 
rate and a uniform rate of profit. All the background assumptiOns 
set out in chapter I are. of course. to be taken as read. 

The determination of the rate of profit 
Consider then a simple capitalist economy in which the known 
methods of production comprise only one possible (single product) 
method for the production of each of n commodities. Let the gross 
output of each commodity be unity by a suitable choice of units. let 
the matrix of produced means of production be A. where the i' 11 

column of A shows the inputs used up in industry j. and let u be the 
row vector showing the level of employment in each industry. The sum 
of the elements of a. i.e. total employment. will be denoted b;. L. If 

1 Except. of course. when a numerical example is used as~ cmmter-exumpl!' 
to an allegedly general proposition: a single example 1s perfectly adequate m 
such a context. 
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the rate of profit over the common period of production is r. if the 
row vector of money prices is pm and if the money wage rate. m. is 
paid in advance. then 

(I +r)(pmA+ma) =fr. (I) 

In words. the gross money revenue in industry j. pj. is equal to the 
total money capital advanced in that industry. both for produced 
means of production and as wages. plus profits on that total capital 
at the uniform rate r. Relation (I) may now be rewritten as 

or 
pm[I- (I+ r)A] = (I+ r)ma 

pm= m(l+r)a[l-(l+r)A]- 1
• (2) 

provided only that production conditions permit the production of 
net output and that the rate of profit. r. is less than the maximum 
possible rate of profit (i.e .. that real wages are positive). 2 

Relation (2) does not. of course. determine either r or pm; it 
simply shows how they are related to one another. Now. however. 
let the real wage bundle obtained by the workers be given by the 
(non-zero) column vector 1r. Given that workers do not save. their 
money wages just enable them to purchase the real wage at the 
ruling money prices. Hence 

mL =pm· 1r (3) 

Thus on post-multiplying both sides of (2) by 1r. and taking account 
of (3). one obtains. after dividing through by m. 

L = (I+ r)u[l -(I+ r)A]- 1 w (4) 

In (4). L. a. A and 1r are all known: the only unknown is r. The 
right-hand side of ( 4) is known to be a monotonically increasing 
function of r. tending to infinity as r approaches the maximum rate 

2 Sec. for example. G. Debreu and I. N. Hcrstein. 'Non-Negative Square 
Matrices·. Economelrica. 1953: R. M. So low. 'On the Structure of Linear 
Models·. ihid .. 1952. 
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ofprofit. 3 Thus. subject to the one condition L > u(I-A)- 1
H'. to 

be discussed below. relation (4) determines a unique. positive value 
of r. The rate of profit is determined by the physical conditions of 
production. expressed by A. a and L. and by the workers· real wages. 
H. (The prices pm arc now also determined. through (2). in terms of 
the same data. for any given money wage rate. m.) 

It will not have escaped the reader's notice that the above deter
mination of the rate of profit. in terms of physical production condi
tions and real wages. involved no reference to any concept of 
embodied labour-time. Even if it were possible to determine the rate 
of profit (and prices of production) in terms of labour-time values. 
aggregateS. C and V. etc .. such a determination would be redu~dant. 
Production conditions and real wages. which Marx htmselt often 
treated as data. are sufficient for the determination of the profit rate. 

Once the above point has been firmly grasped. it becomes clear 
that there is no problem of transforming m lues into prices. etc .. to he 

so/red. The 'transformation problem· is a 'non-problem·. a spurious 
problem which can only be thought to arise and to have significance 
when one is under the misapprehension that the rate of profit must 
be determined in terms of labour quantities. Once it is seen that there 
is no such necessity. the ·problem· simply evaporates. 

Aliter 
The above determination of the rate of profit may also be presented 
in an alternative form. If relation (3) is used to eliminate m from ( 1 ). 

one obtains 

Now since pm must be a ~trictly positive vector. it follows from (5) 

J Sec. again. Debreu and Her,tein. op. cir. and Solow. op. cir .. referred to in 
footnote 2. 

~ It should be noted that since 11· is a column vector and a is a ro11· vector. 
11 . a is an n x n matrix. which is not to be confused with the scalar a· 11. 
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that ( 1 + r)- 1 must be the Perron Frobenius root 5 of (A+ L- 1 
1r · a). 

Thus. in an obvious notation to be used throughout this work. 

(6) 

Relation (6) presents. perhaps even more clearly than does (4). the 
determination of the profit rate. r. in terms of the conditions of 
production- A. L. a- and real wages. H'. Again. no reference to anr 
concept of embodied labour-time is involved. 

It will be clear from (6) that the rate of profit. r. can be positive 
only if 

(7) 

Inequality (7) thus provides the condition which must be satisfied by 
the methods of production and real wages if the economic system in 
question is to be productive from the capitalist standpoint. i.e. to 
generate profits. [It is to be noted that that same inequality is the 
condition which must be satisfied if i) the system is to be capable of 
producing a physical net product for capitalists (net of wages that is) 
and ii) the system is to be capable of 'producing surplus labour· 
(employing an amount of labour greater than required in producing 
the real wages for that amount of labour. together with the means of 
production used for that purpose). The conditions for profitability. 
production of physical surplus and 'production· of surplus labour 
are thus identical.] 

Further remarks 
Of the n commodities produced. only some will enter the wage 
bundle ll'. i.e. many elements of ll will be zero. Of those which do 
not enter the wage bundle. some will nevertheless be used. directly 
or indirectly. in producing one or more commodities consumed by 
workers: while the remaining commodities will neither be wage 
goods nor be used at any stage in the production of wage goods. The 

5 See the appendix to the present chapter for the meaning of this term. 
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important division, for present purposes, is that between commodi

ties which are wage goods and or are used in producing wage goods. 
on the one hand and. on the other, those commodities which arc not 
wage goods and are not used, either directly or indirectly. in the 
production of such goods. Let the first set of commodities be com-
modities, I. 2, .... h and the second set therefore be commodities 

h+ L h+2, .... n. 

Denote the complete matrix on the left-hand side of (5) by AT. 
It may now be partitioned as 

A • = [ ~' A~]
A; 

where Ai is an h x h matrix and At is an (n- h) x (n- h) matrix. 
The sub-matrix Ar must be zero, for otherwise at least one of com
modities h +I, ... , n would either enter the wage bundle or be 
used as a direct input into at least one of industries L ... , h. con
trary to hypothesis. If pm is now partitioned correspondingly, into 
ph and p", say. (5) can be written as 

(I +r)p"Ai = p" 

(I+ r)(p 11 A2 + pnAt] = j! 11
• 

Reasoning as before, it follows from (8) that6 

(I +r)- 1 = ;P~(Ai). 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

The rate of profit depends only on the elements of A i, that is. on the 
positire elements of the wage bundle and the (direct and indirect) 
production conditions of those wage goods. The production condi
tions for commodities h +I ..... n have no influence on the rate of 
profit. Nor do they influence p 11

• the production prices of the first h 

6 Provided. that is. that i.r~ (A/ ) > i.P
1 (A;). This is an acceptable condition. 

however. for were it not satisfied. the solution to (8) would be p" = 0. hardly 
an economically significant situation. Note that. as long as this condition i> 
satisfied. (6) and (10) are entirely consistent: i."'(A ··) = iP1 (A!). 
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commodities; they affect only the prices of commodities h + L 

. .. , n. 

Either (4) or (10) may be used to show that, other things being 
equal, the rate of profit is a decreasing function of every element of 
the real wage bundle. Thus suppose that Ai, in (10), is irreducible;7 

/.PF (A i) is then an increasing function of each of its elements and, 
therefore, of each element of the real wage bundle. Consequently, 
r is a decreasing function of every such element, since ( 1 + r)- 1 

= ;.rF(Ai). Alternatively, it may be noted that the right-hand side 
of ( 4) is an increasing function not only of r but also of every element 
of 1r; it follows immediately that, other things equal, a change in 
any element of H' will lead to a change of the opposite sign in r. 

Relations such as (4) and (10) may also be used to show how, for 
given 1r, r will vary with changes in hours of work, speed-up. etc.: 
these questions will be considered in chapter 6. 

Values and the rate of surplus value 
The amount of labour 'embodied' in each commodity, total surplus 

value, the rate of surplus value, etc. can be deduced at once from the 

data, A, a, L and w. 
Let the row vector I show the values of - the total, socially 

necessary labour-times embodied in - the various commodities. 
Since the gross output of each commodity is unity, Marx's 'value 
accounts', stating that the value of each commodity j is equal to 

(cj + vj + sj), can be written as 

lA+a = l, (11) 

where lA is the row vector of 'c' quantities and a is the row vector 

of 'v + s' quantities. Thus 

(12) 

The values of commodities depend only on their conditions of 

production. being independent. in particular. of wand of r. 
7 See, again. the works cited in footnote 2 and the appendix to this chapter. 
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The aggregate value of labour-power. V. however. depends both 
on I and on 1r.~ In fact 

V I · 11· ( 13) 

or 

(14) 

from (12). V depends both on real wages and on their conditions of 
production: note that. by an extension of the argument given in the 
previous section. V does not depend on the production conditions 
of commodities h +I ..... n - as Marx frequently and correctly 
pointed out. Total surplus value. S. is given by 

S =L-V (15) 

or 

S = [L-a(I-A)- 1H·]. 

from (14). TotalS depends only on the total labour done. on the real 
wage and on the conditions of its production: it is independent of 
the production conditions of commodities h + I ..... n. The total 
value of constant capital. C. is of course equal to the sum of the 
elements of /A. 

Thus f. V, S and C can be determined in terms of the conditions 
of production and the real wage. Indeed. they cannot be determined 
in any other way. The 'quantity of labour-time socially necessary for 
the production of a given commodity' has no meaning except with 

reference to the physical conditions of production. Again. "the 
labour-time required to produce the means of subsistence' has no 
meaning except with reference to the real. physically specified wage 
bundle and to the conditions of its production. Not only can Marx·s 
magnitudes f. V. S and C be derived from the physical conditions of 

H Cf .. vol. I. op. cit .. p. 276: "The value of labour-power can be resohed into 
the value of a definite quantity of the means of subsistence. It therefore varies 
with the value of the means of subsistence. i.e. with the quantity oflabour-time 
required to produce them.' · 
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production and the real wage but they mu.1·r be: there is no other 
meaningful basis for their determination. There is. of course. no 
reason to think that Marx would have disputed this: on the contrary. 
much that he wrote can sensibly be interpreted to mean that he 
regarded I. V. S and C as the most appropriate indices of the tech
nical and social conditions of production and of real wages. The 
point is nonetheless important. for since Marx·s various labour-time 
magnitudes arc entirely deriralil'e of the physically specified real 
wages and production conditions. these latter physical quantities 
being fully adequate to the determination of the profit rate and the 
prices of production. it follows at once that the labour-time magni
tudcs are of no significance for that determination. 

Exploitation and profits 
It was stated above that (4) determines a unique. positive rate of 
profit. subject to the one condition that 

L > a(I-A)- 1
11·. 

It may now be seen. from ( 14) and ( 15). that this condition may be 

written as 

V+S >V 

or 

s > 0. ( 16) 

The rate of profit will be positive if and only if surplus labour 
(surplus value) is positive. 

It is to be noted carefully i) that this proposition is rather obvious 
and ii) that it does not. in itself. constitute a theory of the existence 
of profits: 
i) The rate of profit is positive only if the total money value of profits 
is positive and that can be so only if capitalists appropriate a positive 
quantity of at least one commodity. Since a positive quantity of 
labour is required. directly or indirectly. for the production of every 
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commodity, the rate of profit is thus positive only if some labour is 

done which is no! directed towards the direct or indirect production 

of the wage bundle: i.e. only if surplus labour is performed. Con

versely, if surplus labour is performed. the capitalists appropriate a 

positive quantity of least one commodity. therefore money profits 
are positive and therefore the rate of profit is positive. That r is 

positive if and only ifS is positive is. in the present context.Y true 

but rather obvious. 
ii) The very fact that the proposition in question ·runs both ways· 

(r is positive i/and only ifS is positive) means at once that it does not 

constitute a theory of why r is positive. Any theory of 11 hr proji11 

are posilive will at the same time. be a theory of why surplus value is 

positive. Neo-classical economists do not commonly invoke the 

concept of surplus labour but they could do so without causing the 

slightest inconsistency within their theory .1 0 A vulgar neo-classical 
economist might then say. "The capital-labour ratio is finite: there

fore the marginal product of capital is positive: therefore the rate of 

profit is positive; therefore surplus labour is positive'. Again. a more 

sophisticated neo-classical might say, "Time preference is positive: 

therefore the rate of profit is positive: therefore surplus labour is 

positive'. Whatever the demerits of these (and other) neo-classical 

theories- none of which is advocated here · these imaginary state

ments suffice to show that asserting the co-existence of profits and 

surplus labour does not. in itself: provide a theory of why proflts arc 
positive. 

Thus the only possible role, in a theory of profits. for the statement 

" The argument is not so simple in the context of fixed capital and pure joint 
products. See chapters 10. 11. 12 and 13. 

10 Any reader inclined to an immediate. emotional rejection of this state
ment. should pause for reflection - and re-read paragraph i) above. Bohm
Bawerk. one of Marx"s most significant neo-classical critics. did not seck to 
deny the existence of surplus labour but sought rather to show that it existed 
because of" time preference· and the ·productivity of roundabout production·. 
Whatever may be the answer to the question. ·why do neo-classical economists 
not refer to surplus labour'?" the fact is that they could do so. without aban
doning their existing theories. 
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that ·r is positive if and only ifS is positive' is as the final link in an 

argument. the earlier stages of which show trhr S is positire. This 

point is not intended to appear original or striking: it is taken for 
granted by many Marxist writers. It does. nevertheless. carry a 

significant implication. A Marxist theory of profits must be directed 

to explaining tr/n the social. political and technical conditions in a 

capitalist society are such that the condition 

L > a(!~ A) · 1 tr 

is permanentlY sattstied Now such an explanation must necessarilv 
run in terms of the de!emunants of the conditions of production and 
real wages. Marx's value magnitudes, however, far from being 

determinants of those factors are precisely derivative from them: 

' onsequently they can play no essenlial role in the theory of why 
profits are positive. The essential elements of such a theory may well 

include the classical "double freedom' of the worker, the analysis of 

the labour process, the effects of accumulation on employment 

and real wages, the role of the state. the role of workers' organiza

tions and many other factors discussed by Marx (and later Marxists) 

but they will no! include any embodied labour-time magnitudes. 
The above point is sufficiently important to merit repetition. in a 

different formulation. It was seen above that the conditions for 

positive profits may be written as 

(7), (10) 

The task is, then, to explain trhr A. L a and ll' arc such that condi

tions (7) and (I 0) are satisfied and continue to be satisfied. The 

required explanation is doubtless complex. bringing in many con

siderations perfectly at home in the general context of a materialist 
theory of history. Yet one thing is certain - that explanation will 

have to focus on the detcrminan/.1 of A. L. a and 11·. which most 

certainly do not include the merely derivative value magnitudcs. 
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Marx's formulation of the question 
After seeing how the rate of profit (and prices of production) can be 
determined quite independently of (derivative) value magnitudes. it 
may be of interest to consider Marx's method of argument. 

No explicit reference was made above to the precise nature of the 
money in which wages and prices were measured. for the simple 
reason that the conclusions reached were independent of that precise 
nature. Suppose now. as Marx did throughout much (though not 
all) of his writing. that money is the produced commodity gold. so 
that pm and m are now gold money prices and wages respectively. 
Relation (2). reproduced here for convenience. still holds good. 

pm= m(l+r)a[l-(l+r)Ar 1
. (2) 

Now. however. there is an additional equation involved: the gold 
price of one unit of gold is necessarily unity. Thus if mj(r) is the 
r column of the matrix on the right of (2) and· if commodity g is 

gold. 11 then 

p:," = I = m(! + r)a · mg(r). (17) 

Since r is still determined by ( 4) above. ( 17) determines the gold wage 
rate. m. Dividing through (2) by ( 17). one sees that the gold price of 
commodity j is given by 

m [a. mj(r)] 
Pi = • 

a · mg(r) 
( 18) 

where r is determined by (4). This is what Marx calls the price of 
commodity j. 

If ll' were such that r were zero. then ( 18) would. of course. become 

pj = [~. mi(~)] 
a· mg(o) 

or 

(19) 

11 No reference is made here to the pre\'ious division of commodities into 
the first h and the last (n- h) commodities. 

Value. Price und Profit Further Considered ()I 

This was what Marx often called 'the value· of commodity j. on the 
grounds that. while /i is the basic meaning of 'the value of j'. that 
value is socially ·expressed' or ·represented' by an amount of gold 
with the same ·value· when commodities exchange in proportion to 
their values. 12 Thus when Marx asserted that total profit equals total 
surplus value (or that total price equals total value). he was asserting 

that 

[
a. mi(r)] 

L 1j1 ~ 1 - -- Xj = Lj'_ 1 (/i fu)Xj. 
a. m"(r) . . . . 

where the xi are the physical quantities of commodities appropriated 
by the capitalists (or the total quantities produced). In either case the 
assertion was. in effect. that gold is an 'average commodity'. so that 
while. when r is positive. pj > (li /g) for some commodities. 
pj < (/i/ lg) holds for others. with the differences 'cancelling out' in 
aggregate13 It is self-evident that such a 'cancellation· can occur 
only by a fluke. for a given aggregate of commodities at a given r: 
change the xi and~ or the value ofr and the 'price' and 'value· aggre
gates will diverge. Simultaneous 'cancellation· for t1m diff'erent 

aggregates would be even more of a fluke. (The simple counter
example of the previous chapter shows that neither of Marx's 

assertions need hold.) 
That total profit and total surplus value are. in generaL different 

might be thought to leave open the possibility that Marx's formula 
for the rate of profit. (S/C +V). is still correct. Yet it has already 
been shown. implicitly. that this is not so. The rate of profit. r. total 
V and total S depend only on L. 1r and the production conditions of 
lt'. Total C, however. depends in addition on the production condi
tions of commodities (h + 1 ) ..... n. Thus if the latter had been 
different. whilst everything else had been the same. C. and conse
quently (S'C + V). would have been different but the rate of profit. 
r. would not. Thus r and (S C +V) cannor. in generaL he equal. 1

+ 

12 See the Appendix to this work. 
13 Cf. Marx's discussion of Ricardo's treatment of gold as an ·average 

commodity' in Theories of Surplus Va/ur. Part 11. London. 1969. p. 199. 
1
"' The condition for their (fluke) equality will be considered in chapter 12. 
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A spurious impression 

Let ( 5) be rewritten as 

(I + r)pA ~ = p. (5') 

where the notation A+ = (A+ L- 1
1r ·a) has been adopted and the 

superscripts have been dropped from the price vectors. since (5') is 

~!early independent of the standard in which prices are measured. If 

I is the diagonal matrix of labour values. (5') can be modified to 

(20) 

Now ( p · [-
1

) is a row vector of prices relative to labour values. 

while (!A'(- 1
) is an n x n matrix in which the j'h column shows the 

values of the n commodity quantities used. both as material inputs 

and as wage goods. per unit of l'aluc of gross output. The column sum 

of column j is thus (cj +vj) in the traditional Marxist notation but 

the individual elements of that column show the separate commodity 

values which make up (cj+vj). Thus dA + [-
1) can be thought of as 

a (disaggregated) (c+v) matrix. while (p · (- 1 ) can be interpreted 

as a vector of 'price-value coefficients'. Subject to conditions 

analogous to those mentioned in the discussion of (I 0). (20) deter
mmes r as 

(21) 

Now result (21) is perfectly sound but it ts Important not to be 

misled by it into thinking that the rate of profit. r, is after all 'deter

mined by value magnitudes'.let alone into thinking that r = S C +V. 

It may be noted first that (I 0) and (21) do. indeed. determine the 

same value of r. It may be noted further that the same would be 
true of 

where d is any diagonal matrix with all positive elements along the 

diagonal! This shows at once how superficial is the difference 

between (I 0) and (21): when it is remembered. in addition. that I is 

purely derivative of A. a. it will be seen that relation (21) is in no 
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way a superior alternative to (I 0) but is merely a pointlessly com

plicated version of it. 

Since (I 0) and (21) determine the same value of r. it follows that 

(21) does not determine r as equal to S C +V. in general. Finally. it 

should be noted explicitly that (20) and (21) do not justify any 

attempt to determine the rate of profit and prices of production from 

the traditional kind of value schema in which. for each industry. all 

the ·c· elements are added together and all the ·v· elements are added 

together. Such an attempt would be legitimate only in the exceptional 

circumstance that all elements of constant capital had the same 

price-value coefficient and all elements of variable capital had the 

same price-value coefficient: since some commodities enter both 

constant and variable capitaL this in effect requires that a!/ com

modities have the same price-value coefficient. i.e. that prices arc 

proportional to values and that the whole (non-) problem of 

transformation is absent. 

In brief. it is possible greatly to complicate (5') by writing it as 

(20) but nothing whatever is gained by doing this. given that one 

does not regard as a gain an increased possibility of confusion and 

misunderstanding. If formulation (20) creates the impression that 

(5') is being abandoned and that value magnitudes are essential to 

the determination of r. then it must be stated clearly that that 

impression is entirely spurious. 1 5 

15 In his paper 'The "Transformation Problem"'·. (RcricH· of Economic 

Studies. 1956-57). F. Seton presented the determination of the profit rate (and 
prices of production) in terms of relations such as (20) and (21 ). Seton cannot 
be held responsible for any misunderstanding about the relationship between 
the ·value· determination and the 'physical' determination. however. He 
expressly stated. in his eighth footnote. that. in our notation. iP

1 (A· ) = 

jP
1 (iA · i- 1 

). Unfortunately this has not prevented such writers as Gerstein. 
op. cit. and Fine and Harris. op. cit .. from 'inventing' a significant difference 
between the physical and the value determinations. to the effect that the 
former is more superficial 1 In fact. as has been seen. the difference is that the 
value determination is just a clumsy. derivative form of the physical one. {This 
remark should not be taken as a criticism of Seton's paper: Seton set himself 
to examine the traditional formulation of the problem and did so with great 
clarity.) 



Choice of technique 
It has been assumed above that only one known method is available 

for the production of each of the n commodities. Now while neo

classical economists often greatly exaggerate the number of alterna

tive production methods available. between which capitalists choose 

on profit maximizing grounds. the fact remains that there are tech

nique choices to be made by capitalists. Steel can be made with blast 

furnaces or with electric arc furnaces. power stations can be driven 

by coal or by oil . or. in some cases. by water-power- and so on. 

Indeed. the very fact of technical progress ensures that there are 

technique choices to be made by capitalists. 

Faced with one or more available methods for the production of 

each commodity and with a given real wage bundle which must be 

paid to each worker. capitalists in each industry will seck to adopt 

that production method which minimizes costs and maximizes the 

rate of profit. The forces of competition will lead to that selection of 

production method. industry by industry. which generates the 

highest possible uniform rate of profit throughout the economy. 

It is not difficult to determine which methods will be used and 

what the resulting rate of profit (and prices of production) will be. 16 

Let there be Ni alternative methods for the production of com

modity j. The number of logically possible ways of selecting one 

process for each industry is then N = N 1 x N 2 x N 3 x ... x N,. 

Each one of these N combinations. together with the real wage per 

unit of labour paid in advance. will then define an A+ matrix. The 

corresponding rate of profit wilL of course. be given by (I + r) 1 

= jP~(A' ). That combination of methods will be chosen which 

generates the highest value of r (and the lowest money price of each 

commodity relative to the money wage). The choice of methods. the 

rate of profit and the prices of production will thus have been 

determined. by a repeated application of the physical quantities 

theory of r. 
What have any value magnitudes to contribute to this analysis') 

1" Constant returns to scale will be assumed in this section and the ah1olure 

lc\els of outrut and of emrloyment will thus he ignored. 
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Nothing. The labour values of commodities. or of any aggregates of 

commodities. arc known only when it is known which methods of 

production are in use. The choice of production methods is itself 

determined. however. only in the process of determining the maxi

mum achievable rate of profit. Values can therefore be known on!~ 

a/fer the rate of profit has already been determined 1 The determina

tion of the profit rate is thus /ofiim//r prior to any determination of 

value magnitudes it is hardly surprising. then. that the latter ha\c 
nothing to contribute to the former. 

When there is a choice of technique. any attempt to ground the 

theory of the rate of profit on any \alue magnitudes must be ill

conceived - and there always is some choice of tcchnique. 1-

Conclusion 

It has been shown. within the context of a very simple capitalist 

economy with no fixed capital and no pure joint products. that the 

rate of profit is fully determined by the real wage and by the availa hie 

methods of production. as arc the prices of production and the choice 

of which methods are actually used. The rate of profit is not. other 

than by a fluke. equal to S C +V. More generally. no value magni

tude plays any significant role in the determination of the profit rate 

(or of prices of production). All value quantities arc purely derivative 

of the physical conditions of production and the real wage and. 

indeed. in the presence of a choice of technique· which does always 

exist- those value quantities can only be determined uf!cJ· the rate of 

profit has already been determined in the profit maximizing choice 
of technique. 

It has also been shown that. within the present context. the rate of 

,- It ma) abo be noted that if the real wage should just harrcn to be -,uch 
that two diflcrcnt combinations of rroduction methods yield the maximum 
rate of rrofit. then the choice of methods and hence the \a lues of com
modities will not be fully determinate. e\ en though the rrolit rate and the 
rrices of rroduction arc fully determined. This again sho\ls the essential 
unimrortancc of \alue magnitudes in determining r. C/.. 'VI. Vlnrishima. 
.\far.\\ Lconomin. Of!. ci1 .. rr. I fiR lJO. 



profit is positive if and only if surplus value is positive. It must be 
noted. however. both that the demonstration of this proposition is 
entirely independent of any relationship between values and prices 
of production and that the proposition does not. in itself. constitute 
a theory of why profits are positive. Such a theory must focus on the 
determinants of the (technical and social) conditions of production 
and of the real wage: even if those determinants arc wholly con
tained within the normal framework of a materialist conception of 
history. they cannot include. in any essential way. any value magni
tudes. simply because these latter arc dcrivati\·e of the things to be 
explained. 

There is not. in any significant sense. any ·transformation prob
lem· to be solved. Since value magnitudes arc irrelevant to the 
proximate determination of the profit rate and of production prices. 
no issue of the relation between values and prices. or of that between 
profit and surplus value. ever arises. (Indeed such questions arc 
essentially irrelevant even to the demonstration of the proposition 
that profits are positive if and only if surplus value is positive.) 

These various matters must not be clouded by resort to such 
responses as 'The physically based analysis is merely superficial: the 
value based theory penetrates beyond mere appearances·. or 'The 
physical analysis is asocial and ahistorical: only a value based theory 
can bring out the social nature of economic relations. the role of 
property and powct relationships. the significance of the labour 
process. etc.·. or again 'The Sraffa-bascd arguments arc merely 
pedantic. dealing with secondary issues of small importance: \alm: 
theory provides a fully adequate interpretation of the major issues 
at hand'. This last response is perhaps sufliciently vulgar to require 
no further comment but it is worth noting that the first response is 
itself a merely superficial a.1scrtion. repetition of which will not alter 
the fact that many of Marx's value based propositions arc false. that 
the physical analysis is actually the only possible foundation for 
value analysis and that the physical analysis. far from being a 
terminus to enquiry. precisely points to the issues which require 
further investigation. As to the second kind of response sketched 

L 
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above. it need onl: be noted that if it 11crc true (it is not) that the 
conditions of production and the real wage arc ·asocial and ahistori
cal' then it would follow that all value magnitudes possessed the very 
same properties. since they are merely dcrivates of the physical 
conditions 1 (In fact. of course. the condittons of production and the 
real wage are saturated with their social and historical dctermina
tions.) 

The Sraffa-bascd theory of the rate of profit starts. it must be 
noted. from ohjcctirc data. referring to elements which might be 
expected to figure centrally (not. of course. exclusively) in any 
materialist analysis of history. The latter. it need hardly be said. ts 

crucially important hut it does not stand or fa!/ ll'itlz tlzc wwlrsi.1 of 
capitalist .1ocil'tr ha.1ed on m/uc magnitude.\. On the contrary. the 
development of a materialist understanding of the history of 
capitalist economies is now seriously hampered by the continued 
attention paid to such theory. with all its flaws and all the attendant 
confusions which they engender so prolifically. Swcezy's statcment 1

' 

that 'If we believe. with Marx and the great classical economists. that 
profit can be understood only as a deduction from the combined 
product of social labour. there is no way of dispensing with Yaluc 
calculation and the labour theory of value on which it is based'. is 
quite simply false. 

Appendix 

Whilst it would be entirely inappropriate to this work to prc~ent a 
full review of all the mathematical concepts employed. it might be 
helpful to explain hricfir and unrigomuslr what is meant by the 
Perron-Frobenius root of a matrix. 

The following problem arises in many areas of applied mathe
matics: given a square matrix. M. is there a scalar 1. and a vector Y 

such that 

M.\ = jy') (i) 

1
' P. M. Sweczy. Tlzeorr ot Capirali.ll /Jnclopnlclll. p. 130. 



Now if (i) holds then 

(M --;])v = 0 (ii) 

and (ii) has a non-trivial (non-zero) solution for x only if det( M- il) 
= 0. If M is (nxn) then det(M-;.1) = 0 is an n'h degree poly
nomial in i .. with n real and or complex roots (some of which may 
be repeated roots). To each solution i.i. there is a corresponding xi 

satisfying (i): if Mxi = i.ivi then Mk\i = i.ik\·i· where k ~~ any 
scalar. so that only the proportions of the elements of xi arc deter

mined. 
If. now. M is restricted to be an irreducible. non-negative matrix 

(a matrix. with every element non-negative. such that the rows and 
columns cannot be permuted so that M has a rectangular block of 
zero elements in its lower left-hand corner). more may be said. 
Specifically: only one of the i.i will have a strictly positive xi associ
ated with it: that i.i will be at least as great in modulus as any other 
1 . .i: that i.i will be a continuous. increasing function of every clement 
of M. If M is square and non-negative but not necessarily irreducible. 
then similar but somewhat weaker results can be established. 

The particular i. referred to here is what is called the Perron

Frobcnius root. i.r 1
• in the text. 

For a proper discussion of these matters. the reader may consult 
such works as those of Debreu and Hcrstein or of Solow cited in 

footnote 2 above. 

I 
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An Alternative Presentation 
The Dated Labour 

Analysis 
It has been seen in chapters 3 and 4 that. in the context of a simple 
capitalist economy. with no fixed capital and no pure joint products. 
the rate of profit (and the associated prices of production) are 
determined directly by the physical quantities of inputs and outputs 
and by the real wage bundle obtained by workers. It has been seen. 
too. that Marx·s 'determination' of the profit rate (and prices of 
production) is invalid. The same results will be examined in this 
chapter from a slightly different point of view. making use of 'dated 
labour' analysis (the nature of which will become clear below). 1 It is 
important to note from the outset that 'dated labour· analysis is an 
entirely derivative form of analysis and is quite secondarr to the type 
of argument presented in chapters 3 and 4. This is both because the 
dated labour quantities involved can only be obtained by derivation 
from the primary data concerning physical inputs. outputs and real 
wages and because dated labour analysis is not applicable at all once 
fixed capital and pure joint products arc allowed for. 2 as they will 
be. in later chapters. by means of a simple extension of the physical 
quantities approach. 

1 The argument of thi' chapter draws heavily on the work of P. Garegnani: 
also relevant is the work of von Bortkiewicz and of V. K. Dmitriev. (For 
references. see the penultimate footnote to chapter l. above.) See also P. 
Sraffa. Production of Commodities. chapter VI. 

2 Ct:. Sraffa. op. cit .. pp. 58 9. 
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Dated labour analysis 
Consider then a simple capitalist economy in which. by a suitable 
choice of units. one unit of each of n commodities is produced. there 
being no fixed capital and no pure joint products. The production of 

the one unit oL say. commodity I will have involved the expenditure 
of a certain amount of labour-time. call it ftt. and. of course. the 
using up of certain specific quantities of the various commodities 
used as circulating capital. Those specific quantities of commodities 
will have been produced in the previous period of production and 
their production wilL again. have required the expenditure of a 
certain amount of labour-time and the using up of certain com

modities. This 'second' expenditure of labour-time. to be called lt 2 • 

can be thought of as labour expended indirccth on the production 
of the one unit of commodity I. The set of commodities used up as 
lt 2 was expended was. yet again. produced one period earlier. 
requiring the expenditure of fu units of labour-time and the using 
up of another set of commodities. And so on at each step the 
commodities used up may be ·resolved'. so to speak. into a yet earlier 

expenditure of dated labour-time. Thus the production of one unit 
of commodity I is conceived as requiring the expenditure of I tt units 

of labour-time in the 'current' period. 112 units one period before. 

ft 3 units two periods before. and so on for ever. the dated labour 
quantities lt, tending to zero eventually. as t tends to inflnity.-1 

Now let the money wage rate be m and the money price of com
modity I be p't. Then if wages are paid at the beginning of each 
(annual) period of production and the annual rate of profit is L we 
must have that 

The money price of a unit of commodity L p't. is equal to the money 

3 The various labour quantities are not defined as the quantities acrualh 
expended in the historical past but as the quantities which \muld lwrl' hem 
expended had technical conditions of production always been just as they are 
in the 'current' period. The 'resolution' into a backward time series of labour 
expenditures is thus purely conceptual. See below for an explicit demonstra
tion of this point and of the fact that / 1, eventually tends to zero. 
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wage bill directly incurred in its production. mitt. multiplied by 
(I + r) since wages are advanced. plus the backward chain of money 
wage bills for the quantities of indirect labour into which the pro
duced means of production have been 'resolved'. mlt 2 • mlt 3 . etc.. 
each wage bill being multiplied up by the appropriate factor (I+ r)'. 
It is to be noted explicitly that 'constant ea pi tar is by no means 
ignored in (I); it is merely presented in a (perhaps) unfamiliar way. 

Now let p 1 be the 'labour-commanded' price of commodity I so 
that. by definition. p 1 = (p't m) and rewrite (I) as 

Pt = fttO+r)+ldl+d+ltJ(l+r) 3 +... (2) 

It will be clear that an exactly analogous relation holds for each 
commodity. so that 

or. in an obvious vector notation. 

(3) 

Let ll" be the bundle of commodities going to the workers as real 
wages. From (3). 

Now p · 1r is the 'labour commanded by the real wage bundle'. 
which is necessarily equal to the total amount of labour employed 
('live labour'). L say. Thus. defining L, = (/1 · 1r). (4) may be written 
as 

As already stated. Land r in (5) are total 'current' employment and 
the rate of profit. respectively. L 1 is the amount of labour done in 

the 'current' period towards the production of the 'current' period 
wage bundle. tr. L 2 is the amount of labour done one period earlier. 
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L3 the amount done two periods earlier, etc .. etc .. towards the 

production of the 'current' wage bundle. In a stationary economy, 

L2 , L3 , etc. may equally well be viewed as amounts of labour per

formed, in the 'current' period, towards the production of the wage 

bundle paid in the next period, the period after that, etc. In brief, 

the given real wage bundle, w, and the conditions of production 

determine the quantities L, L 1 , L2 , L 3 , ... in (5), and the only 

unknown therein is thus r. Hence (5) determines the rate a/profit, r, 

in terms of known quantities of labour.4 With r now determined, 

relation (3) determines the labour-commanded price of each com

modity, again in terms of known quantities of labour. 

Dated labour analysis and the physical quantities approach 
Before considering some implications of the above analysis, it will 

be as well to show that that analysis is no more than an alternative 

presentation of the analysis carried out in the previous chapter. It 

was shown there- see equation (4) of chapter 4- that if A be the 

matrix of material inputs, a the vector of employment by industry, 

w the real wage bundle and L the total level of employment, then 

the rate of profit, r, is determined by 

L = (l+r)a[l-(l+r)Ar 1 w, (6) 

if wages are paid in advance. Now, provided only that wages are not 

zero and that the production of net output is possible, the matrix on 

the right-hand side of(6) may be expanded as a power series, to give 

L = (l+r)a[l+(l+r)A+(l+r)2 A 2 +(l+r)3 A 3 + ... ]w 

or (7) 

In (7), (a · w) is the labour done 'currently' towards the production 

of the wage bundle, w: (aAw) is the labour done to produce the 

means of production used in producing w, namely (Aw): (aA 2 w) is 

the labour done to produce the means of production used in making 

4 Or, more fundamentally, in terms of production conditions and the wage 
bundle. 
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the means of production used to produce 1r, namely (A 2 H·): and so 

on. In other words. (aA'H·) is only a different way of writing what 

was called L, above and (5) and (7) are. appearances notwithstand

ing. identical. Indeed. (5) and (6) arc therefore identical- the dated 

labour analysis is no more than a 'rewriting' of the physical quan
tities analysis of chapter 4. 

Formulation (7) does. however. have the advantage. with respect 

to (5). of making explicit the fact that the backward resolution of 

means of production into dated labour quantities is a purely con

ceptual resolution, and not a 'historical story'. for it is seen at a 

glance that the a and A quantities at every step are those of the 

'current' period. It also shows why the L, quantities in (5) eventually 

tend to zero as t increases. for L, = (aA'll·) and A' must eventually 

tend towards the null matrix as t tends to infinity, if the economy in 

question is to be capable of producing a gross output exceeding the 

produced inputs used up. (For the same reason. each !j, eventually 
approaches zero.) 

Some implications 

The real wage bundle. 1r, will naturally contain many zero elements: 

workers consume neither ocean-going racing yachts nor sulphuric 

acid. Ocean-going racers. and similar commodities. can also be 

assumed not to be used. directly or indirectly. in the production of 

any commodity which does enter the real wage bundle. It follows 

that their conditions of production have no influence on the rate of 

profit. r, as may be seen by noting that a change in those conditions 

would not cause any change in the rc!atirc magnitudcs of L L 1, L 2 • 

L3 ... in (5). A change in the method of production of sulphuric 

acid. however. would cause changes in at least some of those quan

tities if. but only if. it is used, whether directly or indirectly. in pro

ducing some commodity entering the wage bundle. The rate of 

profit depends, as is shown implicitly by (5), only on the real wage 

bundle and the conditions of its (direct and indirect) production. It 

does not depend on the conditions of production of 'luxuries' or of 
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any means of production w;cd exclusively in producing them." In 
other words. the rate of profit depends on just the same factor-., as 
does the rate of surplus value (exploitation). though it depend-., on 
them in a more complex way. as will now be shown. 

It will be clear that. in ( 5). L may be expressed as L = V+ S. 
where V and S arc the value of labour power and surplus value 
respectively. Furthermore. the sum of the L, quantities is simply V. 
the amount of labour-time expended. directly or indirectly. in the 
production of the wage bundle. Thw, 

(~) 

Now define k, = ( L, V). so that k, is the fraction of V expended 
(t- I) periods in advance of the availability of the wage bundle. 

(~) may be rewritten as 

I= k1+kc+k1+ (9) 

the relative magnitudcs of the various k, express the 'time pattern· of 

the expenditures of labour-time which sum to V. 
Since the rate of exploitation is. by definition. e = (S V). (5) may 

now be written. on dividing through by V. as 

(I()) 

Since the k, arc non-negative and sum to unity. it follows at once 
from (I 0) that r is positive if and only if c is positive and that. for 
xircn k, values. e and rare positively related. More important here. 
however. is the fact that (I 0) shows clearly the dependence of r on 
the 'time-pattern· of the expenditures of labour-time making up V. 
Whereas e depends only on the aggregate magnitude V (given L). r 
also depends on the 'time-pattern· expressed by k,. k2 ..... To 
ignore ·constant capital' would amount to setting k2 = k3 = ... 
= 0 in ( 10) and thus to arguing that c = r. Marx insisted. quite 
correctly. that constant capital cannot be ignored in the determina-

" C/.. P. M. Sweezy. Till' Thcorr of Capitali11 Di!ri!lopmi!nl. London. 11)62. 
pp. 123 4. who points out that this ·result is in accord with Ricardo ·, theory 
of profits and Marx's criticism of Ricardo on this score was unjustified·. 
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tion of the rate of profit hut he did not go far enough towards 
recognizing the full importance of the time-structure of direct and 
indirect labour inputs. He stopped short at the division between 
constant capital and variable capital. a division which is not adequate 
to capture the Irho/c pallcrn of k,"s. which plays a crucial role in 
determining r.'' -

It may be noted finally that in Capital. vol. Ill. Marx states that 
prices of production depend on the general rate of profit and seems 
to suggest that this general rate therefore has to be deduced dirccth 
from quantities of labour. 'Without such deduction the general rate 
of profit (and consequently the price of production of commodities) 
remains a vague and senseless conception. ·B //the implication is that 
relating prices to r and r to prices would merely produce a vicious 
circle. as it appears to be. then Marx is simply wrong. We have not 

deduced r from quantities of labour indcpcndcnth ojpriccs but we 
have nonetheless determined r (and prices of production) in terms 
of such quantities. 

" I leave aside the (here) less important point that Marx·s C refers to all 
sectors of the economy. some of which. as has been seen. are irrelevant to the 
determination of r. 

- Referring to dated labour analy,is. Fine and Harris (op. cit .. p. 163) write. 
'In such a model there is no qualitative difference between dead and living 
labour. whereas for Marx there is such a difference and it is captured by the 
concept of value composition.' The first part of this statement is simply l~!lsc. 
With respect to the second part it would be better to write that ·tn such a model 
it is seen clearly why Marx's division into constant and variable capital. while 
a step in the right direction. is not adequate.· Gerstein (op. cit .. p. 272) describes 
as 'ideological' the 'technique of treating constant capital as dated labour·. 
Presumably the technique of referring to the swn of certain dated labour 
quantities and calling it 'the value of constant capital' is ·scientific"1 'When I 
make a word do a lot of work like that'. said H umpty Dumpty. ·1 always pay 
it extra'. 

It may he of interest to note that Marx himself prm·idcd a clear explanation 
of the basic idea of dated labour analysis. in Capital. vol. I. op. cit .. pp. 294 6 

unfortunately in the inappropriate context of a fixed capital using production 
process 1 

"Moscow. 1966. p. 157. 
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Conclusion 
The dated labour analysis can be used to show that the rate of profit 

is determined by the real wage bundle and the conditions of its 

(direct and indirect) production. being independent of the (direct 

and indirect) production conditions for "luxuries·. Such analysis also 

lays bare the great importance. for the rate of profit. of the time

structure of labour inputs (in addition to their total magnitudes) and 

shows that Marx's division of capital into constant and variable 

capitals does not suffice to capture that time-structure. It must not 

be forgotten. however. that dated labour analysis is no substitute for 

the physical quantities analysis. being derivative of the latter in the 

case of circulating capital and no joint products and being com

pletely inapplicable when that very special case is left behind. The 

dated labour analysis is therefore not an essential part of the 

Sraffa-based critique of Marx. 

6 

Within the Labour Process 

For the most part. it is assumed throughout the present work that 

there is a f]xed relation between the real wage paid to a worker and 

the amount of work that is actually performed; that relation is 

"frozen' simply in order that attention may be focussed on other 

matters. The various analyses which are based on such a frozen 

relation will here be supplemented - but not invalidated - by an 

examination of the effects of a thaw. 
In this chapter. then. the given real wage will be taken to be the 

wage paid. by the capitalist. for the use of the worker's capacity to 

work but while that wage will be held constant. the work actually 

performed by the worker will be assumed to be variable: it will be 

seen how the rate of profit depends on the amount and the intensity 

of work which the capitalist is able to obtain from the worker. While 

the analysis presented will certainly not determine the 'balance of 

forces' in the workplace. and thus the outcome of coercion and 

resistance in the labour process. 1 it will show the importance of that 

balance for the determination of the rate of profit. 

Suppose then that a capitalist either has paid or will have to pay2 

1 Cf .. Capital. vol. L chapter 10. "The Working Day'. for an excellent dis
cussion of some of the many economic and political determinants of the length 
of the working day. See Capital. vol. L passim. for the concepts of absolute 
and relative surplus value. to which the discussion of the present chapter 
relates. (Of course. ·relative surplus value' refers also to wider aspects of 
increasing productivity than those considered here.) 

2 According as wages are paid at the beginning or at the end of the period 
in question. 
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a given real wage bill for the use of the capacity to work of a given 
number of workers over some period of time. Other things being 
equaL the ea pitalist will seek to: 

increase the number of hours worked in that period: 
increase the intensity of work by reducing the time taken for any 
given operation. by reducing any time lapses between successive 
operations and by squeezing out any general losses of time. whether 
due to disputes. tea breaks. or any other ea use: 
reduce the proportion of output which is non-vendible because of 
inadequate quality: 
reduce the use of material inputs per unit of output by enforcing 
care in a voiding waste: 
increase the care with which fixed capital is used. 

On the other hand. workers will attempt to resist longer hours and 
greater intensity of work and. at least beyond a certain point. may 
also resist pressures towards higher quality output. raw materials 
saving and care in the use of machinery. when they effectively 
involve greater intensity of work. 3 

While the effects of coercion and resistance in the labour process 
could indeed be discussed within the context of the most general 
analyses presented in this work. the results would be complex: the 
essential points will therefore be brought out in three \'ery simple 
cases. starting in each case. of course. from a statement of the 
physical quantities involved in each process of production:• These 
simple examples are presented as no more than illustrations of how 
the very complex issue of the labour process may be approached in 
the 'physical quantities· framework. 5 

3 Cf.. Brighton Labour Process Group. 'The Capitalist Labour Process·. 
Capital and Class. 1977. 

+ While alw~ys ready to assert the importance of analysing the labour 
process and ot ·value analysis·. the obscurants arc strikingly reticent about 
hmv they would conduct their analysis 11 it how starting from the physical 
quantJtJcs mvolved in production. 

'The complexity of the issue will be touched on again in Chapter 12. 
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A very simple economy 
Consider a very simple capitalist economy in which there are only 
two produced commodities. one a produced means of production 
and the other a wage good. Let the given annual real wage per 
worker be wand the annual rate of profit be r. Wages will be taken 
to be paid ex post.~> while the price of production of the ·capital good' 
in terms of the wage good will be denoted by p. There is no fixed 

capital. 
Suppose that. in the course of a year's work. a worker either 

converts ·a· units of the capital good into ·b· saleable units of the 
capital good or converts 'A· units of the capital good into ·s· saleable 
units of the wage good. Then 

(I +r)ap+w bp (I) 

and 

(I +r)Ap+w = B. (2) 

where (I) refers to capital good production and (2) to wage good 
production. It follow~ from (I) and (2) that: 

[ 
b(B-w·) ] 

(I +r) = ------- · 
aB+(A -a)w 

(3) 

The annual wage being held constant at w·. (3) may now be used to 
examine the effects on the profit rate. r. of changes in hours of work. 
intensity of work. etc .. effects which wilL of course. be transmitted 
through the corresponding changes in ·a·. 'b'. ·A· and ·s·. 

If the annual hours of work are increased. from any initial leveL 
the physical quantities of inputs processed and outputs produced 
will also increase. that is ·a·. 'b'. 'A' and ·s· will all rise. If workers 
are to continue to work in both industries. in the long run. then it 
must be assumed that hours increase in the same proportion in each 
industry. since workers would otherwise leave the industry with the 

" Taking wages to be paid ex mire would make no real difference to the 
conclusions reached but would make their expression far more tortuous. 
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greater percentage increase in hours. Such a proportionate increase 

in hours would not necessarily give rise to an equi-proportional 

increase in the outpur.1·, 'b' and 'B'. but in order to isolate the effect 
of longer hours from effects discussed below, it may be assumed 

that hours and output do indeed increase in the same proportion as 

each other and as between industries. For the same reason. it may 
be assumed that inputs consumed will also rise in the same pro
portion. 

Similarly, an overall increase in the intensity of work. whatever 
the precise form of the intensification involved. would mean that ·a·. 

'b', 'A' and 'B' all rise, even if total hours of work are constant. 

Again, although the concept of intensity of work is difficult to render 

precise, it can be said that the increase in 'intensity' in each industry 

must be such that neither industry will lose its workers. In order to 

capture the effects of a pure, overall increase in intensity. it may 
again be assumed that 'a'. 'b', 'A' and ·s· all increase in the same 
proportion. 

By contrast. pressure on the workers to raise the proportion of 

products which meet the necessary quality specification for a 
vendible commodity, may result in increases in 'b' and ·s· without 

any corresponding increases in 'a' and 'A'. while successful pressure 

for the saving of raw materials7 may decrease ·a' and 'A' without 
decreasing 'b' and 'B'. 

The above statements, it need hardly be said, are all ceteris paribus 

statements: there is no reason at all why capitalists should not 

simultaneously seek to lengthen hours of work. intensify the pace 

of work, improve quality and save raw materials, nor why workers 

should not be resisting various such changes simultaneously. 

As has been said above. both an overall increase in hours and a 
pure. overall increase in the intensity of work may be assumed to 

produce equi-proportionate increases in 'a'. 'b'. 'A' and 'B'. Suppose 

then that. due to an increase in hours and/or an increase in the 
overall intensity of work. the levels of material input and output 

7 Pressure for careful use of fixed capital. which obviously cannot be dis
cussed in the present context. will be referred to below. 
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increase from ·a·, 'b'. 'A' and 'B' to '(I+ k)a', '(1 + k)b'. '(1 + k)A' 

and '(I+ k)B' respectively, where I OOk is, of course. the percentage 

increase in each quantity. Replacing each of the four quantities in 

(3) by the corresponding new. increased quantity. one finds that (3) 

is changed to 

[ 
b[B-W(l+k)] ] 

(I+ r) = --- . . 
aB + (A -a )w (I + k) 

(4) 

Now (4) is just the same as (3). except that\\· in (3) is replaced by 

[W;(l + k)] in (4). In other words. rhe effccr on rhe rare ojprofir of a 

k "" overall increase in hours and or intensity of work. with a given 
wage, is just the same as the effect of a k ""wage cut. with given hours 

and intensity of work, i.e., to increase the rate of profit. (Which is 
not. of course, to say that an increase in hours and;or intensity is 

the same thing as a real wage cut.) The real wage being given then. 

capitalists have every incentive to lengthen the hours and increase 

the intensity of work: while workers have every reason to resist such 

changes and, indeed. to push for reductions in hours and in work 

intensity. 
On the other hand. increases in output with given material inputs 

or decreases in the use of material inputs with given levels of outputs. 

while they certainly increase the rate of profit. are not even formally 

equivalent to a real wage cut. Thus if. for example. output levels of 
vendible commodities are increased by lOOm 0

0 , i.e. from 'b' and 'B' 

to '(1 +m)b' and '(I +m)B'. respectively. while inputs ·a· and 'A' 

remain constant. then on substituting the new output quantities into 

(3) one finds that 

[ 
b[B-W!(l+m)] ] 

(1 + r) = (1 +m) . · 
aB+(A-a)w!(l +m) 

(5) 

Hence the effect of a I OOm "o increase in outputs. with given material 

inputs. has the same effect on the rate of profit as a I OOm "" real 
wage cut-\\ in (3) is replaced by\\ (1 +m) in (5)- togerher lrirh an 

overall rise of 1 OOm "" in 'one plus the rate of profit' the expression 
between [ ] on the right-hand side of (5) is multiplied by (I+ m). 
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Thus from the capitalists' point of view. an overall percentage 
increase in output, holding real wages and material inputs constant, 
is more desirable than an equal percentage cut in real wages. holding 
output and material input levels constant. 

Finally. if capitalists can enforce a reduction in the material input 
quantities from ·a· and "A' to. say. ·a (I +n)' and "A (I +n)'. 
respectively. with real wages and output levels unchanged. then (3) 

is simply changed to 

[ 
b(B~w) J 

(I +r) =(I +n) ---c::c · 
aB+(A~a)w 

(6) 

'One plus the rate of profit' in ( 6) is just (I + n) times the correspond
ing term in (3).x 

Suppose. briefly. that a third. "luxury'. commodity is also pro
duced. ·a' units of the capital good being transformed into '/{ units 
of this luxury good. If the production price of the latter. in terms of 
the wage good. be n. (I) and (2) will then be supplemented by the 
relation 

(I +r)ap+ii,: =fin 

but (I) and (2) will still suffice to determiner as in (3 ). Thus variations 
in a and P. while they will affect n. H'il/ hal'e no effect on r. 

(While the above analysis has naturally been focussed on the rate 
of profit, relations (I) and (2) can also be used to determine the price 
of production. p. as 

The interested reader will have no difficulty in analysing the effects 
of the above mentioned changes within the labour process on this 
price of production.) 

Of greater interest, perhaps. is the question how such changes 

" It may be noted that. ccteris parihus. a given percentage increase in output 
levels is thus equivalent. in its effect on the rate of profit. to an equal percentage 
wage cut combined with an equal percentage reduction in material input use. 
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affect the rate of surplus value. Suppose that worker~ spend h hours 
using ·a· to produce "b' and H hours using "A' to produce ·s·. Let I 

and L be the hours of labour required. directly and indirectly. to 
produce one unit of net output of the capital good and of the wage 
good. respcctively.9 Marx's ·c + v + s' value accounts may thus be 
written as 

a/+ h b/ 

and 

AI+H BL. 

It follows from ( 7) and ( 8) that 

L = [A_IH: (b.=-a)H]· 
B(b~a) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

Now if the total real wage bill is denoted by w. total surplus value. 
S, and total variable capitaL V. are given by 

S=(h+H)~w·L (10) 

and 

V= w · L (11) 

Defining the rate of surplus value (and rate of exploitation) as 

e = (S/V). it follows from (9). (10) and (!I) that 

(
h+H)[ B(b-a) J 

(I +c)= -~- . Ah+(b-a-)H . (1:2) 

It is now easy to show. from ( 12). that if. say. all the quantities on 
the right of ( 12) other than the wage bilL w (hours. material inputs. 
outputs) are increased in the same proportion. then (I +e) will also 

increase in that proportion. 
On the other hand. if outputs. ·b· and ·s·. are increased. cctcris 

"The reader will not have forgotten that under our hackground a.\.\li/Jlf!tiom. 
set out in chapter I, I and L may. without danger of confusion. be called the 
·values' of the respective commodities .• 
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parihus. or if inputs. ·a' and ·A·. are decreased. ceteris parihus. e will 
certainly increase but will not do so proportionately. The reader may 
pursue the matter as desired. 

A generalization 
The above very simple analysis can readily be generalized to the 
case of n commodities. retaining the assumptions of no fixed capital 
and no pure joint products. Let the vector 1r be the annual wage 
expressed as a bundle of commodities. r be the annual rate of profit 
and p be the vector of prices of production. If A is the (n x n) matrix 
of annual material inputs and Q is the diagonal (n x n) matrix of 
annual outputs. then. if wages are paid in advance. 

(1 +r)p(A+H i) = pQ, ( 13) 

where i is a row vector. all of whose elements are unity. It follows 
immediately from (13) that (1 + r)- 1 is the Perron Frobenius root 
of the non-negative matrix. 

M = (A+ll· · i)Q- 1 

Remembering that the maximal root of M is positively related .. and 
hence that r is inversely related- to every element of M, 10 one may 
now generalize the various results obtained above, concerning the 
effects of changes in the labour process on the rate of profit. 

Fixed capital 
A very simple capitalist economy in which fixed capital is used may 
now be considered. There is one kind of machine. One machine has 
to be operated by one worker and it can be used to produce either 
machines or the wage good: in either type of production process. it 

10 If M is reducible then 'positively' and 'inrcrselr' must be taken in the 
weak sense but still hold in the strong sense with respect to the elements of 
the irreducible square matrix at the top left-hand corner of M. when the latter 
has been reduced as far as possible. 
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lasts for just two years. operating with constant etllcienc;. 
Let the annual wage per worker be ~·. and the annual rate of 

profit be r, while P and p denote the production prices. in terms of 
the wage good. of a new machine and a one-year old machine. 
respectively.'' If. using one machine. a worker produces either m 
machines or q units of the wage good in a year. then 

(I +r)P+W = mP+p 

(I +r)P+~ = q+p 

(I +r)p+~ = mP 

(1 +r)p+~ = q. 

( 14) 

( 15) 

( 16) 

( 17) 

It will be noted that in (14) and (15). which refer to production 
processes using the new machine. the production price of the old 
machine is entered on the right -hand sidc. 12 It follows from (14) 
to ( 17) that 

[
(I +r)

2
] (m) _ - = - (q-v.) 

2+r q 
(If\) 

p =(~) (19) 

p = (~!~)G,) (20) 

Suppose now that a worker is forced to produce more in a year. 
whether by working longer or by working harder. The annual 
outputs. q and;or m. will rise and thus the right-hand side of (18) 
will increase. Since the expression on the left-hand side of (18) 
increases as r increases. it follows that an increase in q and or m 
will lead to a rise in the rate of profit. r. Thus. again. capitalists have 
every interest in increasing the hours and the intensity of work. as 
long as such increases cause output to rise. (If pushed too far. longer 

11 The price of a two-year old machine is zero. there being no 'scrap value·. 
12 See below. chapters 10. 12. 13 (especially chapter 10). 
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and more intense work might actually lead to a drop in annual 
output and thus to a fall in the rate of profit.) 

More specifically, if output levels increase proportionately, from 
m and q to (I+ k)m and (I+ k)q, respectively, it is clear from ( 18) 
that r increases. (The production price of a new machine. P. will be 
unaffected; cf. (19).) The production price of the one-year old 

machine. p. however. will rise c/. (20) for (q m) will be unchanged. 
while [(I + r) (2 + r)] will rise.) 

Thus far. nothing has been said about pressure on workers to take 
care offixed capital. To indicate. in a very brief and simple way. how 
this question may be analysed. it may be supposed that, the other 
assumptions being unchanged. the machine lasts t years. It is easy 
to show that ( 18) is then modified to 

[ (lr~ ~~ ~~-d = ( ~ )" ( q - w). (21) 

Now the left-hand side of (21) is a decreasing function oft and an 
increasing function of r. so that if workers can be made to use the 
machines more carefully and thus increase t, then the prof1t rate, r. 
will be increased, for given values of m, q and w. 

In practice, of course. there will be an interaction between this 
issue and that discussed immediately above, for if workers work 
more hours and/or more intensely each year, then this will generally 
decrease the number of years for which a machine remains usable. 
Thus, in (21 ). m and q will be increasing functions of hours worked 
and of the intensity of work, at least up to a certain point, while t 
will be a decreasinr; function of hours and of intensity. The capitalists 
will thus try to discover- and to enforce- the profit rate maximizing 
combination of hour's per year and intensity of work; which is not, 
of course. to say that they will necessarily succeed. 

Conclusion 
The above examples, though exceedingly simple. 13 should suffice to 

13 
Once the general approach has been grasped. the reader will be able to 
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indicate the effects of longer hours. speed up, raw materials saving. 
greater care of machinery. etc .. on the rate of profit- and thus why 
such objectives are pursued by capitalists. They also show that such 
issues can be analysed by starting from a statement of the physical 
quantities of material inputs and outputs: suggestions to the effect 
that the Sraffa framework 14 can be used onlr for the analysis of the 
relations between wages. profits and prices, and can contribute 
nothing to the analysis of changes within the labour process. are 

simply false. 

analyse more complex cases. The examples given above arc intended to do no 
more than point the way. . . . 

14 Srafl'a. in Production of Commoditil's. l'IC .. d1d not d1scuss changes m the 
labour process: nor did he need to do so. given the precise purpose or that 
work. 
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Heterogeneous Labour 

The assumption is generally made throughout this work that, while 
different kinds of concrete labour necessarily differ one from 
another, any worker can perform each type of concrete labour; since 
workers are mobile between industries this means. in turn, that real 
wages are uniform throughout the abstract capitalist economies 
considered. In the present chapter, however, that assumption will 
be relaxed and it will be shown how surplus labour and profits can 
be analysed in the presence of heterogeneous labour, 1rithout anr 
need to 'reduce' one kind of labour-time to another. 1 

Marxist discussions of the 'reduction' of various labour-times to 
one 'simple' labour-time. generally take place in the context of 
skilled and unskilled labour and the following analysis can indeed 
be taken to refer to that context. Yet it need not be so interpreted. 
One effect of skill differentials is, of course. to give rise to real wage 
differentials but the latter do not necessarily spring from the former. 
Various kinds of discrimination and restriction of access to particular 
jobs2 can create semi-permanent wage differentials which bear no 
relation to objective differences in skill requirements. The different 
kinds of labour considered below may thus refer to skill grades 
and; or to 'artificial differentiation' of labour. 3 

1 This chapter is based on material presented to a conference on ·wages 
Theory' at the I.D.S., University of Sussex. in 1975. 

2 E.g .. discrimination on grounds of sex or race. 
3 It need hardly be said that the line between 'skill differences' and ·artificial 

differences' may sometimes be decidedly blurred, both because skill grades 
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Two kinds of labour 
Consider first a capitalist economy in which there are two types of 
labour-time, the real wage rates for which are given by the two 
bundles of commodities H' 1 and H'z, where 1r 1 and lt'z arc column 
vectors with n components if there are n commodities produced. 
Let the n element row vector /1 show the amounts of type one 
labour-time required, directly or indirectly, for the production of 
single units of the various commodities; let /z be defined analog
ously.4 It follows from these definitions that the production of the 
real wage bundle paid for one unit of type one labour-time requires. 
directly or indirectly, the expenditure of (/ 1 · H' 1) units of type one 
labour-time and the expenditure of (/2 · 1r 1 ) units of type two labour
time. In the same way, (11 · lt'z) and (/2 · llz) units of type one and 
type two labour-time. respectively, are required for the production 
of the real wage paid for one unit of type two labour-time. 

Suppose now that E 1 and E2 units of the two kinds of labour are 
employed in the economy. The amount of type one labour expended 
in the production of real wages, H'lzether paid to type one or to tlpe 
tli'O labour, will then be ((/1 · li'J)E 1 +U1 · ll'z)Ez]. In the same way. 
the amount of type two labour expended in producing real wages, 
for either kind of labour, will be [(12 · li'J)El +(/z · ll'z)Ez]. Now, if 
there are to be profits, some labour of each type must be directed to 
the production of the commodities appropriated by the capitalists 
(whether for consumption or accumulation purposes). More pre-

may be preserved after the period in which they had an objective significance 
and because discrimination will often take the form of denying access to the 
acquisition of objective skills or of insisting on the possession of irrelevant 
pseudo-skills. For an extended discussion of the background issues. and for a 
bibliography which includes references to empirical studies. seeS. Bowlcs and 
H. Gintis, 'The Marxian Theory of Value and Heterogeneous Labour: A 
Critique and Reformulation·. Cambridge Journal of Economics. 1977._ . 

4 It will be assumed, for simplicity. that each of /1 . 12 is stricllr positl\e. 1.e .. 
that each kind of labour is required, directly or indirectly. for the production 
of every commodity. The reader may relax this assumption. Constant returns 
to scale are assumed in this chapter. 
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cisely. there will be positive profits if and only if' 

(I) 

and 

For surplus labour of each t1pe will then be performed. 

Given that all the terms involved in (I) and (2) are positiYe. it is 

immediately apparent that a ncce.1sarr condition for the satisfaction 

of (I) and (2) is that 

(3) 

and 

(4) 

Relation (3) says that less than one unit of type one labour-time 

must be required for the production of the real wage paid for one 

unit of type one labour-time: ( 4) makes the corresponding statement 

with respect to type two labour. 

However, while conditions (3) and (4) are certainly nccessarr if 

there is to be surplus labour for the production of commodities for 

the capitalists, they are by no means sufficient. For each type of 

labour-time is expended in producing real wages not only for the 

workers who expend it hut also for the other kind o/11·orkcrs. To find 

the sufficient condition for the existence of profits. it may be noted 

that. given the satisfaction of (3) and (4). (I) and (2) imply that 

and hence that 

' A more direct analysis. in terms of the rate of profit and prices of produc
tion. will be found later in this chapter and in chapter 12. 
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It will be clear that the satisfaction of (3) and (4) does not suff1ce to 

guarantee the satisfaction of (6). The necessary and sufficient condi

tion for the possibilitr of profits is thus that (3). (4) and (6) all be 

satisfied. 6 Profits will actually exist if. in addition to (3). (4) and (6) 

being satisfied. the relative employment levels satisfy condition (5). 

If there were only one kind of labour. with real wage rate H' and 

vector of direct and indirect labour requirements /. the condition 

for the existence of profits would, of course. be simply 

(/·H)<\. (7) 

It will be clear that (3), (4) and (6) merely generalize condition (7) 

to the case of two types of labour. Conditions (3) and (4) are directly 

analogous to (7), while the further condition (6) takes account of the 

fact that workers of each kind have to expend labour not only in 

producing their own real wages but also in producing the real wages 

of the other kind of workers 'before', so to speak, they expend labour 

in producing commodities for capitalists. While the analysis is a 

little more complicated with two kinds of labour than with one, it 

is thus straightforward to show the conditions for the extraction of 

surplus labour, of each type, without any need to 'reduce· one kind 

of labour to another. 

Many kinds of labour 

Now let there be N kinds of labour, let 1ri be the real wage for one 

unit of type j labour and let /; be the vector of direct and indirect use 

of type i labour. Define the square, N x N. matrix V by V;; = U; · 11';). 

i.e., the ij'h element of V shows the amount of type i labour used in 

the production of the real wage for one unit of type j labour. If the 

(N x n) matrix L has l; as its i'h row and the (n x N) matrix W has 

H'j as its r column then. of course. V = LW. It will be assumed, for 

simplicity, that the non-negative matrix V = LW is irreducible. 

"Of course. either of (3) and (4). together with (6). implies the other. 

- I.e .. it takes less than one unit of labour to produce the real wage paid for 

one unit of labour. 



The production of commodities for the capitalists is possible in 
this system if and only if there exists a semi-positive vector of 
employment levels. E. such that 

VE+S = E (~) 

where S is any given semi-positive vector of surplus labour quan
tities. defined by S = LC. C being the vector of commodities 
appropriated by the capitalists. Re-writing ( ~) as 

(9) 

it will be seen that profits can exist if and only if (I~ V)- 1 ts a 
'Leontief inverse· matrix. The condition for the possibility of 
producing commodities for the capitalists i.e. for the possibility 
of profits - is thus that the Perron- Frobenius root of V should be 
less than unity. Writing this condition as 

(10) 

it will be clear that (I 0) is the generatization. for the case of N types 
of labour. of the usual condition (7). It thus provides a compact 
statement of the relations between labour use and real wages which 
must obtain. in a N labour type capitalist economy. if that economy 
is to be viable on a capitalist basis. i.e .. to generate positive profits. 
It does not inrolre anr 'reduction· of one kind of/ahour to another. 

The rate of profit 
It may now be considered briefly how the rate of profit is determined 
in a simple capitalist economy with n single-product industries and 
N kinds of labour. Let the gross output of each commodity be unity 
by a suitable choice of physical units of measurement: let M be the 
n x n matrix of material input quantities and A be the N x n matrix. 
the r row of which. Uj. shows the quantities of the j 111 kind of Ja bour 
used in the various industries.K 

'Thclmatrixrckrrcdtoabo\ci-,gi\cnb; L ~ A(!-M) 1 

If e terogencous La hour 9 3 

Ifmj is the money wage rate oftypej labour. paid in advance. r is 
the annual rate of profit and pm is the row vector of money prices of 

commodities. then 

( 11) 

Now if the real wage bundle for one unit of type j labour is ll'i (and 
workers do no saving) then 

mj =pm. ll'j ( 12) 

Then. using ( 12) to eliminate the mi 's from ( 11 ). one obtains 

(I +r)pm(M+ll't. Ut +\1'2. a2+ ... +lr..,. a • .,)= pm (13) 

If the semi-positive matrix on the left-hand side of ( 13) is assumed 
to be irreducible. then it follows at once that (I+ r) 1 is the Perron 
Frobenius root of that matrix 9 The rate of profit is thus determined. 
by the physical inputs and outputs. by the real wage bundles and by 
the direct uses of different kinds of labour in the various industries. 
That determination involves no reference to 'reduction· of different 
kinds of labour-time. nor indeed to any concept of direct and 

indirect labour use. 

Conclusion 
The existence of heterogeneous labour. for whatever re<1 son. creates 
no essential problem for the analysis of surplus labour. nor for the 
determination of the rate of profit. In each case the process of 
·reduction· is completely redundant. 

Appendix 
It was seen above. in (9). that 

E =(I~ V) 1S. 

"The matrix in question may be written as (M-t-WA): i.'''(M-,-WA) < l 
is thus the condition for a po-,itive rate of protit. The rate of profit will decrease 
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Thus only iC by a fluke, S = LC should be a characteristic vector of 

V = LW (associated with its Perron-Frobenius root) will E and S 

be proportional. Consequently, if the rate of exploitation of type j 

labour, ei, is defined by 

ei =(E~~isj) 
then that rate will differ, in generaL from one kind of labour to 

another and wilL indeed, depend on the relative magnitudes of the 

elements of S = LC and thus on the composition of C. (If "e' is 

uniform then (1 +e)- 1 = i.PF(LW).) 

Whether the rate of exploitation for type j labour should be 

defined in this way- where the denominator is typej labour expended 

in the production of all wage goods - what the definition should be 

if not this one and whether the existence of a differential rate is held 

to constitute a "problem' in any sense, are questions which will be 

left for the reader's consideration. The ansl\'ers given to them do not 

affect the truth of ll'hat is said in the main text of this chapter. 

as any element of anr real wage bundle is increased. Its dependence on hours 
.worked, speed-up. etc .. may be analysed as shown in chapter 6. See also 
chapter 12. 

8 

Miscellanea 

This chapter draws together a number of different discussions which, 

while perhaps of some interest in their own right, arc not of central 

importance to the principal arguments of this work; they may. 

nevertheless, serve as useful further illustrations of those arguments. 

since they each bring out, once again, the crucial role of the physic

ally specified methods of production and real wages. After some 

further discussion of the rate of profit, the effects of differential 

wages and of the timing of wage payments will be examined. The 

relationship between real wages and the rate of exploitation, in the 

presence of a choice of technique, will then be considered, as will 

the role of value magnitudes in constraining the physical composition 

of capitalists' profits. It will then be shown, finally, how "pure 

circulation' activities may be analysed, using the physical quantities 

approach advocated throughout this work. 

Further on the rate of profit 

It was seen in the example of chapter 3 and, more generally, in 

chapter 4 that, in the conventional notation, (SiC+ V) is not the rate 

of profit in a capitalist economy. Confusion over this issue being so 

well entrenched, it may be useful to reiterate the point from a slightly 

different perspective, that of the maximum possible rate of profit 

i.e., the (purely notional) rate of profit which would be obtained if 

95 
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wages were zero. 1 

If wages were zero. the rate of profit according to Marx's (in

correct) formulation would be given by (S +V C). i.e. by the ratio 
of total living labour to total embodied (past) labour. In the example 

of chapter 3. total living labour (S +V). was equal to 80. while total 

embodied labour. C. was equal to 112 (see Table II). Hence. accord
ing to Marx's formula. the maximum possible rate of profit was 

(S+V1C) = 80!112 = 71.43" 0 approximately. 

However. Table I of chapter 3 shows that if wages were zero. 

while total inputs and outputs remained unchanged. the rate of 
profit R. would be given by 

(I + R)28P; = 56P; 

(1 + R)16P; = 48 

(1 +R)12P; = 8Pc 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

where P; and Pc are the corresponding gold prices of a unit of iron 
and a unit of corn. respectively. Equation (1) suffices to determine 
R as 

R = 100" 0 • (4) 

while (2) and (3) then yield P; = 1.5 and Pc = 4.5. Thus. in this 
particular example. Marx's formula greatly under-estimates the 
(hypothetical) maximum possible rate of profit. 

That Marx's formula can equally well over-estimate the maximum 

possible rate of profit can be shown from the example given in 
Table I below. 

Table I 
Tools La hour Tools Corn 

----- -----

3 4 --> 4 
4 --> 4 

Total 4 8 --> 4 4 

1 Or. as Marx put it. if workers ·could live on air'. Capital. Yol. Ill. chapter 
15. section 2 (Moscow. 1966 edition. p. 247). 
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In the tool industry. 4 units of labour-time use 3 tools to make 4 

tools: in the corn industry. 4 units of labour-time use I tool to make 

4 units of corn. Since tools are assumed to last for only one produc

tion cycle. in either industry. total output of tools equals the total 
number of tools used up and thus the economy is in a state of simple 

reproduction. provided that. in every period. the net product of 4 

units of corn is divided in the same way between workers and 

capitalists. The (hypothetical) maximum possible wage rate is 
clearly (*) = (i) a unit of corn per unit of labour-time. 

The values of a tool and of a unit of corn.!, and le. are. from Table 
L given by 

and 

or 

f, = 4. le = 2. 

Thus if the real corn wage rate is w. where 0 ;;; w ;;; ~- Table I may 
be converted into the table of value accounts. Table IL in which W 

shows the value of gross output in each row. 

Table 11 

c V s w 
12 + 8w + (4-8w) 16 

4+ 8w + (4 8w) = 8 

Total 16+16w+(8-16w) = 24 

(V is equal to 8w in each industry since the real corn wage bill is 4w 

and each unit of corn embodies 2 units of labour. so that V = 4w x 2 

= 8w.) Marx's formula for the rate of profit then gives 

(5) 
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As may be seen from (5). or from the last row of Table IL according 
to Marx"s formula the maximum possible rate of profit with w = 0. 
is given by 

In fact the first two rows of Table I show that the maximum possible 
rate of profiL R. is given by 

(I +R)3P, (6) 

and 

(I +R)P, = 4. (7) 

where P, is the corresponding exchange value of a tool in terms of 
corn. Relations (6) and (7) yield: 

Thus. in this example. Marx"s formula. (S +V C). greatly over
estimates the maximum possible rate of profit R. Indeed it follows 
from (5) that 

( ~--)>R C+V 

for all wage rates. w. such that 0 ~ w < ~- Even for a positive real 
wage. Marx"s formula can give a profit rate which is actually greater 
than the maximum possible profit rate (corresponding to a zero real 
wage)' 

[The correct determination of the profit rate. L in the present 
example is. of course. provided by the relations. obtained from the 
first two rows of Table L 

and 

(l+r)(p,+4w) 4. 

1 
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where p, is the exchange value of a tool in terms of corn. It follows 
that p, = (2 1 - r). where r is the smaller root of 

(2w)r 2 -3r+(l-2w) = 0.] 

It is shown in Table I that 3 tools are needed to make 4 toob. 
Thus. if there are constant returns to scale. the maximum possible 
rate at which the stock of tools can be expanded is [(4-3) 3] = 

33j "w 'One-third" is the highest technically possible growth rate in 
the economy shown in Table L the achievement of that (hypothetical) 
growth rate requiring that no corn is produced. with workers 'living 
on air" and the capitalists re-investing all their profits. 2 Yet it has 
been seen that. with w < ~- (S C +V) exceeds one-third. How then 
could one be led to 'emphasise movements in the value rate of profit 
as the critical indicator of the ability of capitalist society to create 
the conditions for a continued accumulation. free of economic and 
social crisis· '?3 

Differential wages 
It was shown in chapter 7 that the presence of heterogeneous labour 
need cause no difficulties for the concept of'surplus labour". whether 
the labour force is segmented by skills or by other factors. there 

2 Of course. it is not a coincidence that this maximum growth rate is equal to 
the maximum profit rate: such an equality obtains in any economic system of 
the type considered here. 

3 Fine and Harris. op. cit., p. 154. Without realizing it. Fine and Harris have 
here answered their own question ( p. 151 ). 'Why is the price (rather than 
value) rate of profit ... a central concept for understanding capitalist develop
ment ·r Their suggestion. ihid. that the rationale for focusing on 'the price rate 
of profit" involves regarding individual behaviour propensities as more 
fundamental than underlying social forces is mere rhetoric: it is precisely the 
competitive economic structure of capitalist societies which forces capitalists 
always to seek the highest money rate of profit. (Marx was. of course. perfectly 
clear that it is not in the least asocial or astructural to assert that the capitalist"s 
subjective aim is that of maximum accumulation: Capital. vol. I. chapter 2-1. 
section 3. op. cit., pp. 738-46.) It is strange that anyone should still be con
fusing this issue seventy years after Bortkiewicz explained the matter perfect!; 
clearly (op. cit., p. 23). 
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being no need in either case to 'reduce' one kind of labour to another. 

It will now be considered, first in a very simple case with two kinds 

of labour and then in a more general case. how the uniform rate of 

profit is related to the different real wage rates paid for different 

kinds of heterogeneous labour. 

Consider first a very simple capitalist economy in which the only 

two products are a single produced means of production and a single 

consumption good. gross output of each commodity being unity by 

a suitable choice of units. The inputs to the 'producer good' industry 

are ·a· units of means of production. b 1 units of type 1 labour and b 2 

units of type 2 labour; the corresponding inputs to the 'consumer 

good' industry are 'A'. B 1 and B2 respectively.+ If the produced 

means of production is entirely used up in one year's production. in 

either industry, then the annual rate of profit. r. the real wage rates 

for the two kinds of labour. w 1 and w2 (both paid at the end of the 

year) and the relative price of a unit of means of production in terms 

of a unit of the consumer good. p. are related by: 

(8) 

and 

(9) 

It follows immediately from (8) and (9), when p is eliminated. that 

[B 1 +(Ab 1 -aB 1)(1 +r)]wJ +[B 2 +(Ab2 -aB2)(1 +r)]w2 

= [1-a(l +r)]. (10) 

It is not difficult to show. from (I 0), that holding either real wage 

rate constant. r is inversely related to the other real wage rate. It 

follows. of course. that for any given value of the profit rate, r. the 

real wage rates. w 1 and w2 are inversely related. (More precisely. it 

can be seen from (10) that for any given value ofr there is an inverse 

linear relation between w 1 and w2.) The possible combinations of 

4 If A+a = I. and b 1, b2 • 8 1 and 8 2 are constant from period to period. 
then the economy will be undergoing simple reproduction. 
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r. w 1 and w 2 are shown in Figure I." An increase in the real wage 

Figure I 

r 
t 
I 

\\ I 

rate of one group of workers need not necessarily lead to a fall in 

the rate of profit - it might lead to a fall in the real wage rate of the 

other group of workers instead, or. of course, to a fall in hoth the 

profit rate and the other real wage rate, etc. (The one thing it could 

not lead to would be a rise in both the profit rate and the other real 

wage rate unless technical progress were brought about.) The 

actual outcome resulting from such an increase cannot be predicted 

at the present level of abstraction, it need hardly be said. since that 

will depend on many matters not considered here. 

5 While the exact curvatures of the surface in Figure I are not important for 
our present purpose. it may be noted that the figure has been drawn on the 
assumption that (Ab 1 8 1 ) <a< (Ab 2 ,B 2 ). 
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To see. now. that just the same kind of conclusions hold in a more 
general case, consider a simple capitalist economy. with no fixed 
capital and no pure joint products, in which the gross output of each 
of n commodities is unity, by a suitable choice of units. Let the j' 11 

column of the (n x n) matrix A represent the quantities of com
modity inputs in industry j and let the row vector a; represent the 
quantities of type i labour-time employed in the various industries 
(i = I, .... N). If pm is the row vector of money prices. r is the rate 
of profit and m; is the money wage rate for type i labour. paid in 

advance, then 

(I I) 

Let the real wage rate for type i labour be written as W;ll';, where the 
column vector 1r; shows. at an arbitrary scale. the proportions in 
which the various commodities enter the real wage. while the scalar 

w; shows its level. If no workers save then 

m; = W;(pm · 1\';), (12) 

for each i. Using (12) to eliminate the m;. (11) can be written as 

( 13) 

Hence 

(I +r)- 1 = ;_P~[A+L~w;(lr; ·a;)]. ( 14) 

Relation (14) determines the rate of profit in terms of the physical 
conditions of production (A, a 1 , .•• , a~) and the real wage rates 
(w 111· 1 , ... , wNH'N). No question of 'reduction' of the different kinds 

of labour arises, of course, as was seen before in chapter 7. 
If the square, semi-positive matrix on the right of (14) is irreduc

ible, then r is inversely related to each W;. It follows at once that, for 
given values of r and any (N- 2) of the real wage levels w;. the 
remaining two real wage levels are inversely related. 

Other things heing equal. there are potential conflicts between the 

real wage levels of different groups of workers. (Anyone inclined to 
leap to any immediate political conclusions on the basis of that fact 
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should think again.) 

The timing of wage payments 

It was remarked in chapter I that excessive importance is sometimes 
attached to the question whether wages should be assumed to be 
advanced or to be paid at the end of the production period; this 

confusion perhaps arises because Marx both generally analysed the 
rate of profit under the assumption of adl'i/nccd wages and pointed 
out expressly that the worker is usually paid after working for the 
contracted period 6 The fact is. of course. that the period of produc
tion is generally longer than the period over which the wage contract 
is made. so it is true both that workers are paid at the end of the 
wage contract period and that most wages have to be paid before 
the end of the production period. 

To illustrate the general manner in which this issue may be 

analysed. consider a production process. involving no fixed capital 
and a single product, which takes one year. The gross output is one 
unit of the commodity in question. All the produced means of 
production are purchased by the capitalist at the beginning of the 

year but wages are paid weekly. at the end of each week.- Let the 
money value of the means of production be cm. the total annual 
money wage bill be vm. the money price of the commodity be pm and 

the annual and weekly rates of profit be rand r" respectively. By 
definition 

(I +r")52 =(I +r). ( 15) 

Now if wages are paid in a constant stream of payments, equal to 
(v"' 52) at the end of each week we must have: 

( 16) 

'' C/ .. Capital. \OI. I. chapter 6. op. cif .. p. 27S. 
- The ·year· cono,ists of exactly 52 weeks. i.e . .164 days. and no holiday:.. etc. 

make anv difference to the pattern of wage pay rncnts. 
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Since the sum of the geometric series in the sq uarc bracket on the 

left of ( 16) is equal to 

(16) may be rewritten, taking account of(l5). as 

( 17) 

If the assumptions made here apply to every industry in the system 

then, in our usual notation, ( 17) leads to 

(18) 

Relations ( 17) and ( 18) are the exact relations between money 

prices, the annual profit rate and the weekly profit rate; it is natural 

to ask, however. whether ( 17) is better approximated by 

(19) 

or by 
(20) 

that is, by the assumption that all wages are paid at the beginning of 

the year or by the assumption that they are all paid at the end. Since 

a general analysis of what is only a simple example might seem 

somewhat over elaborate. Table Ill presents a few selected values of 

r" and the corresponding values ofr and of(r 152rw). 8 

Table Ill 

rw " r" (r 52rw) 
() () 

------

0.2 10.95 1.05 

0.3 16.85 1.08 

0.4 23.07 1.11 

" Figures in the second and third columns have been rounded otr. 
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It will be seen that ( r 52r") always lies between I and (I + r); indeed 

in each row ( r 52r") is just a little less than (I + ~r). Since this result 

holds for all plausible values of r" and r. it may be said that ( 19) 
and (20) are about equally (un-)acceptablc. with (20) in fact having 

the slight advantage. 

The above example is readily generalized to the case in which 

wages arc paid at the end of n equal periods. the interest rate ru 
being defined by (I+ rn)n = (I+ r). ( 17) and ( 18) still hold. provided 

only that ( r 52r") is replaced by ( r nrn ). It can then be shown that 

I < (r llr 11 ) < (I+ r). for r positive and n finite. and indeed that a 

reasonable approximation (for small r) is that (r nru) = [I+ ~(r
r,J]9 Hence complete post-payment of wages gives a slightly better 

approximation to the exact result than does complete pre-payment. 

It will be clear that the above type of analysis can be extended to 
cover the case in which produced means of production arc not all 

paid for at the beginning of the production period. 10 

The wage rate and the rate of exploitation 
A change in the real wage rute. 11 whether brought about by a change 

in real wages or by a change in hours of work. will cause an inverse 
change in the rate of exploitation, prorided that no change in the 

method of production is brought about. It will be shown here. 

however. that if there is a choice of production methods. then a 

higher real wage rate may be associated with a lower or with a higher 

rate of exploitation. when the latter is defined and measured in the 

usual way. 

Consider a simple capitalist economy in which the net product 12 

"Consider the relation n log(!+ r,) = log( I+ r). \\ith each sidL· npamkd 
in a Tavlor series. 

111 Se~ both the tinctl ;,ection of the pn:;,ent chapter and the 1inctl section of 
chapter 12 for further consideration of turno\er problems. 

11 The real \\age per unit of\\orking time. 
12 Gross product 111i1111.1 the replacements of the used up produced means uf 

production: net product thus includes \\ages here. 
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consists of just one commodity. which is the wage good. Each 
available combination of single product. circulating capital produc
tion methods each 'technique· has the very special property that 
the 'value composition of capital" is the same in each line of produc
tion: consequently. production prices are always strictly propor
tional to values. As is well-known. the inverse relation between the 
real wage rate. w. and the rate of profit. r. will therefore be linear for 
each 'technique". 13 Figure II shows that relation for two techniques. 

I and II. Under the provisional assumption that these arc the only 
two techniques available. it will be seen that if w < w* then ea pi-

Figure 11 

11 

w* 

13 Cf .. P. A. Samuelson. "Parable and Realism in Capital Theory: The 
Surrogate Production Function·. RnieH· of Economic Studies. 1962 and 
P. Garegnani. "Heterogeneous Capital. the Production Function and the 
Theory of Distribution·. ihid. 1970. If prices of production are strictly propor
tional to values for every alternative technique then a ·neo-classical aggregate 
production· exists. This does not mean. however. that Marx's theory of the 
profit rate (and prices of production) then becomes the ·aggregate' neo-classical 
one. for Marx takes the real wage as given. whilst the neo-classical theor~ 
takes ·capital per worker· as given. 
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talists will choose technique I. while if w* < w they will choose 
technique 11. 1-+ 

If technique I is in use. the rate of exploitation. e. will be given by 

(I + e) ( w Id = I. (21) 

where /I is the labour-time embodied in each unit of the wage good. 
The net product per unit of labour-time. when technique I is in use. 

is shown in the figure as YI and. of course. 

(22) 

From (21) and (22). 

(I +c)= (YI w). (23) 

provided that technique I is in use. If technique Il is used. then 
analogous reasoning shows that 

(I +c)= (Yu w). (24) 

Consider now what e will be for each level of w between 0 and y11 

in Figure II. For 0 ~ w < w* technique I will be used and e will be 
given by (23 ). while for w* < w ~ Yu technique II will be used and 

e will be given by (24): at w = w* both techniques may be in use 
and e will be indeterminate (within the limits set by (y 1 w*) and 

( )w \\ *) ). Since Yu > YI· it follows that e. while falling as w rises for 
each given technique. will 'jump up" as w rises across the value w*. 
as is shown in Figure Ill. Thus on comparing the rates of exploitation 

corresponding to two real wages rates w I and w 2 • where w I < w* 
< w2. either rate may be found to be the larger. It cannot be 
assumed that a higher real wage rate involves a lower rate of 
exploitation when there is a choice of production methods. 

If there are many alternative techniques. each with the ·equal 
value composition" property. then Figure II is merely rather more 
complicated. remaining essentially the same. Figure Ill will then be 

modified to Figure IV. i!l which yj is the real wage rate at which 

I-+ For a given wage rate. capitalists will adopt the technique giving the 
highest rate of profit. 
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Figure Ill 

c 

\\ * Y11 

profits would be reduced to zero and each vertical dashed line occurs 

at a wage rate for which two alternative techniques are equally 
profitable. It will be seen that many different real wage rates can 
yield the same rate of exploitation. 1

" (Figure IV wilL in fact apply 

in any system. no matter how many commodities enter the net 
product provided that the composition of the wage bundle is inde

pendent of its leveL w. and that no two individual techniques have 
wage-profit relations which intersect more than once. If such 
'reswitching' does occur - a necessary condition for which is. of 
course. that not all techniques have the 'equal value composition· 
property- then e can 'jump down· at some values ofw.) 16 

15 Devotees of ·surrogate production functions· will recognize this result in 
the form that ·as one moves around the production function· the share of 
profits in the net product may rise. fall or remain constant. depending on the 
·elasticitv of substitution·. 

16 It ~ay be of interest to note that the graph of (C V) against w Is wry 
similar to that of e against w. as shown in Figures Ill and IV. 
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Figure IV 

e • 

L_ __________ L_ __________ ~----------L-------~----~~~~~\1 

Thus in the presence of a choice of production methods. the real 
wage rate and the rate of exploitation arc not necessarily inversely 
related. Since a higher wage and or shorter hours can correspond to 
a higher rate of exploitation. as measured by c = (S V) or. equiv
alently. 

(I +c)(/· lV) = I. 

it would seem that this measure does not adequately capture the full 
intuitive meaning of the concept of exploitation. 1

-

A role for value magnitudes? 
Consider a simple capitalist economy in which n commodities arc 

1- As was pointed out to me by Dott. Ncri Salvadori. 
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produced by n single-product industries, using only circulating 

capital: it will be assumed here that each production process yields 
constant returns to scale. Let the j'h column of the (n x n) matrix A 

represent the material inputs per unit of gross output in industr:;v j 
and let the row vector a show the direct labour requirements, per 
unit of gross output. in the various industries. 

If the real wage bundle per unit of labour-time is 1r, total labour 

is Land the bundle of commodities appropriated by the capitalists 
is C then the relation 

Y+S L 

may be written as 

(!· tt)L+(/· C)= L. (25) 

where I is the row vector of commodity values, defined by 
I = a(l- A)- l Now the rate of exploitation, e, is defined as 

e = (S V) 

or 

e =[(/·C)(!· 1r)L), 

so that. using (26), one may rewrite (25) as 

I· C = ( ~)L. 
l+c 

(26) 

(27) 

Relation (27) shows that the physical hundlc of commodities appro

priated by the capitalists is constrained, for any given L by the value 

magnitudes I and e. The 'role' of the value magnitudes is, so to speak, 

to determine the possible 'physical forms' of the capitalists' total 

profit: yet as has been seen repeatedly above, those value magnitudes 

play no role in determining the rate of profit, which is the manifesta

tion of the 'surplus' most characteristic of- specific to- the capitalist 

form of society. Thus value magnitudes arc relevant to the determin

ation of the physical form of the surplus - something which is not 

specific to capitalism and irrelevant to the determination of the 

."vf i1cc//anm Ill 

rate of profit - the specific feature of capitalism. 
It is, of course, the case that one does not need to refer explicitly to 

the value magnitudes, even for the purpose of discussing the physical 

form of the surplus. Relation (25) can be written as 

which shows directly, in terms of production conditions and the real 

wage bundle, the possible physical surplus bundles, C for any given 

L. Anything that can be expressed in terms of value magnitudcs can 

be expressed without them, since they are only derivates of the more 

fundamental physical production conditions and real wages. These 

latter can, of course, also be used to show how the social allocation 
of labour-time between industries is determined. 1

H If X is the column 

vector of commodity gross outputs, then 

X= AX+1rL+C 

and 

L a. X: 

hence 

X= AX+(H·a)X+C 

or 

X= [I-A-(1r ·a)] 1 C. (28) 

Relation (28) shows how the pattern of gross outputs, X, depends on 
the conditions of production, A and a, on the real wage bundle, 1r, 

and on the level and composition of the physical surplus. C. Since 

total labour-time in industry j is equal to ajXj. 19 (28) also shows 
(implicitly) how the social allocation of labour is determined by A. 
a. 11' and C. No reference to any value magnitude is necessary for 

1
' No account is taken here of the choice between alremarire production 

methods: the determination of the social allocation of labour will be discu>sed 
in a far more general context in chapter 13. 

19 Where a; i, the j'h component of a. 
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that detcrmination. 20 

Pure circulation 

It is sometimes thought useful to distinguish between productive 
activities. in a capitalist economy. and those activities concerned 
with 'pure circulation' processes. This distinction will be pursued 
briefly in the present section. albeit in a very simple way which 
should. nevertheless. suffice to indicate the kind of analysis that is 
required. 

Suppose first that each productive activity. using only circulating 
capital and producing no joint products. takes one year. which is 
also the time taken for the circulation of commodities. 21 It will be 
assumed. for simplicity. that all commodities used in the process of 
production or used as inputs in the circulation process- pens. paper. 
telephones, etc.- are purchased after passing through the circulation 
process; to allow for the fact that. say. seed corn is not so acq uircd 
would merely complicate the analysis. while adding little. If the gross 
output of each commodity is unity. if wages arc paid at the end of 
the year and if pm and pm are the money price vectors of commodities 
after and before circulation, respectively. then we have. for the 
productive sector. the relation. 

(29) 

where r. A. m and a are to be interpreted as usual. Note that. in (29). 

20 It may be of interest to note here that quantities of embodied labour-time 
would not be of significance in the planning of a Krmring socialist economy. 
In a growing economy. account must be taken not merely of the total labour
time required to produce a commodity but also of the 'time-pattern· of the 
expenditure of that total. (At a formal leveL the point involved here is com
pletely analogous to the importance of the 'time-pattern· of labour expendi
tures for the determination of the profit rate in a capitalist economy - cf .. 
chapter 5. above.) The full physical data. concerning production methods and 
planned real consumption. etc. bundles. would be required for the adequate 
planning of a growing economy - which is not to say that nothing else would 
be needed' 

21 A shorter circulation period will be considered below. 
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the productive sector sells commodities to the circulation sector at 
prices pm. but purchases from it at prices pm The corresponding 
relation for the circulation sector is 

(30) 

where A c is the matrix of commodity inputs used up in the circulation 
process - waste paper baskets. etc. - and ac is the vector of labour
times devoted to circulation. It is implicit in (30) that wages are paid 
ex post. that waste paper baskets and so on arc purchased at the post 

circulation prices. Pm. and that there is a distinct circulation activity 
for each commodity: only the last of these assumptions would be 
difficult to changc. 22 

Now it follows from (29) and (30) that the post circulation prices 
arc given by 

pm= m[(l+r)a+ac][I-(l+r)N-(l+r)2Arl (31) 

Thus if the real wage bundle per unit of labour-time is 1r then. since 
m = pm · H' if workers do not save. it follows that 

By contrast. if the circulation activities were unnecessary. so that 
(29) would have pm on both sides. then r would be determined by 

(33) 

It is not difficult to see that the rate of profit determined by (32) is 
lower than that yielded by (33); the presence of circulation activities 
makes the rate of profit lower than it would be were they un
necessary 23 

Circulation in effect lowers the profit rate in two different ways: 
first by extending the total turnover time of commodities and second 

22 Even this assumption becomes unnecessary when joint production 
activities arc allowed for. as in chapters 12 and 13. 

23 If such activities HWC unnecessary. in the capitalist economy considered. 
then the drive to maximize the rate of proflt would bring about their elimina
tion. 
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by using up material inputs and labour-time. To see the influence 
of the mere extension of turnover time. suppose that produced 
commodities had to wait a year before being sold. e\en though 
nothing whatever was 'done· in that circulation period. In (32). A' 
and 1t would then both be nulL so that 

(34) 

Relation (34) determines a lower value of r than does (33). even 
though no materials or labour-time arc used in circulation. simply 
on account of the increase in total turnover time. On the other hand. 
the r yielded by (32) is even lower than that given by (34). so that the 
using up of materials and labour-time in circulation does cause a 
reduction in r. additional to that caused by the extension of the 
turnover time. 

While it is certainly true that the difference between the profit 
rates determined by (32) and (33) is related to the fact that in the 
economy represented by (32) labour is being performed in the 
circulation sector itself and in the production sector to produce the 
material inputs and the real wage goods absorbed by the circulation 
sector this not being so in the economy represented by ( 33) - it will 
be clear that the difference in profit rates cannot be adequately 
explained in terms o/any simple difference between aggregate labour
times. An adequate proximate explanation can. however. be pro
vided using a full physical specification of the real wage and of the 
conditions of production and circulation. 

The assumption. used above. of equal periods of production and 
circulation may well exaggerate the increase in turnover time result
ing from circulation activities. Suppose instead. then. that all 
production activities take one year. with wages being paid weekly. 
at the end of the week (as assumed earlier in this chapter) and that 
each circulation activity takes just one week. wages again being paid 
at the end of the week. Modifying our previous notation. it can be 
shown that (32) must be modifled to 

[(I + r") (')~·. )a+ a'](I- (I + r") (I + r)A- (I + r" )A'] 1
11 = I. 

__ I\\ 

(35) 
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where (I+ r" )52 = (I + r) and gross output of each commodity is 
one unit per 1reek. it being assumed that a year-long production 
activity is started every week for each commodity. so that A. a. A'. 
a" now refer to the inputs used in the production. or circulation. of 
one 1reek '.1 output. Relation (35) shows the effect on the annual rate 
of profit. r. of both the addition of a one week circulation period to 
total turnover time and the use of materials and labour in the 
circulation sector. It will be clear that more complex combinations of 
production and circulation periods could be examined. by the same 
methods of analysis as used here for a very simple case. and that such 
analysis will involve no reference to any value magnitudes. It will 
show that the rate of profit can be determined only in terms of the 
full. physical details of production and circulation activities and of 
the real wage. 
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A Falling Rate of Profit? 

Marx's discussion of the 'tendency of the rate of profit to L!lr 

apparently continues to exert a considerable fascination. even though 
it is well-established that no definite conclusions may be drawn from 

that discussion. The first section of the present chapter is devoted to 

an examination of the mutual consistency of certain of Marx\ 

expectations concerning trends over time of a number of variables. 1 

no attempt being made to question the plausibility of those expecta

tions. The second section. by contrast. does raise such questions. 
and provides some critical comments on familiar arguments. In the 

third section. the issue is considered within the framework of 
analysis adopted throughout this book. 

I. The :vtutual Consistency of Marx's Expectations 

In his essay 'The Falling Rate of Profit'. Meek considers the two 

principal objections that have been levelled against Marx's well-

1 It may be of interest to note here the follov.ing two pa,sages from lhl'oric.l 
of s·urplus J 'aluc (Part I I. London. 1969. p. 453 and Part I I I. London. 197:::'. 
pp. 364 5. re'>pectively): 

·Incidentally. when speaking of the law of the fa/ling ral<' of pro/If in the 
course of the development of capitalist production. we mean by profit. the 
total sum of surplus-\aluc which is sci?ed in the first place by [the] industrial 
capitalist. [irrespective of] how he ma; have to share this later with the money
lending capitalist (in the form of interest) and the landlord (in the form of 
rent).' 

//o 
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known discussion of 'The Law of the Tendency of the Rate of Profit 

to Fair in Capital. volume Ill. part 111. 2 The first. that a rising 

composition of capital will generally be associated with rising 

productivity (falling values) and will thus tend to raise the rate of 

exploitation. Meek, following Rosdolsky.3 considers not to be an 

objection at all. on the grounds that Marx took adequate account 
of this association. The second objection. that technical progress 

may not raise the value composition of capital, is. Meek suggests. 

·rather more justified'. Meek concludes: 'The main criticism which 

can properly be made of Marx's treatment of the problem is that 

nowhere does he precisely define the conditions under which the rate 

of profit will fall with a rising organic composition of capital. if we 

assume that this rising organic composition is associated with the 

lowering of the value of elements not only of variable but also of 
constant capital. ' 4 

The purpose of this section is to provide a highly abstract analysis 

which does allow for the cheapening of the elements of both variable 

and constant capital. It will be shown that Marx's normal assump

tions do entail a rising value composition of capital, despite the 

cheapening of the constant capital. and conditions will be derived 

under which a rising rate of surplus value, a rising value composition 

of capital and a falling rate of profit are mutually consistent. The 

argument is conducted both in terms of the variables normally used 

in Marxist theory and in terms of the observable variables of pro

duction conditions and the real wage, a subordinate objective being 

to emphasize the relations between the two sets of variables. We 

'For us. however, the main thing is: does this fact [the rise in (CV)- I.S.] 
explain the decline in the rate of profit~ (A decline. incidentally. which is far 
smaller than it is said to be.)' 

2 R. L. Meek. 'The Falling Rate of Profit'. in Economics and Ideology and 
Other Essars. London. 1967. An earlier version appeared in Scienci' and 
Socierr. 1960. 

3 R: Rosdolsky. ·zur Neurcn Kritik des Marxschcn Gesetzes der fallcnden 
Profitrate'. Krklos. 1956. 

4 Meek. op. cit.. p. I 36. 
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assume throughout a circulating-capital. input-output system in 
which every sector has the same value composition of capital ;5 it 
will be clear that strong simplitications are being made but at least 
they are simplifications of a type sometimes made by Marx himself. 

The framework 
Consider a circulating capital system with unchanging production 
conditions (A. a) in our usual notation. If I i be defined as the total 
amount of labour used. both directly and indirectly. in the produc
tion of one unit of commodity i. (as the value of commodity i) then 

I=IA+a. (I) 

Using c. rand s to represent the vectors of constant ea pi tal. variable 
capital and surplus value per unit of output respectively. we have 
that 

c =/A and l'+s =a 

so that (I) could be rewritten as 

I= c+r+s. 

It is assumed that the rate of exploitation. or rate of surplus value. 
e. is the same in every sector so that. by definition. 

S =Cl' 

and thus 

(I +e)r =a. (2) 

If the value composition of capital is the same in every sector. 
then the vector c must be proportional to the vector r and hence. 
from (2). to the vector a. It can be shown that the factor of propor
tionality is given by 

Re = a (3) 

' It follow-, from this that any reader unfamiliar with matricc-, and \ector' 
will lose little hy interpreting all \ ariablcs as >ca!ar-,. 
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where R is the maximum possible rate of profit in the system. which 
is determined entirely by A. (it is assumed. for simplicity. that A is 
irreducible.) The result that the maximum rate of profit. R. is equal 
to the ratio of current labour to the labour embodied in the means 
of production is. of course. to be expected in the equal value com
position of capital case. since prices are here proportional to values. 
From (2) and (3) we have that 

Rc=(l+e)r 

so that in every sector. ami hence overall. the value composition of 
capital is given by 

(4) 

It will be noted that while ·R· is a ·technological' variable. de
pending only on A. ·e· is not. so that it would be quite wrong to 
think of the value composition of capital as merely a description of 
the conditions of production.6 

On substituting from (4) into Marx's formula for the rate of 

profit. 

we obtain 

(5) 

The real wage 
Suppose that the real wage consists of wi of the ith commodity per 
hour of labour where some wi will be positive and some zero. 
(Marx. of course. normally worked in terms of a daily wage which 

" It may be noted that the ratio (c \ +- -.) = R 1 i.1 a 'technological'\ aria hie. 
gi\cn normal working practices. 
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did not necessarily change as the length of the working day changed.) 
By definition. the value of one hour's labour power is Iiwi I i and 
hence 

Comparing (2) and (6) we sec that 

(I +e)= (ti~il) 
Noticing from (I) and (3) that 

and introducing the notation 

we can rewrite (7) as 

i. == jPI(A) -( I ) 
- I f.R 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

i. == jP~(A). the Perron-Frobenius root of the matrix A. 1s a 
useful summary variable since it is an increasing function of every 
clement of the input-output matrix A: variations in i. thus indicate 
the extent to which the overall use of produced inputs is increasing 
or decreasing. relative to gross output. 

It may be noted that 

i.e. the ratio of the value of constant capital to the value of gross 
output and that 

1-1 = . -. ( v+s ) 
· c+v+s · 
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i.e. the ratio of the value of net output to the value of gross output. 
It will also prove useful to define W as 

i.e. the ratio of the value of labour power. or variable capital. to the 
value of gross output. It is thus easy to translate later results in 
terms of i. and W. which directly express the observable variables of 
production conditions and the real wage. into results in terms of the 
shares of constant capital. variable capital and surplus value in total 
value. By using (8) and (9) our expressions for (c v) and r can be 
reformulated in terms of A. a and 11. Drawing our results together 

now. for convenience. we have: 

(1-i) 
(l+e) = W (10) 

(11) 

(I +r) = ~e)(l__::+=_Rl =(-=_I -) 
l+e+R ;.+W 

( 12) 

Note that the right-hand side of each of (I 0). (!I) and ( 12) is 
expressed directly in terms of A. a and ll. (10). (11) and (12) thus 
show how three central ratios of Marxist economic theory (the rate 
of surplus value. the value composition of capital and the rate of 
profit) are related to observable variables. Consider now a sequence 
of periods such that within any period conditions of production and 
the real wage are constant but between periods production condi
tions change. either because social conditions change. or because 
new technical processes become available. or because a change in the 
real wage alters the relative profitabilities of existing production 
methods. or because old commodities cease to be produced and or 
new commodities come into production. In each period the value 
composition of capital is the same in every sector and the periods 
are suft1ciently long that toward the end of any period we need not 
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be concerned at the 'undated' nature of equation (I): this last 
assumption is. of course. a rather delicate one! Bearing in mind that 
equations (10). (11) and (12) take account of the cheapening of all 

elements of hoth constant and variable capital. how might the end 
of period rate of profit be expected to move? 

A falling rate of profit? 
Marx makes a number of statements in Capital. vol. Ill. which entail 
that the maximum possible rate of profit. R. will fall through time. 
For example. in chapter 13 he writes of 'the individual commodity' 
that 'the portion of its value in which newly added labour is material
ised decreases in relation to the portion of its value which represents 
raw and auxiliary material, and the wear and tear of fixed capital" 7 

and an equally explicit statement to the same effect appears in vol. 
Ill. chapter 15. section 4. That such statements entail a falling R may 
be seen from (3). 

The assumption of a falling maximum rate of profit. R. did not. 
for Marx. guarantee a falling actual rate of profit. r. since Marx also 
assumed that the rate of surplus value, e. would tend to rise through 
time 8 But the two assumptions of a falling R and a rising e do 
guarantee that the value composition of capital will tend to rise. as 
can be seen from ( 11 ). Thus given his normal assumptions about 
technological development and the distribution of value-added 
between workers and capitalists. Marx was perfectly entitled. indeed 
he was obliged, to assume a rising value composition of capital. 
despite the cheapening of the elements of constant capital. 

Since the value composition of capital itself depends on the rate 
of surplus value. see (11). it is potentially confusing to think of the 
rate of profit as the rate of surplus value divided by one plus the 
value composition of capital: it would seem better to relate r to R 
and e as is done in (12). It is then easy to show from (8) and (12) that 

'Moscow. 1966. p. 227. 
H cr. Meek. op. cif .. Rosdolsky. op. cir .. and P. M. Swcczy. Thl' Thi'OIT of 

Capitalist Dneloprnl'nt. London. 1962. p. I 01. 
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r will fall if. and only if. 

(
c)ft-.1.) ( f..e ) 
~ \7 > e+t-.e · 

( 13) 

where f../. and f..e. the period to period changes in;, and e respectively. 
are both positive. While there seems to be no reason to assert that 
(13) must hold, it should be noted that with a falling Rand a rising 
e. ( c/v) will be rising so that (13) becomes ever easier to satisfy in the 
sense that an ever smaller percentage rise in i. can 'offset' a given 
percentage rise in e. The suggestions of Meek and Dickinson9 that 
r might rise at first and subsequently fall are clearly consistent with 
this result, as is Meek's further suggestion that the 'downturn' in r 
will be further off in time. the lower are the initial value composition 
and rate of exploitation. 

Turning now to our more explicit formulations for e. (c/v) and r 
in terms of production conditions and the real wage, an obvious 
question to ask is what time paths of production conditions and real 
wages are consistent with the simultaneous satisfaction of Marx's 
expectations of a rising e, a rising (cjv) and a falling r? It is easy to 
show that the necessary and sufficient conditions for this simultane
ous satisfaction are given by 

(14) 

where f..,{ and f.. W, the period to period increase in/. and decrease in 
W respectively, are both positive. (It should be noted, of course, that 
provided some of the a; associated with positive W; are decreasing. a 
falling W does not entail a falling real wage.) With/. increasing and 
W decreasing, (c/v) will necessarily increase; the left-hand inequality 
in (14) gives the condition for a falling rand the right-hand one that 
for a rising e. It will be noticed that an ever smaller percentage 
increase in A is sufficient to 'offset' a given percentage fall in W and 
thus lower the rate of profit but that. on the other hand. an ever 

9 Meek. op. cit .. and H. D. Dickinson. The Falling Rate of Profit m 
Marxian Economics·. Revinr of Economic Studi!'s. 1956-7. 
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smaller percentage rise in i. is sufllcicnt to ·offset' a given percentage 
fall in W and thus to stop the rate of exploitation from rising. 

The preceding paragraph would seem. in the context of a simple 
economy and in a purely formal way. to provide the conditions that 
Meek finds lacking in Marx. 

The results obtained above are. of course. highly formal: we ha\e 
not allowed for the influence of difi'ering turnover periods of capital 
or differences in value composition between sectors (thus pushing 
out of sight the question of the relative rates of productivity increase 
in capital goods and wage goods industries) and have not even raised 
the question whether the formal conditions derived arc likely to he 
satisfied empirically. Subject to these qualifications. it has been 
shown that Marx's assumption of a falling R and a rising c does 
guarantee that (c v) will rise. even though the elements of constant 
capital are becoming cheaper. and that a rising e and rising (c \) 
can. under the stated conditions. combine to yield a falling rate of 
profit. 

11. Some Critical Remarks 
It has been shown above that there is no internal inconsistency 
involved in asserting that. over time. the rate of exploitation and the 
value composition of capital increase. while both the maximum rate 
of profit and the actual rate of profit fall. That the four propositions 
in question are mutually consistent. however. does not mean that 
any one of them is factually correct. Nor does it mean that if the first 
three should. indeed. be correct then the truth of the fourth pro
position follows. 

Marx repeatedly asserted that the value composition of capital 
rises over time in capitalist cconomiesi 0 This assertion occurs so 
frequently in Marx's writings and is so well-known that it is easy to 
forget that Marx did not knmr whether it was true or false. He could 
not have known. for the simple reason that the relevant information 

"' See the appendix to thi-, chapter for reference' 
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was just not available to him. The ratio (CV) i~ the ratio of the 
labour embodied in the means of production to the labour embodied 
in the wage goods obtained b) the workers. While this ratio is 
calculable in principle. the fact is that it never has been calculated. 
either in Marx's time or since. and that such a calculation would. in 
practice. he very difficult to carry out. Neither Marx nor anyone else 
has ever known the magnitude of (C V) for a single economy. even 
at one point of time. let alone known its trend over time. This fact 
must be respected and insisted on. no matter how often writers may 
assert that the value composition of capital rises through time in 
capitalist economies. 

What Marx did know was that. in the early period of British 
capitalism. the ·mass· of means of production per worker- in some 
ill-defined sense- had increased dramatically. He also had a certain 
amount of statistical information relating to the money values of 
some produced means of production. Yet it is clear that no inference 
can be drawn from the increasing ·mass· of means of production per 
worker (however defined) concerning changes in (C V). Nor may 
movements in the latter be deduced even from good. complete 
statistics referring to money aggregates and Marx had only very 
incomplete statistics - since it cannot be known a priori that value 
ratios and money ratios will move in the same direction. Marx's 
assertion that (C V) increases may. of course. have been correct hut 
he did not know it to be so and nor do we. 

Similar remarks can and should be made concerning the maximum 
rate of profit and the rate of exploitation. Marx did not know how 
the former was changing over time. With respect to the rate of 
exploitation. while it is again true that Marx did not knmt how it was 
moving (due to lack of the relevant data). it can be said that it was 
perhaps plausible for him to assume it to be rising. If the real wage 
bundle were strictly constant over time while. due to technical 
progress. the labour embodied in each wage good were falling. then 
the rate of exploitation would. of course. necessarily be rising. It was. 
perhaps. reasonable for Marx to infer that that rate was actually 
rising. on the grounds that the increase in real wages was not fast. 
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while the rate of technical progress was. (It is no longer plausible to 

assume either direction of movement in the rate of exploitation and 

we certainly do not know how it is changing, over the long term. in 

the advanced capitalist countries in the 1950's. 60's and 70's.) 

Turning to more recent discussions of the issue in hand. it may be 

noted first that increasing emphasis is being given to the idea that 

the central question is whether the maximum possible rate of profit 

is falling. Whether that emphasis be well-advised or not. it should 

be noted that it would be quite wrong to suggest that if the maximum 

rate of profit is falling, then the actual rate of profit musl eventually 

fall: that would be a simple non sequitur. To illustrate the point, let 

f(t) be any function of time. t. such that f(o) = I. while f(t) becomes 

ever smaller as t increases. approaching zero as t approaches 

infinity.
11 

Denote the maximum rate of profit. the rate of exploita

tion and the value composition of capital. at time t, by R,. e, and 
(C V), respectively, where: 

R, = 0.1 + 0.4f(t) (15) 

e, = [ 1~4f(t)] 
9 + 76f(t) 

(16) 

(CV), =(2~')=[ 200 ] 
R, 9 + 76f(t) 

(17) 

It will be seen that as t increases from zero to infinity. R, falls from 

50"" to I 0 ""' e, increases from ( 15, 85) to ( 11 '9) and (C V), rises 

from (200/85) to (200/9). Yet the actual rate of profit. according to 
Marx's formula. is given by 

19 

for all t. 

Thus while the maximum rate of profit always falls - and e and 

(C V) always rise- the actual rate of profit is perfectly constant at 

11 E.g .. f(t) =a'. where 0 <a< I. 

T 
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just over 5± "o· Indeed. if e, rose ever so slightly faster than is stated 

by (16). while R, and (CV), moved as stated by (15) and (17). then 

r, would always be rising over time. despite the unending fall in 

R,. 12 (It need hardly be said that this example has only the "negative· 

function of a counter-example: it is not supposed to be ·realistic".) 

A second feature of recent discussions. which may merit a brief 

comment. relates to the interaction of individual capitalist decisions 

and their overall effect. For any given technique of production there 

is an inverse relation between the real wage rate and the rate of 

profit. A similar inverse relation therefore obtains even when there 

are alternative production methods between which the capitalists 

choose. Thus. in Figure I. the curve AB depicts the inverse relation 

between the real wage rate. w. and the rate of profit. r. when Tech-

Figure I 

A 

Technique I 

I 
E. 

I Technique 2 

L_ _____ __j..,.-__ ~ __ >_~_:...........:::c~---__.-.\\ 
v\* B D 

I 

nique 1 is used: the curve CD shows the corresponding relation for 

Technique 2. Since capitalists will choose the technique yielding the 
1 ' In other words. the unending decrease of R, must evcntuall;. lead to a 

decrease in r, onlr if R, tends to ::cm as t tends to infinity. 
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highest attainable rate of profit at any given real wage rate. it may be 
seen that if the wage should be below w* then Technique I will be 
chosen. while if it should be greater than w*. Technique 2 will be 
chosen. L1 Thus the hatched curve AED is the effect ire relation 
between rand win this economy. 14 It will be clear that the existence 
of more alternative techniques would not lead to any change in the 
nature of Figure I. merely making it rather more complicated. 

Suppose now that technical progress occurs. for whatever reason. 
Whether it be regarded as involving 'improvements' in one or more 
existing techniques or as involving the creation of one or more 
essentially new techniques. that progress will be economically 
relevant only if it causes at least some part of the frontier AED to 
move 'outwards from the origin'. so that higher rates of profit now 
correspond to at least some given real wage rates. The 'new· frontier 
will still be downward sloping. It is thus impossible for the rate of 
profit after the technical advance to be less than that he/ore the 
advance. unless the real wage-rate has risen. With a given real wage. 
technical progress can only raise the rate of profit. never lower it. 

Now some writers have been tempted to confuse this straight
forward argument by asserting (correctly) that decentralized. 

individual decisions need not always lead. in aggregate. to the 
achievement of the commonly pursued objective and by then 
inferring (incorrectly) that while each individual capitalist will 
respond to new technical possibilities by seeking to maximize his 
rate of profit, the overall effect can be to lower the new. uniform rate 
of profit. even at an unchanged real wage rate. This 'argument' is 
just silly. For unless the previously adopted technique is no longer 
available. it is being asserted that. after the change, capitalists are no 
longer maximizing the rate of profit attainable with the given wage! 
Even if a new invention should lead many capitalists mistakenly to 
adopt it. as soon as it is found to be less profitable than the previously 

13 If w = w* then either or both may be chosen. 
14 It would. of course. be possible to allow for changes in hours and intensity 

of work - et:. chapter 6 - but such changes are perhaps less important in a 
long-period than in a short-period context. 
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used technique, all capitalists will revert to the latter. With a given 
real wage, the rate of profit can be lowered only by technical regress, 

never by technical progress. 
Since technical knowledge has seldom, if ever. been lost beyond 

recovery within the capitalist era, 15 technical regress can result only 
from worsening conditions in the production of food, raw materials. 
fuels, minerals. etc. With a given real wage, a falling rate of profit can 
therefore result only from the increasing niggardliness of nature, the 
very factor which Marx was so anxious not to rely on in his theory of 
the tendency of the profit rate to fall !16 

Ill. The Alternative Framework 
The above discussion has been conducted without reference to the 
fact that, as was seen in chapters 3, 4, 5 and 8, Marx's formula for the 
rate of profit is, in general, invalid. Whether or not the main issues 
involved can be brought out using Marx's incorrect formula, 17 it is 
clearly desirable to examine them in the context of a correct formu
lation. 

It would obviously be inappropriate to consider the question of 
the movement of the rate of profit over time in an analysis ignoring 
fixed capital, such as that presented in previous chapters. It will be 
shown in chapter 12, however, that whether fixed capital is used or 

15 It is not relevant- though it is interesting-· to ask whether pre-capitalist 
technical knowledge has been lost beyond recall. 

16 Of course, Marx did at one point appeal to precisely this factor, in order 
to 'show' that cheapening of the raw material, etc., components of constant 
capital would not decisively counteract the alleged tendency of the value 
composition of capital to rise- c(, Theories ofSurplus Value, Part Ill, London. 
1972, p. 368. For an interesting discussion of this point and. more generally, 
ofMarx on technical progress, see B. Schefold, 'Different Forms Of Technical 
Progress', Economic Journal, 1976. 

17 See, for example, G. Hodgson, 'The Theory of the Falling Rate of Profit'. 
New Lefi Review. no. 84, 1974, for a survey of the traditional arguments which 
'accept' this formula as the basis of discussion. In his paper 'Marx's Falling 
Rate of Profit: A Dialectical View', Canadian Journal of Economics, 1976, M. 
Lebowitz, while still using Marx's formula, significantly extends the range of 
the traditional debate to include the discussion of 'realization' problems. 
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not the rate of profit r, in a g1ven period is determined by the 
relation 

(l+r)I(I-rH)- 1
\1' =I (18) 

where I and 11' are the row vector of labour values and the column 
vector showing the real wage bundle per unit of labour. respec
tively.1B The square matrix H shows, as will be explained in greater 
detail in chapter 12. the physical capital stocks required. whether 
directly or indirectly, for the production of the various commodities. 
The rate of exploitation. e. is. of course. defined by 

(I +e)(/· ll') = I. (19) 

Before examining the movement of the rate of profit it may be 
helpful to note that, appearances notwithstanding, (18) and (19) are 
closely related to the simple formula (12), [reproduced here for 
convemence; 

(I+ r) 
(l+e)(l+R) 

I +e+R 
(12)] 

in the sense that (18) and (19) collapse to ( 12) in certain special cases. 
Suppose first that there is only one commodity, so that I. H and \\' 
are all scalars; since R · H = I, relation (12) can now be deduced 
immediately from (18) and ( 19). Somell'hat more generally, in the 
equal composition of capital case - in which I = RIH - or in the 
case of 1r being a characteristic vector of H - RH lt' = 11' - (18) and 
( 19) again imply (12). While this relationship between (12). (18) and 
( 19) may serve to make ( 18) seem less unfamiliar, it must be remem
bered that ( 12) holds onf.v in very special cases; ( 18) is far more 
generally valid. 

What can be said then about the movement of the rate of profit, 
on the basis of relation ( 18)? It must be noted first that the changes 
over time in I, H and w do not, of course. consist merely of changes 
in magnitudes. Over time. the list of commodities produced in an 

lH It is assumed in (18) that wages are paid in advance: if they are paid 
ex pos1. then ( 18) still holds provided that the initial term ( 1 + r) is suppressed. 
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economy will change. new commodities being added and. some
times, 'old' commodities disappearing from the list. This fact alone 
is sufficient to make it unlikely that any a priori expectation about 
the movement of r will be well-founded. 

If the set of commodities produced is the same in two different 
periods. so that I. H and 1r differ (as between those periods) only in 
magnitude, then in contemporary, advanced capitalist economies 
one must expect that \\' will be as great or greater (in each of its 
elements) in the later period than in the earlier one. 1 

Y Other things 
equal, this would reduce the rate of profit as between the two periods 
but of course, both I and H will also change, in general. The general 
advance of labour productivity will be manifested by the fact that 
most elements of l will probably be lower in the later period. It must 
however, be remembered in this connection that worsening condi
tions of production of food, raw materials. etc.. might lead some 
elements of l actually to increase over time 20 It would seem that 
little can be said about the likely changes in the elements of H.21 

(One cannot say, it must be remembered. that they will tend to rise 
because 'more and more' means of production are used in produc
tion, since most such changes involve qualitative changes in the 
nature of the produced means of production, so that the pre- and 
post-change H matrices cannot be compared in any simple, un
ambiguous way, contrary to the assumption made in this paragraph.) 

lY Real wages do sometimes fall over short periods. of course. but the dis
cussion is not about short period changes. 

20 It is not being asserted that this is in fact known to happen. 
21 To compare the force of (18) and (19) with Marx's argument. suppose 

(arbitrarily) that H' grows steadily, and I falls steadily. at the positive rate g. 
so that 1r, = 1r"(l +g)' and /, = (,( 1 +g)-'- It follows at once from (19) that 
the rate of exploitation. e,, will be constant over time. Relation ( 18) may now 
be written as 

( 18') 

since the factors ( l +g)' and ( l +g) 'cancel out. Asserting that i"" ( H,) = R,- 1 

tends to rise. i.e .. R, tends to fall, is the closest one can approach to Marx's 
assertions about the rising composition of capital. Yet a falling R, in ( 18') does 
not guarantee a falling r,. even though e, is constant. 
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It can only be concluded that there are probably some forces at 
work tending to increaser and some tending to decrease rover time. 
There appears to be no rational basis for expecting one tendency to 
prevail rather than the other, over any given period. nor for expect
ing the relative strengths of the forces for the increase and those for 

the decrease of r to be unchanging. 22 

Appendix. The Composition of Capital 
In discussion of Marx's work, the terms 'organic composition of 
capital' and 'value composition of capital' are often used inter
changeably but Marx expressly distinguished between them. 

'The composition of capital is to be understood in a twofold sense. 

As value. it is determined by the proportion in which it is divided 
into constant capital, or the value of the means of production, and 
variable capital, or the value of labour-power. the sum total of 
wages. As material, as it functions in the process of production, all 
capital is divided into means of production and living labour-power. 
This latter composition is determined by the relation between the 

mass of the means of production employed on the one hand, and the 
mass of labour necessary for their employment on the other. I call 
the former the value-composition, the latter the technical composi-

22 It might be said that this was precisely Marx's own conclusion. for did he 
not discuss both a tendency for r to fall and counteracting influences~ As Fme 
and Harris put it (op. cit.. pp. 162~3), 'A more accurate name for Marx's 
theory would be "'the law of the tendency of the rate of profit to fall and of 
the tendency for counteracting influences to operate".' Yet however the matter 
is presented, there is a difference between asserting a tendency, which is prob
ably counteracted, and asserting that there are forces acting in each direction. 
there being no basis for regarding the forces in either direction as being the 
more fundamental. Marx's presentation does convey a presumption that one 
set of forces is the more fundamental and it is important to be clear that no 
such presumption has ever been adequately established. by Marx or by 
anyone else. (That apparent presumption may. of course. have been merely 
an unfortunate consequence of Marx's concern to argue. against Ricardo. 
that a falling rate of profit theory did not have to be based on the limiting role 
of agricultural land; it was certainly that concern which led Marx so to em
phasize the alleged rise in the composition of capital.) 
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tion of capital. There is a close correlation between the two. To 
express this. I call the value-composition of capital, in so far as it is 
determined by its technical composition and mirrors the changes in 
the latter. the organic composition of capital. Wherever I refer to the 
composition of capital. without further qualification. its organic 
composition is always understood.' 

And again: 

'The value composition of capital. inasmuch as it is determined by. 
and reflects, its technical composition, is called the organic com
position of capital. '23 

The meaning of 'value composition' is clear enough: it is the ratio 
of the two value quantities C and V. It is clear. too, from the first 
quoted passage, that the 'technical composition' refers to the 
'proportion' between the physically specified means of production 
and the number of workers who operate and use them. Less clear, 
though, is how the technical composition can be measured (concep
tually that is), since it refers to a bundle of quantities of heterogeneous 
commodities. If it is to be taken as just a vector of heterogeneous 

quantities, which is perhaps the most obvious interpretation, then it 
must be recognized that it will generally not be possible to say that 
the technical composition is greater (or smaller) at one point in time 
than at another, for the two sets of commodities involved will 
generally be qualitatively different. (A coal miner in 1970 uses both 
more electricity and fewer pit ponies than did a coal miner in 1870-

the technical composition is thus neither greater nor smaller in 1970 
than in 1870.) If some other 'measure' is intended. what is it? 

Still less transparent is the meaning of the 'organic composition', 

for it can hardly be said that Marx's definitions, involving the terms 
'in so far as', 'mirrors', 'inasmuch as' and 'reflects', are models of 

precision. An interesting and plausible interpretation has. however. 

23 The first quotation is taken from Capital. vol. I. chapter 25. section I 
(Penguin/NLR edition. p. 762) and the second from Capital. vol. Ill. chapter 8 
(Moscow. 1966 edition. pp. 145~6). 
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been given by Fine and Harris (op. cit .. p. 161). They suggest that 
'the organic composition ... is the same thing as the technical 
composition expressed in terms of values where the value[s] per unit 
of means of production and labour-power are the unit values which 
existed before the rise in technical composition'. At least in a 
situation in which a 'rise in technical composition' is unambiguous. 
this interpretation (which is most straightforward in the presence of 
a constant real wage bundle) is clear and consistent with what Marx 
wrote. 

Thus suppose that the wage bundle per worker is constant at 11'. 

At time t. let the vector of means of production be M,. the number 
of workers be L, and the vector of embodied labour quantities be 1,. 
Then the ralue composition is given by 

the technical composition (a vector) by 

and the organic composition by 

where time zero is taken as the pre-change point of comparison. 
It may be noted that the organic composition. as here defined. is 

in effect an index number. for it follows immediately from the above 
that 

The organic composition of capital is thus seen as a Laspeyres value 
weighted index of means of production per worker. (Notice that it 
is not defined if T, contains any commodities which did not exist 
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at time zero.) It also follows from the above that 

( I, . ~~·;1, . T,) 
O.C.C., = --

1
-. -- (C V),. 

I" · 11· ,, · T, 

The organic compositiOn is thus equal to the value compositiOn 
multiplied by the ratio of two indices of value changes. the one index 
using the wage bundle as weights and the other. a Paasche index. 
using the final period technical composition as weights. Obviously. 
then, O.C.C., and (C;V), move together provided that. speaking 
loosely, the values of wage goods and the values of means of 
production move 'in proportion' to one another. 

Attention may now be turned to Marx's treatment of the (alleged) 
increases in the various compositions of capital. His discussions of 
the matter in Capital, vol. I (chapter 15, section vii. on machinery. 
and chapter 25, sections i, ii, on the 'General Law') and in Capital, 

vol. Ill (chapter 13, on the falling rate of profit) being so well-known 
and oft-cited. it may be of interest to consider rather his treatment 
of the question in Theories of Surplus Value. part Ill (chapter 23, on 
Cherbuliez).24 A number of different formulations are to be found 
here. 

On pages 364 and 367 Marx formulates the change in composition 
as involving an increase in constant capital relative to total living 
labour. This is expressed on p. 364 both by the assertion that 
(C/C +V+ S) increases as capital is accumulated and by the direct 
statement that (C/V + S) increases; on p. 367 it is expressed as a fall 
in (V+ SjC) - obviously, all three formulations come to the same 
thing. On p. 366, however, a different assertion is found, namely 
that (C/V) increases. Again. on p. 365 the rising composition is 
expressed in terms of 'the decreasing number of workers relatively 
to the number and extent of the machinery employed'. Finally. the 
different formulations are fused in the following passage: 'It is 

24 All page references will be to the London. 1972 edition. This interesting 
chapter also includes the passages on the fall of the profit rate being far smaller 
than commonly thought and on the role of land in inhibiting the cheapening 
of constant capitaL both cited above. in footnotes I and 16 respectively. 
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therefore self-evident or a tautological proposition that the increas
ing productivity of labour caused by machinery corresponds to 
increased value of the machinery relative to the amount of labour 
employed (consequently to the value of labour, the variable capital)' 
(pp. 366-7). Whether or not the proposition be 'tautological' -
certainly the 'consequently' is inappropriate- Marx does here seem 
to regard all the 'compositions of capital' as increasing together, 
despite their different definitions. 

It must be remarked, however, that the discussion of this appendix 
is of interest, if at all, only for its own sake: neither the value com
position nor the organic composition is a significant concept for the 
analysis of capitalist economies. Only the technical composition, 
expressed as a vector of physically specified commodities, is of 
significance for such analysis - and it does not, of course, involve 
any reference whatever to any concept of embodied labour-time. 

10 

Fixed Capital 

The role of fixed capital is clearly of the greatest importance in 
capitalist economies and it was no less central to Marx's analysis of 
them. Yet, with the one exception of a passing reference in the 
previous chapter, fixed capital has not so far been discussed in the 
present work. The analysis of fixed capital and of joint production 
will therefore be taken up in this 1 and the following three chapters. 

Fixed capital and joint production are discussed together because 
the correct analysis of fixed capital requires that partially used up 
machines be treated as joint products. If a capitalist purchases some 
raw cotton, a new spinning machine and. say. one year's labour
power then, if all goes well from the capitalist's point of view he will 
possess. at the end of the year. both some saleable cotton thread and 
a one-year old spinning machine. After a second. similar year's 
operation he will possess some further vendible cotton yarn and a 
two-year old spinning machine: and so on until the machine is 
scrapped. Thus each year's operation. except the last, yields. in 
effect, two joint products - cotton thread and a 'one-year older' 
spinning machine. Hence the analysis of fixed capital is a (very 
important) special case of the analysis of joint production 2 That old 

1 I should like to thank G. M. Hodgson for permitting me to draw. in this 
chapter. on our earlier joint work. 

2 The term 'pure joint products' is used to denote joint products neither (or 
none) of which is an old machine. e.g .. coke. coaL tar and town gas. Marx was 
well aware of the existence of pure joint products: see. e.g. Capira/. vol. I, 
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machines not only can be but should be treated as joint products 
will emerge below. 3 

In this chapter two numerical examples will be used to show that. 
in the presence of fixed capitaL the embodied labour-time values of 
commodities cannot be correctly calculated by adopting Marx's 
assumption of linear value depreciation of machinery: that the joint 
product approach can be used to calculate values: and that. when 
properly calculated. old machine values can be either negative or 
positive and. in the latter case. may even exceed the value of a new 
machine. This analysis provides yet another demonstration that 
correct. coherent value determinations must be based on the relevant. 
disaggregated physical data. 'Must'. that is, if they are to be deter
mined at all; the physical data referring to production conditions 
and real wages are entirely adequate to the (proximate) determina
tion of the profit rate (and prices of production}. no value magnitude 
being of the slightest relevance to that determination. 

In the next chapter. chapter 11. a simple numerical example will 
be used to show that with pure joint products- and no fixed capital 
Marx's additive value accounts can lead to the result that surplus 
value can be negative even when the rate of profit is positive. Chapters 
12 and 13 will then present far more general analyses of fixed capital 
and joint product. systems. It wilL again. be found that no value 
magnitude is significant for the determination of the rate of profit 
(or prices of production) or indeed, for that of the rate of accumula
tion and the social allocation of labour. 

Marx's treatment of value depreciation 
In Capital. Marx considered a number of different types of fixed 
capitaL of different life spans and rates of depreciation. He even 

p. 313. Capital. vol. Ill, chapter V. section IV and Theories of Surplus ~·aluc 
part 11. London. 1969. p. 486. For Marx·s awareness that old machines may 
be treated as joint products. see the text below. 

J This approach has been adopted by, for example. J. von Neumann (sec 
chapter 13 below) and by P. Sraffa. op. cif .. Part 11. 
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included a discussion of machines' having rising efficiency for certain 
periods of their lives. as well as the more frequent consideration of 
falling or constant efficiency. He was well aware of the complexity 
and heterogeneity of fixed capital in capitalist economies. 

However. at least in one respect. he did not give general recogni
tion to this at the theoretical level. When discussing the way in 
which a machine gradually loses its value over its life he assumed. in 
generaL that the machine yields up its value in a constant. linear 
manner: so that the machine loses an equal amount of value for each 
year of its life. This conception of linear value depreciation is clearly 
evident from the following passage. which discusses depreciation in 
completely general terms: 

'A proportion of the advanced capital-value becomes fixed in this 
form determined by the function of the instruments of labour in the 
process. In the performance of this function. and thus by the wear 
and tear of the instruments of labour. a part of their value passes on 
to the product. while the other remains fixed in the instruments of 
labour and thus in the process of production. The value fixed in this 
way decreases steadily until the instrument of labour is worn out. its 
value having been distributed during a shorter or longer period 
over a mass of products originating from a series of constant re
peated labour-processes ... The longer an instrument lasts. the 
slower it wears out. the longer will its constant capital-value remain 
fixed in this use-form. But whatever may be its durability. the 
proportion in which it yields value is always inverse to the entire 
time it functions. If of two machines of equal value one wears out 
in five years and the other in ten. then the first yields twice as much 
value in the same time as the second. '4 

Many similar passages could be quoted: for example the following 
one. which first presents the idea of linear depreciation and then. 
interestingly in view of the arguments developed below. suggests that 
linear depreciation is not always appropriate. for example when an 

4 Capital. vol. IL London. 196 L p. 15~. 
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"older' machine is more efficient than a "younger' one: 

"Take, for example. a machine which lasts twelve years and costs 

£12,000: its average wear and tear, which has to be charged each 

year. amounts to £1,000 .... In fact. however, reality differs from 

this calculation of averages. The machine may perhaps run more 

smoothly in the second year than in the first.' 5 

Thus Marx worked in terms of linear value depreciation but was 

aware that it was an oversimplification. 

Since partially used fixed capital will be treated below as a joint 

product, it may be of interest to note that Marx was familiar with 

this procedure (though he did not, unfortunately. make use of it). 

It is stated quite explicitly in a passage by Torrens which Marx 

quoted at length6 and Marx himself discussed it in Capital, vol. I, 

where he also quoted Malthus as writing that "If we reckon the value 

of the fixed capital employed as a part of the advances, we must 

reckon the remaining value of such capital at the end of the year as 

a part of the annual return'. While Torrens and Malthus were 

perfectly correct on this particular point, Marx unfortunately did not 

adopt their approach, arguing (incorrectly) that it is adequate to 

subtract 'the remaining value' from both sides of the value accounts, 

leaving in only the net depreciation figure. 7 

A simple fixed capital using economy 
Consider then a very simple capitalist economy, undergoing simple 

reproduction, in which the only products are corn and a machine. 

The new machine is made by labour, using only corn as an input; no 

pretence of realism will be made in this example !8 The production 

process for making a machine out of corn takes one year. New 

5 Theories of Surplus Value, Part lL London, 1969, p. 479. 
6 Theories of Surplus Value. Part l l L London. 1972. pp. 7 l -2. 
7 Capital, vol. L pp. 320-1. 
8 More realistic assumptions would not alter the general conclusions to be 

drawn but would merely complicate the analysis. 
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machines are then used. together with some corn input. to produce 

further corn over the course of a year. Again. one-year old machines 

are used. together with corn input. to produce corn over the course 

of a second year. After two years' use. the machine becomes useless. 

The quantities of corn and labour-time. and the numbers of new 

and old machines, entering and leaving the three different processes 

of production are shown in Table I. 

Table I 

Corn New Old Labour Corn New Old 

cl 0 0 L1 --> 0 M 0 

c2 M 0 L2 --> Ql 0 M 

c3 0 M L3 --> Ql 0 0 

Total c M M L --> Q M M 

Thus the first row shows that C 1 units of corn are used by L 1 units 

of labour-time to produce M new machines, while the second row 

shows that C 2 units of corn and M new machines are used by L 2 

units of labour-time to produce Q2 units of corn (gross) plus, of 

course, M one-year old machines. In the third row, L3 units of 

labour-time are shown to use C 3 units of corn and M old machines 

to produce Q3 units of corn (gross). The final (total) row, which 

refers to the economy as a whole, simply shows that, in aggregate, 

C( = C 1 + C 2 + C 3 ) units of corn, M new machines, M old machines 

and L( = L1 + L2 + L3 ) units of labour time are used to produce 

Q( = Q 1 + Q 2) units of corn, M new machines and M old machines. 
It will be noted that, for both new and old machines, the number 

"produced' is exactly equal to the number used up, namely M, so 

that simple reproduction is ensured as far as machines are concerned. 

The net output of the system is just (Q-C) units of corn: obviously 

Q > C for a meaningful economic system. If this net product is 
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divided in the same way between wages and profits every year, then 
simple reproduction will result. It is also to be noted that the new 
and old machines may or may not be of equal efficiency in the 
production of corn, depending on the quantities C 2 , L2 , Q2 • C3 , 

L 3 and Q3 in Table I. 

An example with rising efficiency 
Suppose that Table I takes the particular numerical values shown in 
Table II. 

Table 11 

Corn New Old La hour Corn Nor Old 
·---~-- ··--- ... --

0 0 5 ----+ 0 5 0 
9 5 0 10 ----+ 10 0 5 

15 0 5 25 ----+ 25 0 0 
---- ----·. ---- --

Total 25 5 5 40 ----+ 35 5 5 

It will be seen from the second and third rows of Table 11 that. while 
gross corn output per unit of labour-time is the same in each case, 
corn input and machine input per unit of gross corn output are both 
lower in the third row. i.e., the old machine using process is more 
efficient than the new machine using process. This phenomenon, 
which as noted above was referred to by Marx, might be the result 
of the 'running-in' of the new machine. 

Marx's value calculation 
In Table 11, the total labour-time expended is 40 units, while the net 
product is (35- 25) = 10 units of corn. The value of each unit of 
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corn, (, is thus given by 

10( = 40 

or 

Using (1), the application of Marx's 'value= c+v+s' formula to 
the first row of Table II shows that the value of each ne1r machine. 
/ 0 , is given by 

or 

4+ 5 = 5/n 

or 

'" = 1.8. (2) 

Now. according to Marx's linear depreciation approach, since the 
machine lasts just two years the value of an old machine, /",should be 

/
0 

= ~fn = 0.9, 

and the fixed capital depreciation element of 'constant capital value' 
should be 0.9 per machine in both the new and the old machine 
using process. Marx's value accounts for the second and third rows 
of Table II would thus be: 

(second row) 

or 

and (third row) 

or 

9(+5(0.9)+ 10 = 10/c 

le = 14.5 

15(+5(0.9)+25 = 25( 

fc = 2.95. 

9 le will be calculated in an alternative way below. 

(3) 

(4) 
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Now 'results' (3) and (4) are not merely different from (I) above; 
they are mutually inconsistent. Marx's assumption of linear value 
depreciation has led to a nonsensical result. 

Correct value accounting 
The joint production approach, starting from the physical data of 
Table II, leads easily to the derivation of consistent magnitudes for 
le, In and /0 • Applying the 'value = c + v + s' formula to each of the 
first three rows yields: 

(first row) 

(second row) 

(third row) 

9(+5ln+ 10 = ]0/e+5lo 

15le + 510 + 25 = 25( 

Relations (5), (6) and (7) entail that: 

le = 4, ln = 1.8, 10 = 3. 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

It will be noted that the solutions for le and ln, in (8), are just those 
obtained before by a different method. More significant is the fact 
that !0 has now been determined as well. What may be surprising is 
that the correct value of /0 ( = 3) is not only different from the value 
implied by Marx's reasoning ( = 0.9) but is actually greater than ln: 
the old machine has a greater value than the new one, so that the 
correct 'value depreciation' in the new machine using process 
( = 10 -10 = - 1.2) is actually negative. 

This example suffices to show that Marx's assumption of linear 
value depreciation is incorrect, in general, and that, with machines 
of rising efficiency, value depreciation can be negative." 

10 The reader may check this solution by substitution; there is no alternative 
solution. 

11 It does not, of course, establish that value depreciation has to be negative 
with rising efficiency. In fact it is easy to show. from Table L that /" ~ /" 
according as 
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An example with falling efficiency 
Suppose now that Table I takes the values shown in Table Ill. The 
old machine using process (row three) is now less efficient than the 
new machine using process (row two). in that the net corn product 
of 3 machines and 30 units of labour is 27 units in the former but 
39 units in the latter. 

Table Ill 
Corn Ne11· Old Labour Corn Ne11· Old 

3 0 0 3 --+ 0 3 0 
49 3 0 30 --+ 88 0 3 

3 0 3 30 --+ 30 0 0 

Total 55 3 3 63 --+ 118 3 3 

The values le. ln and /0 are determined, in Marx's accounting, by 
applying the 'c + v + s' formula to each row in turn to obtain: 

(first row) 

(second row) 

(third row) 

3lc + 3 = 3/n 

49( + 310 + 30 = 88( + 310 

3( + 310 + 30 = 30/c. 

Relations (9), (I 0) and (!I) yield the (unique) solutions: 

fc = ] , ln = 2, lu = - I. 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(Since the net product of the system. using 63 units of labour. is just 
63( = 118- 55) units of corn, the result le = I could have been read 
off directly from Table Ill.) In the present example. 10 is indeed less 
than In but is actually negative. Marx's additive value accounts. 
consistently applied, 12 impute a negative embodied labour content 

12 As in the first numerical example. with le determined from the row/ row 
for the economy as a whole. the first row of Table Ill suffices to determine 
In = 2. Marx's assumption that /" = ~/" = L however. produces incoherent 
results when applied to the second and third rows of Table Ill. 
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to each old machine. 13 Such a negative value can be given a mean
ingful interpretation, as will be seen in the next chapter, but one is 
entitled to wonder whether it conveys what Marx had in mind by the 
value of an old machine. Thus in the old machine using process (row 
three of Table Ill), Marx's 'value of constant capital' comes out as 
(3( + 3/0 ) = 0. 

Profits and prices of production 
Since the derivative value magnitudes are of no essential significance 
in the determination of the profit rate, it is not to be expected that the 
negative /0 value derived above will imply any difficulty in that 
determination. One simply proceeds directly from the physical data 
of Table Ill and a given, real corn wage rate. Let the latter be (2/3) 
of a unit of corn per unit of labour-time. Then if wages are paid in 
advance, the rate of profit, r, and the production prices of new and 
old machines14 relative to the price of corn, Pn and Po respectively, 
are determined by : 

(1 +r)(3+2) = 3pn 

(l+r)(49+3pn+20) = 88+3p0 

(1 + r)(3 + 3p0 + 20) = 30. 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

It will be noted that each labour quantity in Table Ill has been 
multiplied by the wage-rate of (2/3) and that (14) incorporates the 
joint production treatment of the old machine. Relations (13), (14) 
and (15) may be solved to obtain: 

r = 20%, Pn = 2, Po = (2/3). (16) 

13 This example does not, of course, establish that /0 must be negative with 
falling efficiency. It follows from Table I that 

/ 0 ~ 0 according as L3 · L ~ (Q3- C3)(Q-C). 
14 Po is always the correct 'book value' of an old machine; if there is a fully 

developed market in old machines, with no transaction or transport costs, 
then it will also be the price at which old machines are bought and sold. 
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The profit rate and production prices in (16) have been determined 
directly from the physical conditions of production and the real 
wage. no value magnitude ~ even one which does follow correctly 
from Table Ill - being of any relevance to that determination. 

Choice of technique 
The above determination of r implicitly assumes the (correct) 
answer to a question which has not so far been raised; will the old 
machine using process actually be used? This is an important ques
tion. for it would be technically possible for the capitalists simply to 
scrap the machine after only one year of use. reallocating the labour
time and corn shown in the third row of Table III to the production 
of new machines and to the production of corn, using new machines. 
Assuming constant returns to scale, the rate of profit. r. would then 
be given by: 

(I +r)(3+2) = 3pn 

(I +r)(49+3p11 +20) = 88, 

(17) 

(18) 

Po now being ::ero. since the one-year old machine IS scrapped. 
However. ( 17) and ( 18) imply that 

r = 17.6" 0 • Pn = 1.96, 

so that a lmtw rate of profit would result from not using the old 
machine using process. Thus we were in fact justified in assuming 
above that all three processes are used. 

This is far from meaning. however. that the question raised here 
is unimportant. It makes the general point that fixed capital always 
introduces a particular kind of 'choice of technique' problem for 
capitalists, namely, for how many years should a machine be used. 
It will not have been forgotten. from chapter 4. that when there is a 
choice of technique, the determination of the profit rate is logicullr 

prior to the determination of value magnitudes. Thus !he presence of 

fixed capilal means that the de!erminalion ofthe profii rate is logicullr 

prior to !ha! of values. whether or not there is any other kind of choice 
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over the methods of production. 

It may be noted, in fact, that if the wage rate, rather than being 

(2/3). were greater than 0.8 (approximately). then a higher rate of 

profit would indeed be yielded by scrapping the machine after one 

year's use. If the fact that the old machine was not used were then 

taken to entail that /0 = 0. the first rows of Table Ill would imply 

that: 

and 

49( + 3/n + 30 88/c 

which yield the values 

( = (11/12), /n = (23/12). 

If /0 were not taken to be zero. on the other hand. then le, In and lo 
would be indeterminate. Either way, then, the values of the com

modities are not determined to be the same when the wage exceeds 

0.8 as when it equals (2/3). The embodied labour-time values are not 

only derivative of the physical conditions of production and the real 

wage but they depend on the level of the given wage. 15 In the presence 

of fixed capitaL value magnitudes are completely devoid of any 

significance for the determination of the rate of profit. The physical 

quantities approach, however, can analyse fixed capital and the 

general kind of choice of technique. with ease. 

Conclusion 
If value magnitudes are to be calculated in Marx's additive way in 

fixed capital using systems, then they must be calculated. from the 

physical data. using the joint products approach. Marx's linear 

15 It was not necessary to consider the choice of technique problem in our 
first example because. the old machine being more efficient than the new one 
and being so only by virtue of the latter's being used. it could not possibly be 
more profitable to drop the use of eirher machine using process. 
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value depreciation assumption is not acceptable. for it can lead to 

incoherent results. When properly calculated, additive values can 

prove to be negative for old machines or. if positive, greater than the 

values of the corresponding new machines. 

More fundamentaL however. is the point that there is no useful 

purpose to be served by calculating Marx's additive value magni

tudes at all. They are mere derivates of the physical data and the 

latter suffice to determine the rate of profit and all prices of produc

tion. Indeed. in the presence of fixed capitaL the choice of the 

optimal life of a machine is determined only in the course of maxim

izing the rate of profit, so that the value magnitudes. which depend 

on the effective life of the machine. are determined only after the 

profit rate is determined. The physical conditions of production and 

the real wage are the proximate determinants of the profit rate. The 

task is to show what determines those physical production condi

tions and real wages, not to engage in pointless value calculations. 
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Positive Profits with 
Negative Surplus Value 

It was seen in the previous chapter that when fixed capital is correctly 
analysed as a particular case of joint production, Marx's additive 
value accounts can impute to an old machine a positive, a zero or 
even a negative value. It will be shown in the present chapter that 
'pure' joint production can lead to similar results, even in the 
absence of fixed capital. The fact that Marx's additive value accounts. 
with 'value = c+v+s', can impute positive, zero or negative values 
to commodities in the joint production context, will be emphasized 
here by constructing an example in which the bundle of commodities 
appropriated by the capitalists actually has a negative value in 
aggregate. That is, surplus value, defined as total living labour minus 

the total labour embodied in the workers' real wages - where each 
commodity value is defined in Marx's additive way- will be found 
to be negative, even though the rate of profit and prices of production 
will be found to be positive. 

The implication of this result should be clear enough: commodity 
values and surplus value, as Marx defined them, are not merely 
irrelevant to the determination of the profit rate (and prices of 
production) but actually lead to results which deprive such value 
magnitudes of any significance which Marx might have sought to 
attribute to them. Marx's concept of additively defined values should 
be abandoned. 1 

1 While a simple numerical example will suffice for the purposes of this 
chapter. some more general relevant remarks will be found in chapter 12. It 
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The assumptions 
Consider a capitalist economy undergoing steady growth. without 
technical progress. in which workers save nothing. while capitalists 
have a savings ratio of unity. There are two additive. divisible. 
constant returns to scale processes of production. which have the 
same production period: this period will be taken as the time unit 
for the analysis. There are two commodities. both of which serve as 
inputs to production and are fully used up in one period. It is assumed. 
that is. that capital is circulating capitaL fixed capital being absent. 
Both processes. however. are joint-production processes. producing 
positive quantities of each commodity. Exchange of commodities 
takes place, at the end of each period. on fully competitive markets. 
Wages are paid at the end of the period: they do not depend on the 
supply of homogeneous labour, which is always at least equal to the 
demand. Table I shows the commodity inputs to and outputs ob
tained from each process when it is operated by one unit of labour 
under the prevailing technical and social conditions: inputs being 
shown to the left of the arrows and outputs to the right. 

Table I 

Corn- Corn- Corn- Corn-

modify I modify 2 Labour modity I modify 2 

Process I 5 0 --+ 6 
Process 2 0 10 --+ 3 12 

may also be noted that the example given here can be seen as a simple case of 
the von Neumann analysis discussed in chapter 13. Reference will be made in 
this chapter to M. Morishima. Marx 's Economics. A Dual ThemT of Value and 
Grml'th. Cambridge, 1973, to M. Morishima. 'Marx in the Light of Modern 
Economic Theory'. Econometrica, 1974 and to P. Sraffa. Production of Com
modities by Means of Commodities, Cambridge, 1960. It must also be stated 
that the chapter has been influenced by G. Gilibert), 'Produzione Congiunta c 
Valori-Lavoro Negativi' (unpublished) and by B. Schefold, Mr. Sra!Ja on Joint 
Production. privately published in BaseL 1971. 
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The price system 
We assume that the real wage bundle contains, for every 6 units of 
labour, 3 units of the first commodity and 5 of the second. This 
given real wage, together with the production conditions, will 
determine the profit rate and commodity prices. Given our assump
tions about savings behaviour, the growth rate will also be deter
mined, being equal to the profit rate. 

Let the labour commanded by a unit of the first (second) com
modity be p 1 (p 2 ) and the uniform profit rate be r. Then, from Table 
I, the following relations must hold: 

(l+r)5pl+l =6p1+P2 

(l+r)!Op2+1 = 3p 1 +12p2. 

(I) 

(2) 

Furthermore, the real wage bundle which is purchased by 6 units of 
labour must command 6 units of labour, so that: 

3pl +5p2 = 6. (3) 

As the reader may check by substitution, the solutions to (I), (2) 
and (3) are :2 

r = 20 PI = t P2 = I. 

Note that the profit rate and the prices are all positive. 

The quantity system 
Suppose that, in a certain period, 6 units of labour are employed, 
5 operating the first process and I operating the second. The resulting 
input and output flows for this period will be as shown in Table IL 
where the third row shows the economy-wide situation resulting 
from the simultaneous operation of the two processes. This situation 
is consistent with steady growth, at a rate equal to the profit rate. To 
see this, consider Tables 11 and Ill together. Total material input is 

2 As the reader may also check by substitution, there is an alternative solu
tion, namely r = 1.6" 0 , PI = -12,19. Pz = 30;19. The negative price PI 
makes this solution economically insignificant. 
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(25 +I 0) and net investment is (5 + 2): clearly (5 + 2) = 20 o o 

(25 + 1 0). Thus net investment is just that required for steady growth 
at a rate equal to the profit rate. 

Table 11 

Corn- Corn- Corn- Corn-

modity I modity 2 Labour modi(v I modiry 2 

Process I 25 0 5 ---> 30 5 
Process 2 0 10 ---> 3 12 

Total 25 10 6 ---> 33 17 

From the price and quantity systems, it will be seen that all 
inputs and outputs, prices, wages and growth and profit rates are 
positive. Hence nothing abnormal would be observed in our 
economy. 

Table Ill 

CornmoditJ' I Commodity 2 

Net product 8 + 7 

Wage bundle 3 + 5 

Net investment 5 + 2 

The value system 
We now derive the value of each commodity, i.e. the quantity of 
labour required, directly and indirectly, to produce each unit of net 
output of that commodity. With joint production one cannot follow 
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the method of reduction to dated labour, for one cannot directly 

allocate the labour input to a process between the two outputs. 
Instead. one must have recourse to a simultaneous determination of 
values. Let the value of the first (second) commodity be 11(/2 ). Then 
we see from Table I that 

(4) 

(5) 

As the reader may check by substitution, the solution to (4) and (5) 

is :3 

We can now calculate V. the 'value of labour power'. that is the 
labour embodied in the wage bundle, and the 'surplus value'S. which 
is the labour embodied in the bundle of commodities (net of replace
ment) appropriated by the capitalists. If the calculations are correct 

we must. of course. find that (V+ S) = 6 = total labour employed. 
Now the bundle of commodities appropriated by the workers is 
(3 + 5). while that appropriated by the capitalists is (5 + 2). Hence 

V 

s 

3x(-1)+5x2 

5x(-1)+2x2 

V+S 6. 

7 

-I 

Thus surplus value is negative (S = -I). while the rate of profit is 
positive (r = 20 " 0 ). In a footnote a numerical example is given in 
which surplus value is positive, while the growth and profit rates are 
negative.4 We conclude that, with joint production. the existence of 
positive surplus value is neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition 

3 Note that (12 ./J) = -2 while (p 2 ;p 1 ) = 3. Thus relative price can diverge 
from relative value not only in magnitude but also in sign. 

4 To provide a counter-example to the assertion that positive surplus value 
is a sufficient condition for positive profit, we must construct a case in which 
surplus value is positive but profits are negative. Since capitalists could. in fact. 
choose to obtain a zero profit rather than a negative one, simply by ceasing to 
be capitalists. it will be clear that the example is of a purely formal nature. 
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for the existence of positive profits. 1rhen Marx 's additive definition 

of value is adopted. 5 

It has not been argued. it should be noted carefully. that with 
joint production surplus value and profit must be of opposite sign; 
we have merely shown that they can be. Returning to the section 
'The price system', it will be clear that any real wage bundle (w 1 + w 2 ) 

which satisfies the relation 

6 (6) 

Consider then an economy with the same available processes and the same 
savings behaviour as assumed in the text. Let the real wage bundle be (20.5 + 12) 
for every 6 units of labour. Equations (I) and (2) of the text will still apply but 
(3) must be replaced by 

20.5pl + 12p2 = 6. 

As the reader can check by substitution. the solution to (I). (2) and (3') is 

r = -50"". p 1 = 12;43, P2 = 1;43. 

(There is also an economically irrelevant solution, namely that given in foot
note 2 above.) It can also be seen that the quantity system given in Table 11 of 
the text is compatible with steady growth at the rate of -50";,. for the net 
output of (8 + 7) minus the wage bundle of (20.5 + 12) leaves [(- 12.5) + (- 5)] 
for net investment and the latter is clearly -50" .,(25 + 1 0) or -50" o of the 
material inputs. We can now calculate V and S: 

V= 20.5x(-l)+l2x2 = 3.5 

S = (-12.5)x(-l)+(-5)x2 = 2.5 

V +S = 6. 

Thus we have positive surplus value (S = 2.5) but negative profits (r = -50 o 0 ) 

with positive prices. Hence positive surplus value is not a sufficient condition 
for positive profits. 

5 In his inaugural lecture ( 1974) Morishima has shown that 'Positive 
exploitation is necessary and sufficient ... to guarantee capitalists positive 
profits." This result may appear to be in stark contrast with ours but there is. 
in fact. no inconsistency between the two results, since Morishima adopts 
definitions of surplus and exploitation quite different from those used above. 
For an explanation- and advocacy- of Morishima's approach. see chapter 
13 below. 
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will be consistent with the solution r = +20" 0 , p 1 = t p 2 

The corresponding values of S and V will be given by 

S = 6- V= 6+w1 -2w2 . 

From (6), (7), (8) we see that 

V= 5w 2 -18 

and 

S = 24-5wz, 

I. 

(7) 

(8) 

where 0 ~ w2 ~ 6. The rate of surplus value, or rate of exploitation, 

e is defined by e = S!V so that 

e = (24- 5w2 )/(5wz- 18) 

for 0 ~ w2 ~ 6. It is easy to show that as w2 is notionally varied 
between 0 and 6, e takes on every value, from minus to plus infinity, 
except that it never falls in the open interval (- 4/3, - 1 /2). Hence 
almost every value of the rate of exploitation, positive or negative, 
is consistent with r = + 20 ~/()" 

While we are considering the value system, it may be of interest 
to convert Table II to a set of "value accounts' in which inputs and 
outputs are "valued' in terms of embodied labour. As is usual in 
Marxist analysis, let C denote labour embodied in the produced 
means of production; we use W to denote the value of gross output. 
Then if we apply the results obtained above [/1 = - 1. /2 = 2, 
V = 7, S = ( -1)], we obtain Table IV from Table 11. In addition 
to surplus value being negative for each process and in totaL both C 
the "value of constant capital', and Ware negative for process one, 
while C is negative for the economy as a whole; in total, the produced 
means of production embody a negative amount of labour. Further, 
the "value composition of capital', i.e. C/V, is negative for process 
one and for the economy as a whole. 

Table IV 

Discussion 
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Process I 
Process 2 

Total 

c V s w 

-25+35/6+(-56) = (-20) 
20 + 7 6 + ( - I 6) = 21 

-5+ 7 +(-!) 

Since the above numerical results may appear somewhat strange, it 
may be helpful to provide an intuitive interpretation of negative 
value and negative surplus value. One reason for finding "negative 
value' rather odd, is that one is used to thinking of the Marxian 
value of a commodity as the labour required to produce a net output 
consisting of that commodity alone. Reflection will show, however, 
that with joint production it is, in generaL not possible to produce 
only one commodity, this being so even if all values are positive. 
Consider Fig. L where A, B are the net output points for two 
different processes. The downward slope of AB shows that both 

commodities have positive value. By appropriately allocating labour 
between the processes, net outputs lying on AB can be produced but 
points C and D, with only one commodity being produced, cannot 
be reached. A purely formal solution exists, it is true; C can be 
reached by allocating a positive amount of labour to process OA 
and a negative amount of labour to process OB, the difference 
between these two amounts of labour being the value of OC units of 
commodity 2. (A parallel argument holds for commodity 1.) Even 
though each commodity has a positive value, it is not sensible to 
think of these values as quantities of labour required to produce only 
the given commodity, since such production involves (meaningless) 
negative employment in one process. (If a commodity has a negative 
value, as in our example, this simply means that the hypothetical 
negative employment in one process outweighs the positive employ
ment, in the other process.) Once it is seen that. with joint produc-
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tion, one should not conceive of the value of a commodity as the 
labour required to produce one unit of that commodity alone, the 
'oddness' of a negative value disappears. 

A more appropriate way to conceive of value is as the change in 
employment resulting from a change in net output from (y 1, y2 ) to 

(y1 + L Y2l or (y1. Y2 + 1), where each net output can be produced 
by some meaningfuL positive allocation of labour between the 

Figure I 

Commoditv 2 

processes.6 We have seen above that our economy, growing at 20 o o 

and paying a wage of (3 + 5) to 6 units of labour. produces a net 

output- that is, wages plus net investment- of Ul + 7). Now consider 

6 Cf. Sraffa, op. cit., p. 60, second paragraph. and Morishima. op. cit .. 
( 1973). p. 18: ' ... values are not more than the employment multipliers dis
cussed by Kahn and later by Keynes. . · 
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another economy, with the same methods of production and also 
growing at 20 o 0 , and suppose that the real wage paid to 5 units of 
labour is (6+ 3). It is easy to show that net output in this economy 
will be (9 + 7). Thus, by comparison with the first economy. the 
second has the same net output of commodity 2, yet produces one 
more unit of commodity I, even though employment is one unit 
smaller. This is the meaning of the result that commodity I has a 

value of -I. Again, consider a third economy. with the same 
methods of production and growing at 20 o "' which pays a real wage 
of (3+6) to 7 units of labour: the net output will he (9+8). By 
comparison with the second economy, the third economy produces 
the same net output of commodity 1 hut one more unit of com

modity 2 and employs two more units of labour. This is the meaning 
of the result that commodity 2 has a value of + 2. Thus, if additive 
values are conceived of in a way which has meaning in the context 
of joint production, there is nothing at all strange about a negative 
value. It follows that there is nothing strange about negative surplus 
value.-

In Fig. 11 point 1!11 2 ) shows the input pattern that would obtain 
if 6 units of labour were allocated to process I (2), while point 

NdN 2 ) shows the corresponding net output pattern. Naturally, all 
the points on the straight lineN 1 N 2 are possible net output patterns 
with total employment equal to 6. The fact that N 1 N 2 has a positive 
slope shows immediately that commodities one and two have values 
of opposite sign. The points I and N show the input and net output 
patterns displayed in Table II. 

Point W in Fig. 11 shows the wage bundle (3 + 5). Since W lies 
above the extension of N 1 N 2 , it follows that the real wage bundle 

embodies more than 6 units of labour and hence that additive 
surplus value is ncgative.H 

- Provided. that is. that Marx·s additi1·c value accounts arc retained. Sec 
chapter 13 below for Morishima 's alternative approach in which negatin: 
value magnitudes are impossible. by definition. 

" Note that the wage bundle (3 + 5). at W, could not be produced nactlr hy 
w1r amount of la hour. since it lies outside the cone defined hy N 1 • N1 and the 
origin. 
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Figure 11 
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An implicit assumption 
It was taken for granted in the argument above that both processes 
were operated at a positive level. Yet since the first process produces 
a net output of only (I +I) when operated with one unit of labour. 
while the second process, with the same employment, produces a 
net output of (3 + 2), it might be questioned whether the first process 
will be used. 

Returning to Table L if process I is operated by 6 units of labour 
which are paid a real wage of (3 + 5), the condition that super
normal profits, over and above the profits at rate r. should be 
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negative or zero can be written as 

or 

(9) 

In the same way, for process 2, 

or 

(I 0) 

Now PI and p 2 cannot both be zero; we therefore see from (9) that 
PI cannot be zero and from (I 0) that p 2 cannot be zero. Hence, in a 
competitive equilibrium, both PI and p 2 must be positive and there
fore excess demand for each commodity must be exactly zero. Each 
process, however. produces a positive supply of both commodities, 
even after the wage bundle has been subtracted, but uses only one 
commodity as an input. Thus, given our assumptions about savings, 
it is impossible for either process alone to generate a zero excess 
demand for each commodity. Hence if a competitive equilibrium 
exists. it must involve the operation of both processes. We have. of 
course. already given an example of such an equilibrium above 9 

Conclusion 
In the presence of joint production, Marx's additive value accounts 
can impute positive or negative values to individual commodities. 
It follows that the aggregate value of the commodities appropriated 
by the capitalists. i.e. total surplus value, can be negative, even when 

4 It may be noted that positive growth is not essential for the conclusion 
that negative value is consistent with positive profits and prices. Suppose, for 
example. that capitalists save nothing and consume the commodities in the 
fixed proportions of five units of commodity I for every two units of com
modity 2. A competitive equilibrium will exist with exactly the same prices. 
quantities and additive values as given in the text. 
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the rate of profit and all prices of production are positive. Since it 
has already been seen in chapter 4 that Marx's additive value magni
tudes are completely irrelevant to the determination of the prof1t rate 
(and prices of production), there appears to be no good reason for 
not abandoning all reference to such magnitudcs, it being clearly 
understood that such an abandonment in no way leads to the 
rejection of a materialist account of capitalist economies and their 
working. The physical data concerning production conditions and 
real wages can explain anything explicable in terms of value magni
tudes, which are merely their dcrivates. and can indeed explain far 
more. Marxists should therefore concentrate on developing the 
materialist account of why production conditions and real wages are 
what they arc, leaving the discussion of "value magnitudcs' to those 
concerned only with the development of a new Gnosticism. 

12 

An Analysis of Fixed 
Capital and Joint 

Production 
The simple numerical examples of chapters 10 and 11 have shown 
that the presence of fixed capital or pure joint products can give rise 
to certain problems not encountered in the analysis of single
product, circulating capital systems. This chapter will present a 
method of treating the analysis of fixed capital and pure joint 
products in a general way, which both subsumes all our previous 
analyses as special cases and leads into the arguments considered in 
the next chapter. The analysis of the choice between alternative 
production methods will indeed be left over for discussion in the 
following chapter, attention being focussed here on the analysis of 
a given set of n productive processes in which n commodities are 
produced, whether singly or jointly. 1 

1 It will be recalled that, in the present context, the choice of production 
method includes the choice of how many years fixed capital should be used: 
(f chapter I 0. With joint production processes it is, of course, technically 
possible for the number of products to exceed the number of processes used. 
It can be shown, however, that the profit maximizing choice of production 
methods will, in general, lead to the use of a number of methods exactly equal 
to the number of products having a positive price. Thus if only such products 
are regarded as commodities (waste smoke from a furnace is a technical 
product but is not a commodity) then it may be said that, in general, the 
number of production methods will be equal to the number of commodities. 
q:, I an Steed man, "Positive Profits with Negative Surplus Value: A Reply to 
Wolfstetter', Economic Journal, 1976. 
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The output matrix 
As in our earlier analyses, let the r column of the (n X n) matrix A 
represent the commodity inputs used in production process j and 
let the row vector a represent the quantities of labour-time used in 
the various production processes. all of which take one 'year'. In 
the single-product. circulating capital economy it is, of course. 
possible simply to identify the j'h production process with the j'h 

industry and to represent the output of the r industry as one unit 
of commodity j. In those simple economies, then, the 'output matrix' 
is just an (n x n) matrix with unit elements along the main diagonal 
and zeros everywhere else, i.e., an identity matrix. When there is 
fixed capitaL however, each 'industry' will contain many different 
productive processes. For processes have to be distinguished by the 
age of the fixed capital goods being used. At the same time, the 
'outputs' from a fixed capital using process wilL in generaL be at 
least two in number (the product in the everyday sense and the 

one-year older machine(s)) so that the matrix of outputs is obviously 
no longer a diagonal matrix. When there are pure joint products it 
is. again, apparent that the output matrix cannot be diagonal and, 
indeed, the very concept of 'an industry' may become less sharply 

defined, even though the individual productive processes arc well
defined. 

The implication of the above is, of course. that in analysing a 
fixed capital using and/or pure joint product producing system, one 
must define not just the input matrix, A and the labour input vector 
{/,but also the (n X n) matrix of outputs, B say. The r column of B 
represents the quantities of commodities produced by production 
method j, where that list of commodities is taken to include all 
partially used items of fixed capital. (Thus machines, etc., of 
different ages are treated as distinct commodities and are represented 

as such in the columns of both A and B.) 

Direct and indirect production requirements 
By definition. A and a show the direct material and labour inputs to 
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the productive processes whose outputs are represented by B. It may 
now be asked what quantities of commodities and of labour-time 
are required, directly and indirectly, for the production of one unit 
of net product of each commodity. 

Let the row vector I represent the quantities of labour-time 
required, whether directly or indirectly, in the production of one 
unit of each commodity, i.e., the vector of values. Marx's additive 
value accounts (value of gross product = value of inputs), when 
applied to each productive process in turn. imply that 

/B = /A +a 

or 
I= a(B-A)- 1 • (I) 

Relation (I) determines the values. /, in terms of the physical condi
tions of production, represented by A a and B. 

In the case of a single-product, circulating capital system. B can 
be made equal to the identity matrix, so that (I) may be written as 

(2) 

If A. a in (2) represent a meaningful economic system, capable of 
generating positive profits, then the I vector determined by (2) is 
necessarily strictly positive. The analogous result does not hold, 

however, for the far more general (and economically important) case 
represented by (I). The economic meaningfulness of the system A a, 
B does not guarantee that the vector I determined by (I) is strictly 
positive; it may or may not be. (it will be recalled that in the first 
example of chapter 10 and in Figure I of chapter 11 both com
modities had positive values, while in the second example of chapter 
10 and in the numerical example of chapter 11 one commodity had 
a negative value.) Thus, in the presence of fixed capital and. or pure 
joint products, Marx's additive value accounts may or may not 
impute negative values to certain commodities. 2 

. 
2 If the 1mlr joint products are old machines then. under certain assump

tiOns, old machmes are the only commodities to which negative values may be 
imputed. 
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It is also to be noted that. in general. the right-hand side of 
relation (I) cannot be expanded as a power series to present the value 
vector. I. as the sum of an infinite series of 'dated' labour input 
vectors. While (2) may be expanded as 

l=a+aA+aA 2 + 

if a. A are economically meaningfuL 3 the ·expansion of (I) as 

I= aB- 1[1+(AB- 1)+(AB- 1
)

2 + ... ] 

is not necessarily legitimate. even for economically meaningful a. A. 
B; (AB- 1 ) need not be a non-negative matrix. the terms (AB-

1 
)'need 

not eventually tend to the null matrix as t tends to infinity and 'the 
dated labour input vector' [aB - 1(AB -l )'] can have negative ele
ments, for which no economic meaning is apparent. Hence the dated 
labour analysis must be abandoned as soon as one leaves the over 
simple world of single-product, circulating capital systems.4 This 
does not, of course, constitute any problem for the Sraffa-based 
analysis since, as was pointed out in chapter 5, dated labour analysis 
is not at all central to it. 

Consider now the question of what physical capital stocks are 
used, directly or indirectly, in the production of one unit (net) of 
each commodity. 5 Let the column vector of physical capital stocks 
be denoted by hand the column vector of net output be denoted by y. 
If e is the (n x 1) column vector each of whose elements is unity then 
h, which is the sum of the columns of A, is given by 

h = Ae, 

while y, which is gross output minus h. is given by 

y = Be-h 

(3) 

3 q:. chapter 5 above. 
4 While dated labour analysis is often applied directly to the price vector 

rather than to the value vector. the above arguments carry over immediately 
to that context. 

5 Physical capital stocks here do not include real wages. 
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or 

r = (B-A)c. (4) 

Provided that (B-A) is non-singular.6 (3) and (4) entail that 

h = A(B-A) 1 r. (5) 

Defining H A(B- A) 1
• (5) can be written as 

h =Hr. 

Thus if h; is the j"' column of H and Yi the j' 11 element of r. 

h = I.7y/1;. 

(6)-

so that (6) represents the actual capital stock vector, h. as the sum 
ofn individual capital stock vectors of the form Y;hi. In other words. 
h;. the r column of H. represents the vector of capital goods used. 
directly or indirectly. in the production of one unit (net) of com
modity j. Thus the matrix H = A(B-A)- 1 is the matrix of direct 
and indirect commodity capital inputs; it is the material input 
counterpart to the vector of direct and indirect labour requirements./. 

Just as I can have some negative elements when B cannot be made 
a diagonal matrix. so H can then have some negative elements. IL 
say. h; has one or more such elements. this does not. of course. mean 
that some negative capital stocks would be required if the net output 
contained only commodity j; it means rather that net output cannot 
contain only commodity j. To illustrate the point involved. consider 
the numerical example of chapter 11. for which the H matrix is given 

6 (B-A) can be singular in a system which is perfectly meaningful at a 
positil'C rate of profit. The equations /B = lA +a are then either inconsistent 
or not such as to determine I uniquely. While the singularity of (B-A) would 
necessarily prevent the particular form of presentation adopted here it would 
not. it should be noted. affect the determination of the profit rate in terms of 
the physical data. 

- H is the symbol used by L. L. Pasinetti. who first drew attention to the 
signiflcance of the matrix A(B- A)- 1 in his paper. "The Notion of Vertical 
Integration in Economic Analysis" . . ".fetroeconomica. l 973. 
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by 

H= 
[ 

-10 

10 

151 
-lOJ 

so that each column involves a negative entry. Assuming constant 

returns to scale, if the net outputs of commodities 1 and 2 are y1 
and y2 , then 

[

-10 
h = 

10 
15](y~_) = (-lOyl + 15y2)· 

-10 y2 lOy1 -10y2 

Thus both elements of h are non-negative if and only if 1 Oy 2 ;;:; 1 Oy 1 
;;:; 15y2 or 2y2 ;;:; 2y 1 ;;:; 3y2 . Thus (ydy2 ) must lie between 1 and 

(3/2), which are precisely the ratios in which the two individual 

processes produce the net outputs. Hence for any non-zero net 

output (y 1 , y2) that can actually be produced, h will be semi

positive or positive. Similar reasoning will establish the same point 

in the more general context. 

Before turning to the analysis of the profit rate (and prices of 

production), we may consider briefly how the above concepts would 

need to be modified if wages were advanced, the physical wage 

bundle being w. As in chapter 4, define the matrix 

A+ = (A+ w · a), 

where total employment, equal to a · e, is here set equal to one by 

choice of units. The capital vector, which now includes the real 

wage bundle, will be given by 

h+ =A+ ·e = (A·e+w). (7) 

Net output, net that is of both used up means of production and real 

wages, will be given by 

or 

(8) 

r 
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Hence. provided only that (B-A+) is non-singular, (7) and (8) 

entail that 

(9) 

or 

(10) 

The j'h column of H + shows the capital stocks required. inclusil'e of 

real wages. for the direct and indirect production of each unit of j 

appropriated (net) by the capitalists.~ 

The rate of profit 

Let the rate of profit per production period (per 'year") be r and let 

the row vector of prices of production. expressed in terms of labour 

commanded.9 be p. Then if wages are paid ex po.1t. we must have 

pB = a+(l +r)pA. (11) 

Hence 

p = a[B- (I+ r)A]- l ( 12) 

Now the real wage bundle. 1r. 'commands"- exchanges with the 

total labour-time employed. 10 L = a · e = L so that p · ll = L or, 

from (12). 

a[B-(1 +r)Ar 1
lr = L. ( 13) 

Relation ( 13) determines the rate of profit. r. in terms of the physical 

conditions of production - expressed by a. B. A and L- and the real 

wage bundle. w. Relation (12) then determines the labour com

manded price of production of each commodity. in terms of the same 

data. The physically based theory of the rate of profit provides a 

~It may be noted that H+ = (H+u· -1)(1-u· ·/) 1 . 

9 The use of labour commanded prices is convenient but in no way essential 
to the analysis. 

10 It is assumed here. as throughout. that workers do no saving. 
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proximate determination of that rate. no matter how many items of 

fixed capital there may be. nor how many pure joint products. no 

reference to any value magnitude being necessary. 11 

If wages are paid in advance. then relations ( 11 ). ( 12) and ( 13) 

will all continue to hold good. provided only that in each case a is 

multiplied by (I+ r). The profit rate (and prices of production) will 

still be determined by the conditions of production and the real wage. 

Further on the rate of profit 
While it has just been seen that no reference to value magnitudes is 

necessary in the proximate determination of the profit rate and 

prices of production- and naturally such derivative magnitudes can 

be no more significant in any ulterior determination- it may never

theless be of interest to show how they can he referred to. 

Relation ( 11) may be rewritten as 

p(B-A) = a+rpA 

or 

p = a(B-A). 1 +rpA(B-A)- 1 

or 

p=l+rpH. (14) 

using (I) and the definition of H. As was pointed out by Pasinetti. 12 

relation ( 14) shows that the labour commanded by any commodity 

j(pj) is equal to the labour embodied in that commodity (/j) plus the 

profits on the labour commanded by the capital stocks required. 

directly or indirectly. in its production (rp ·hi). Solving (14). one 

11 The non-diagonal nature of B does. however, cause one complication 
which could not arise in the single-product. circulating capital case. namely 
that ( !2) and ( !3) need not necessarily yield a unique positive (r. p) solution. 
It will be seen in the following chapter how a unique solution for r can be 
ensured. 

12 Op. cit .. pp. 7 8. 

r 
I 
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obtains 

p = I (I -rH)- 1
. 

Together with the relation p · 1r = L. ( 15) yields 

I(! - rH)- 1 H = L 

( 15) 

( 16) 

which is simply a rewritten version of ( 13). just as ( 15) is merely a 

rewriting of (12). Equation (16) determines r in terms of the condi

tions of production. now expressed by l. H and L. and real wages. 

tl". Relation ( 15) then determines prices of production in terms of 

the same data. 13 

While ( 15) and (16) may be of interest. it must not be forgotten 

either that they are merely versions of(l2) and (13). which make no 

reference to value magnitudes. or that (12) and (13) are more 

fundamentaL both in the sense that a. A and B are needed for the 
derivation of I and H and in the sense that if (B-A) should be 

singular. (15) and (16) fail to hold. while (12) and (13) are unaffected. 

If wages are paid in advance then 

or 

smce p · H' 

written as 

or 

pB =(I +r)(pA+a) 

pB = (I+ r)p(A + H' ·a). ( 17) 

I. Using the notation A+ = (A+tr ·a). (17) may be 

pB (l+r)pAT 

p(B-A +) = rpA + 

13 If I and H are not semi-positive then non-unique solutions may arise. as 
mentioned in note ll above. If I is not semi-positive then the set of methods 
of production considered will never actually be chosen at 'too low· a profit 
rate, for a 'low' rate of profit would. from ( !5). imply meaningless negative 
prices for one or more commodities. It will be seen from ( !5) that p will be 
proportional to I only if I is a characteristic vector of H. 
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or 

or 

( 18) 

from (9) and ( 1 0). If H + is semi-positive, then ( 18) determines the 

rate of profit r as 

( 19) 

If H+ is not semi-positive, it can only be said that r- 1 is a charac
teristic root of H +, associated with a positive characteristic vector 
(to which p will naturally be proportional), so that r may not be 
uniquely determined by ( 18). In either case it is seen that r depends 
on the full detail of the direct and indirect capital stocks, including 
real wages, and not merely on direct and indirect labour require
ments, let alone on simple value aggregates, such asS, C and V. 

Exploitation 
If wages are paid ex post then, since p · w = 1, (14) may be written as 

p = p(w ·/+rH). (20) 

If land H are both semi-positive, it then follows from (20) that 

(21) 

and that the condition for (21) to determine a positive value of r is 

that 

But ;.rF(w · /) = I· w = (1 +e)- 1. where e is the rate of exploita
tion, so that e > 0 is the condition for r > 0 in (21). Thus if land 
H are both semi-positive then, despite the presence of fixed capital 
and/or pure joint products, the profit rate will be positive if and 
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only if the rate of exploitation is positive. 14 

If. on the other hand. I and or H should contain one or more 
negative elements. the preceding argument becomes invalid. The 
simple numerical example in chapter 11 has already demonstrated 
that r can then be positive. with positive prices. even when the rate 
of exploitation. defined in terms of additive values. is negative. 

If wages are paid in advance then (20) and (21) will still hold. 
provided that H. · l is multiplied by (I + r); the rest of the above 
argument will be unaffected. 

Marx's formula for the rate of profit 
The foregoing sections have already established that fixed capital 
andjor pure joint products have no effect on the major thesis of this 
work; that the rate of profit (and prices of production) can be 
proximately determined in terms of the physically specified condi
tions of production and the real wage. no reference to any derivative 
value magnitudes being of the slightest significance to that determin
ation. In this and the following sections use will be made of results 
obtained above to re-enforce and extend certain points. made in 
earlier chapters. concerning Marx's formula for the rate of profit. 
the labour process, heterogeneous labour and the treatment of 
circulation and turnover times. 

Consider first Marx's formula for the rate of profit. which is 
(SiC+ V) if wages are advanced and (S/C) if they are paid ex postl 5 

It was seen above, (14), that in the latter case 

p = l+rpH; (22) 

in the former case 

p = (1 +r)l+rpH. (23) 

14 As was pointed out in chapter 4. the positivity of e does not thereby 
become an explanation of the positivity of r: rather each is explained by the 
determinants of the physical conditions of production and real wages. 

15 Or. more exactly. 'would have been (S.C) if Marx had considered com
plete post-payment of wages'. 
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Now post-multiply both sides of (22) and of (23) by the real wage 

bundle. 1r; remembering that p · 1r = L = V+ Sin Marx's notation. 

one obtains 

V+S V+rpHII' (24) 

and 

V+S =(I +r)V+rpHlL (25) 

respectively. since I· 1r = V. Thus 

from (24) and 

r = (pH~~+-v} 
from (25). Comparing these results with Marx's formulae, one sees 

that ifS is not zero then, whether wages are paid ex ante or ex post, 
Marx's formula (S/C) or (SiC+ V), is equal to the actual rate of 

profit r if and only if 

C = pH1r. (26) 

In words. (26) says that, ifS is not zero. Marx's formula for the rate 

of profit happens to be correct if and only if the labour embodied in 

all the capital goods16 is equal to the labour commanded by the 

capital goods used. directly and indirectly. in producing the wage 

bundle. 17 

16 'Capital goods' here exclude wage goods, whether or not wages are 
advanced. 

17 In his paper, 'Profits and Surplus-Value: Appearance and Reality in 
Capitalist Production', (in E. K. Hunt and J. G. Schwartz (eds.), A Critique 
of Economic Theory, Harmondsworth, 1972), A. Medio has shown that, with 
wages advanced, r = [(S/V)i(l +w*)], where w* is an appropriately defined 
·average value composition' of capital. It will be clear both that Medio's 
uJ* = [(pHw)/V] and that his (perfectly correct) result does nothing to vindi
cate Marx's approach to the determination of the profit rate. The average 
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Relation (26) can, of course. be satisfied but in general it will not 

be. It was seen in chapter 81
H that the bundle of commodities 

appropriated by the capitalists. C must satisfy 

I· C = L -I· 1r (27) 

Relation (26) requires that 

IH(C + 11·) = pH11· 

or 

IHC = (p-I)H~t·. (28) 

For given H', I, H and L ( = 1 ). p is determined and thus (27) and (28) 

are two (hyper-) planes constraining the commodity bundle C If 

and only if C lies on their 'intersection' will Marx's formula for the 

rate of profit happen to give the correct result (with S not zero). 

Marx's formula is correct only by a fluke and is thus of no interest. 

Variations within the labour process 
It was seen in chapter 6 that changes within the labour process. such 

as variations in hours and intensity of work, in pressure to save 

materials and so on, have their effect on the rate of profit by changing 

the physical conditions of production which. together with tile real 

wage, are its proximate determinants. The same point will be made 

again here within the present rather more general framework. 

though it will still not be possible to draw simple. straightforward 

conclusions in other than very special cases. This, it must be noted. 

derives from the inherent complexity of the issues at hand; it must 

composition w* can only be determined by derivation from the physical data 
expressing the conditions of production and real wages. which themselves 
suffice to determine the rate of profit. In other words, Medio's (perfectly 
sound) formula is simply a particular formulation of the physical quantities 
determination of r - it must not be misinterpreted to mean that Marx's 
approach was 'essentially' correct. 

IB Cf., relation (25) of that chapter. bearing in mind that L = L by choice 
of units, in the present discussion. 
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not be used as an (irrational) excuse for denying the central argument 

of this book and for 'reverting' to emphasis on value magnitudes. a 

move which would not overcome the difficulties involved but merely 

obscure them. 
Suppose now then that the 'annual" real wage bundle is fixed. at 

1r. but that the yearly hours of work. the intensity of work and so 

on are variable. Let A and B now represent the inputs used up in 

and the outputs produced in the various productive processes over 

the course of a year. If wages are paid at the end of the year. if 

workers do no saving and if i is a (I x n) row vector of unit elements. 

then the rate of profit. r, will be determined by 

i[B-(l+r)Ar 1
lr = 1. (29) 

Starting from any initial values of A and B. let there be a I OOkj "" 

overall increase in hours and/or intensity in process j, 19 with the 

result that each element in the r columns of A and B increases by 

lOOkj ";,.Then if k is the diagonal matrix with the k; elements along 

its principal diagonal, (29) will be replaced by 

i[B(I+k)-(l+r)A(l+k)]- 1
ll =I, 

or 

(30) 

Provided that [B-(1 +r)Ar 1w is an increasing (vector) function of 

r, relation (30) will certainly yield a higher value of r than will (29). 

given the assumption that all the kj are positive, so that the rate of 

profit is positively related. for a given real wage, to overall hours 

and intensity of work. 20 

It will be clear from (30) that if all the kj were equaL then the 

effect of the overall increase. of I OOk 0

0 , in hours and/or intensity 

19 Of course. if ki varies too greatly between processes then some capitalists 
might eventually lose workers. All the ki are assumed to be positive. 

20 Of course, if all the ki were negative. then r would be smaller in (30) than 
in (29). if [B- (I + r)A]- 1 w increases in r. (If some ki were positive and some 
negative. then the effect on r would not be determinate a priori.) 

I' 
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of work would be equivalent. as far as the rate of profit is concerned. 

to the effect of a I OOk "" real wage cut. as was seen in chapter 6. 

When the various kj are different. however. no such simple equiva

lence can be established. 

It need hardly be said that the above formalization of the effect 

on the profit rate of overall increases in hours and/or intensity of 

work is highly simplified. In particular. an increase in. say. the hours 

worked per year operating process j. while it might well lead to an 

equal percentage increase in the use of 'current' inputs and in the 

flow of (normally defined) products. would often not involve any 

increase in the use of fixed capital inputs or. consequently. in the 

'one year older' fixed capital 'products'. Thus some of the elements 

in the r columns of A and B would be increased but others would 

not. Similar reasons make it inappropriate to attempt any simple 

generalization of the analysis of chapter 6 in which material inputs 

were decreased and outputs increased; in the present. more complex 

framework, a decrease in the use of. say. 2-year old machines as 

inputs entails a decrease in the 'output' of 3-year old machines- the 

input and output quantities are more tightly linked together once 

fixed capital is introduced. 21 

That the effects of changes in the labour process on the rate of 

profit cannot be adequately analysed in a simple way does not. of 

course, mean that they cannot be analysed at all. If they are to affect 

the rate of profit, changes within the labour process must cause 

changes in the elements of B and A in (29). w being assumed con

stant.22 No matter how different the proportional changes in the 

elements of, say, the r columns of A and B might be. the effects of 

those changes on r can be adequately captured only by the appro-

21 A further complication is that changes in the economic life of a machine. 
resulting from, say, changes in the intensity of its utilization. are represented 
by changes in the number of commodities in the system, since differently aged 
machines are treated as different commodities. It is not, of course. surprising 
that this should arise as a problem here. since the choice of the best economic 
life of a machine is a special case of the choice of production method, an issue 
deliberately ignored in this chapter and to be taken up in the following one. 

22 Or. in more complex cases still. they must cause changes in B. A and 1r. 
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priate. detailed analysis of relation (29) or some other equivalent 
relation. If such analysis is complex and unlikely to yield many 

simple a priori conclusions, that is no fault in the method of analysis 

here recommended but is simply the result of the complexity of the 

phenomena in question. That complexity cannot be avoided -

whether by reference to (irrelevant) value magnitudes or by any 

other alleged panacea. 

Heterogeneous labour 
It was seen in equation (14) of chapter 8 that. in a single-product. 

circulating capital system. the relation between the rate of profit. r. 
the vector of money prices. pm. and the level of the wage rate. w;. for 

each of N types of labour, may be written as 

(31) 

where all wages are paid in advance and A. w; and a; are in our usual 

notation. If now we consider a more general fixed capital using 

and: or pure joint product producing system. (31) must be replaced 

by 

(32) 

If the row vector of direct and indirect labour requirements of type 

i labour is defined by l; = a;(B- A)- 1
• then (32) can be rewritten 23 

as 

(33) 

If the matrix on the right of (33) is semi-positive and irreducible. it 

follows that 

(34) 

and that ).PF[·] is an increasing function of r and of each W;. For 

given values of theW; such that (34) has a positive solution in r. the 

23 Subtract pm A from both sides of (32) and then post-multiply throughout 
by (B-A)- 1

. 
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rate of profit will thus be determined. Relation (34) also implies. of 

course. that for any given value of r and of any (N- 2) w;. the 

remaining two w; values are inversely related. so that other thinr;s 

beinr; equal. the real wage levels for different types of labour are in 

conflict. 24 

Maint<!ining the assumption that the matrix on the right of (33) 

is semi-positive and irreducible. it may now be asked what is the 

condition for the existence of a positive profit rate. Since iP
1
[·] is 

increasing in r. it is that 

jP~[I{w;(lr; · /;)] < I. 

But (35) can be shown to be equivalent to 

i.PF(L. w. )t') < L 

(35) 

(36) 

where the i'h row of L is I;. the j'h column of W is 1ri and 1i· is a 

diagonal matrix with wi as the j'h element along the principal 

diagonal. Relation (36) is. of course, no more than a variant of 

relation (I 0) of chapter 7. the only 'difference' being that the level 

of each wage rate is here explicitly distinguished from its composi

tion. With only one kind of labour (36) would. of course, collapse to 

w(l· w) < I 

or 

e > 0. 

where e is the rate of exploitation. Thus condition (36) is the general

ization to the case of many kinds of labour of the condition that. 

with homogeneous labour. the rate of profit will be positive only if 

the rate of exploitation is positive. 25 

24 If [rH+ (I+ r)L~W;( 1r; · I;)] is not semi-positive or is reducible then, as 
was noted in the text above. only rather weaker conclusions may be drawn. 

25 It may be noted that a necessary condition for the satisfaction of (36) is 
that the minimum row sum of (L · W · 1i·) should be less than unity. Thus if 
every type of labour is required. directly or indirectly, in the production of at 
least one wage bundle other than its own. a necessarr condition for the 
satisfaction of (36) is that W;U; . I!,) < I for every j. cr. the discussion of 
chapter 7. 
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Differential profit rates 
Since differential wage rates have just been discussed it may be of 
interest to indicate also how a non-uniform system of profit rates 
may be analysed. In order to focus attention on this one issue. all 
labour will now be assumed to obtain the same real wage bundle. 
denoted by lt"; it will be readily apparent how the analyses of differen
tial wage rates and differential profit rates may be combined. If the 
money wage is m and r is a diagonal matrix of the profit rates ob
tained from the operation of the various productive processes then. 

with wages paid ex post. 

(37) 

in our usual notation. From (37). subtracting pm A from both sides 
and post-multiplying by (B-A)- 1

• 

pm= ml+pmAf(B-A)- 1 . 

Now since pm· w = m = mL. (38) implies both that 

/[I-Af(B-A)- 1r 1
ll' = L 

and that 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

Relation (39) is clearly a simple generalization of (16) above; 
provided that the lefi-hand side of (39) is an increasing function of 
every element of r, it follows that the profit rate in any industry is 
inversely related to that in every other industry. 'Alternatively'. if 
the matrix on the right of (40) is semi-positive and irreducible then 

( 41) 

where ;,rr[·] is an increasing function of every element of f. so that 
those elements (profit rates) are all inversely related one to another. 

While it would be inappropriate here to enter a proper discussion 
of all the complexities of oligopolistic and monopolistic sectors in 
the capitalist economy, it may be of interest to note that the result 
of the previous paragraph is fully in accord with Sweezy's statement 
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that, with given real wages, 

'the extra profit of the monopolist comes primarily from the pockets 
of his fellow capitalists .... The tendency to an equality of profit 
rates which is a characteristic feature of competitive capitalism is thus 

doubly disrupted by monopoly: the profits of some are raised, while 
the profits of others are reduced. '26 

Thus if, in (39) or (41), all the elements of rare 'at first' equal but 
one or more elements 'then' rise above that common level, one or 
more of the other elements of r must fall below that level. (This is 
only a conceptual comparison, of course: the historical development 
of monopoly conditions involves many changes in the elements of 
(39) or (41) other than those referring directly to rates of profit.) It 
need hardly be said that neither (39) nor (41), nor any equivalent 
relation, provides a theory of monopoly; such relationships may 
nonetheless be useful in the analysis of monopoly, by showing exactly 
how changes in real wages and conditions of production- caused in 
part by the development of monopoly conditions- limit the possible 
combinations of profit rates in different productive activities, with
out reference to any value magnitude. 

It may also be noted that if profit rates, even though unequal, 
exhibit a stable structure in relative terms, then f may be written as 
r · f, where f represents the relative magnitudes of profit rates in 
different processes, while the scalar r represents the 'overall level' of 
profit rates. Relation (38) then becomes formally equivalent to the 
relation for an economy with a uniform profit rate but can still be 
used to show how the structure of unequal profit rates will influence 
prices and the 'overall level' of the profit rate, r. 

The turnover of capital 
It has already been seen that the joint production framework makes 

26 P. M. Sweezy, The Theory of Capitalist Development, London, 1962, 
p. 273. 
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possible the proper analysis of the depreciation of fixed capital. 

Since the latter is a central aspect of the more general issue of the 

'turnover of capital' it might be expected that the general joint 

production framework can be used to analyse other turnover 

problems, such as the timing of wage payments and the role of 

circulation activities. both discussed in chapter 8: this is indeed 

the case. 
It was assumed, arbitrarily, at the beginning of this chapter that 

each productive process takes one 'year' to complete but such a 

strong assumption is not really necessary. Suppose instead- and far 

more plausibly- that each process takes an integer multiple of some 

short period,27 called a 'week', and that wages are paid at the end of 

each week. All inputs to and outputs from a 'productive activity' are 

now defined to be those involved in one week's operation: a process 

which, in the everyday sense, takes several, or many, weeks is thus 

broken down into a sequence of one-week-long processes. Corres

pondingly, the number of products involved will be increased, per

haps greatly, since any 'semi-finished' product, in the normal sense. 

will now appear as one of the specific products of a particular week

long process and must be regarded as a distinct 'commodity'.2~ Each 

product, whether a finished product a semi-finished product or a 

partially used piece of fixed capital equipment is thus treated as a 

distinct 'commodity' and has its own price of production. 29 Indeed 

a commodity entering a circulation process is treated as being distinct 

from the 'same' commodity, in the everyday sense, leaving that pro

cess, so that these 'two commodities' will have distinct prices (as 

was seen in the final section of chapter 8). 

27 There are, of course, continuous flow processes which are not properly 
represented even under this assumption. 

28 A terminological problem arises here when the term 'commodity' is 
restricted to a product produced for sale: semi-finished products can perhaps 
reasonably be regarded as latent, or honorary, 'commodities'. 

29 Obviously another terminological problem may arise at this point: price 
of production is used here to mean the price of any 'commodity' corresponding 
to a given real wage and a uniform rate of profit. 
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Once the above conventions have been adopted, one may simply 
write 

(42) 

where it is now understood that r is the rate of profit per 'week', 

that B, a and A refer to all the week-long production activities and 

that pm, B and A contain entries for every 'commodity' as now de

fined. It is apparent that ( 42) is no different in logical structure from 

the equivalent relations used throughout this chapter, so that 

everything said above can be re-said within the new interpretation. 

The latter, however, implicitly deals with many of the usual problems 

relating to the turnover of capital, since all the complexities of fixed 

capital depreciation, differing periods of production, periods of 

circulation and so on are built into the information contained in A, 

B and a. The joint production framework thus provides a clear and 

coherent basis for the analysis of turnover problems, showing how 

they can be analysed in terms of the physical conditions of produc

tion, circulation and real wages, no value magnitudes being of any 

significance for such analysis. 30 

30 The points made in this section are discussed more fully in M. Morishima. 
Theory of Economic Growth, Oxford, 1969, chapter VI and the same author's 
Marx 's Economics. Cambridge. 1973. chapter 13. 
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The Determination of 
Labour Allocation 

In chapter 12, as in most of the preceding chapters, the patterns of 
output, of labour allocation and of choice of production methods 
were taken as given. It will now be considered, at a high level of 
abstraction, how labour allocation, etc., is determined in an abstract 
capitalist economy. It will also be shown how the existence of 
positive profit can be linked to the existence of positive surplus 
labour, even in the presence of fixed capital and/or pure joint 
products, provided that Marx's concept of additive values is aban
doned. The analyses will be presented first in terms of a simple 
numerical example and then, very briefly, in a general form. 1 

The choice of production methods 
It was seen in chapter 4 that. with no fixed capital and no pure joint 
products, the choice of production methods is simple to analyse. If 
there are constant returns to scale and if wages are paid in advance.2 

then in that simple context any chosen combination of one produc
tion method for each product, combination j, will be represented by 

1 The analyses presented here are entirely unoriginal. The reader familiar 
with both J. von Neumann. 'A Model of General Economic Equilibrium'. 
Review of Economic Studies. 1945-6 and M. Morishima, 'Marx in the Light 
of Modem Economic Theory', Econometrica, 1974, will find little of interest 
in this chapter, unless it be in the concluding sections. 

2 Both assumptions will be made throughout this chapter. the former being 
essential to the argument. the latter merely a convenience. 
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an input matrix, A{, which includes the real wage bundle advanced. 
and will imply a rate of profit. ri, given by 

(l+ri)-1 = ).PF(An. 

Competitive forces will lead to the choice of that combination of 
methods of production which simultaneously yields the highest rate 
of profit and minimizes the money price of every commodity relative 
to the money wage. Two features of this determination of the choice 
of technique in a single product, circulating capital system may be 
noted. First, since each process produces only one product, no 
product can possibly have a zero price, for such a price would entail 
the existence of an industry with zero revenue. Second, with constant 
returns to scale, the set of production methods chosen is independent 
of the pattern of output and of the social allocation of labour. 
Different output patterns will, of course, imply different relative 
sizes of the various industries, and thus different allocations of 
labour, but they will not affect which production methods are used. 

The situation is more complex, however, once fixed capital and/or 
pure joint products are allowed for. If any particular process pro
duces more than one product, then one (or perhaps more) of those 
products could have a zero price, without thereby giving a zero 
revenue from that process. For example, a zero price for the waste 
mud produced is quite consistent with the existence of positive 
revenue in the cement making industry. Again, a number of processes 
producing the same 'product' in the ordinary sense but using 
(otherwise similar) machines of different ages will be such that all 
but one of them will have two products with a positive price ('the' 
product and an old but still valuable machine), while the remaining 
process will have only one positively priced product. the about-to
be-scrapped machine having a zero price. Thus, with joint produc
tion, zero prices are possible for some 'products'. It is also the case 
that, even with constant returns to scale, the joint production 
methods used may depend on the pattern of output. Thus. both 
because some prices can be zero and because the choice of produc
tion methods may depend on what is being produced. the analysis 
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of the choice of method. and hence the social allocation of labour. 
is more complex once joint production is allowed for. as it must be 
if an adequate analysis of the capitalist economy is to be achieved. 
The most powerful analysis available of a capitalist. joint production 
economy is that due to von Neumann. cited above ;3 before present
ing a more general version of his argument. however. it will be used 
in a further examination of the simple numerical example of chapter 
I L which will also be used to illustrate Morishima 's analysis of 
surplus labour in a joint production system. 

A simple example 
In the example used in chapter 11, the inputs to and the outputs from 
the two available processes. when operated by one unit of labour. 
were given by the A and B matrices :4 

(I) 

where. in both A and B, the first row referred to commodity I and 
the second to commodity 2. The real wage bundle was taken to be 
(3, 5) for every six units of labour-time, or (1;2, 5/6) for each unit. 
Thus, if wages are now assumed to be advanced, 5 the matrix A+, 
including both the material inputs and the real wages required when 
one unit of labour-time is used, is given by 

,~] (2) 

Suppose now that x1 units of labour-time are used to operate the 
3 See footnote I . 
4 Note that processes are here portrayed in the columns of A and B. whereas 

they appeared in the roH's of Table L chapter 11. 
5 They were taken to be paid ex post in chapter 11. 
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first process and x2 units to operate the second. From (2). the total 
commodity stocks required at the beginning of the production 
period will be 

(3) 

for commodity I and 

(4) 

for commodity 2. 
From Bin (I), the commodity outputs at the end of the production 

period will be 

(5) 

for commodity I and 

(6) 

for commodity 2. Now if workers do no saving, as assumed here. 
then if capitalists reinvest all their profits. so that no 'surplus 
product' is consumed (as will also be assumed), the output of each 
commodity at the end of the period will be available for use as 
commodity input at the beginning of the next period. Let lOOg be 
the maximum percentage rate at which the input- and the output
of each commodity can grow. From (3) and (5) it is seen that, for 
commodity I, 

(I +g)(5~xl +h2);;::; (6x1 +3x2), 

while for commodity 2 it follows from (4) and (6) that 

(1 +g) (~x 1 + 10~x 2 ) ;;::; (x1 + 12x2 ). 

(7) 

(8) 

Relation (7) states that, in a given production period. the total output 
of commodity 1 is at least (I+ g) times the total input of commodity 
I (both as material input and as real wages); relation (8) makes the 
analogous statement for commodity 2. von Neumann now imposes 
the (reasonable) rule that if, say, relation (7) is satisfied with strict 
inequality. so that more commodity I is produced each period than 
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is used as input in the following period, then commodity 1 will have 
a zero price (p 1 = 0). Again, if relation (8) is satisfied with strict 
inequality, then p2 = 0. Consequently, whether (7) and (8) are 
equalities or inequalities, we have: 

(9) 

and 

(10) 

If (7) is an equality then (9) holds whether p 1 is positive or zero; if 
(7) is an inequality then (9) holds because p 1 is zero- and similarly 
for (8) and (10). 

Now let r be the rate of profit; if, at the prices of production p 1 

and p 2 , a process can yield that rate of profit it may be used but if it 
cannot yield profit at the rate r then it will not be used. Thus reading 
down the columns of A+ and B, one finds that 

(11) 

for the first process and 

(12) 

for the second. Relation ( 11) states that the total revenue from the 
output of process one, operated by one unit of labour, will be less 
than or equal to ( 1 + r) times the total cost of the inputs; relation 
(12) refers similarly to process two. Thus if r1 be the rate of profit 
which would be obtained on process one if it were operated, where 
(1 + rJ) = (6p1 + pz)/(5iPt +tpz), relation (11) states that (1 + r) 
;;=; (1 + rt); in the same way, relation (12) states that (1 + r) ;;=; (1 + r2 ), 

where (1 + r2)= (3p1 + 12 p 2)!(ip1 + 1 Otp 2). Now consider the equal

ities 

( 13) 

and 

(14) 
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Relation (13) guarantees that if ( 11) is a strict ineljuality, and thus 
process one does not yield the profit rate L then x 1 = 0, i.e., process 
one is not used. In the same way, (12) and ( 14) show that process 
two is not used if it cannot yield the profit rate r. 

von Neumann's question is then whether there exist non-negative 
values of Xt, Xz, p 1 and p2 such that (7)-(14) are all satisfied, with 
(I + r) and ( 1 +g) positive. If such values exist, then it will have been 
shown how the rates of profit and of growth, the allocation of labour, 
the patterns of inputs and outputs and commodity prices are deter
mined, in an abstract capitalist economy, by the available methods 
of production, the real wage bundle and the capitalists' drive to 
accumulate. 

While the equivalent existence proof is far from trivial in the 
general case, in the present example it is easy to show that (7)-(14) 
are satisfied by 

r _ _ [29+9)6]" ...:... " - g - 3.55 () - 14.37 () 

Xt = (1 + 3 .j6)x 2 = 8.347x2 

Pt = [-'{~=_I_]Pz ='= 0.16lpz 

( 15) 

(16) 

( 17) 

A number of features of this solution may be noted. First, from (15), 
the rates of profit and growth are equal- as will be seen below this 
is a general result - and are less than the rates of 20% obtained in 
chapter 11. This lower rate results, of course, from the wages here 
being advanced.6 Second, from (16), both x1 and x2 are positive, so 
that both processes are used, but only their ratio, and not their 
absolute magnitudes, are determined: this is of course to be expected 
in a steadily expanding system. Third, from (17), both commodities 

6 It may be noted that, since the additive value calculations of chapter 11 
were independent of the pre- or post-payment of wages, it has now been 
shown (implicitly) that the previous finding that positive profits could co-exist 
with negative, additively defined surplus value did not depend on wages not 
being advanced. 
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are positively priced. so that neither is produced in excess of require
ments. but only relative prices are determined. which is to be 
expected in an analysis not treating money explicitly. 

That the solution of a von Neumann analysis need not involve 
that all processes are used or that all products have a positive price 
may be seen by modifying the above example. Suppose now that the 
real wage bundle per unit of labour-time is (w 1• w2 ). where I < w 1 

< 3 and I < w 2 < 2. The input matrix will now be 

(18) 

From (I) and ( 18). the profitability condition for process one. 
corresponding to (11) above. will now be 

or 

r[(5+wtlpt +wzpz] ::C: (I ~wtlPt +(I ~wz)pz. (19) 

With w 1 and w 2 both greater than unity. (19) could be satisfied as 
an equality. at non-negative prices. only for the prices p 1 = p2 = 0. 
But it is economically meaningless for all produced commodities to 
have zero prices in a growth equilibrium. so that in any meaningful 
case ( 19) must be satisfied as a strict inequality. Thus process one 
will not be used (x 1 = 0). Setting x2 = I (process two must be used 
if there is to be an economy to examine'). we now have 

(I +g)wt ~ 3 

(I +g)(l0-+-w 2 ) ~ 12 

(I +g)WtPt 3pt 

(I +g)(IO+wz)Pz 12pz 

(I +r)[wtPt +(IO+wz)Pz] = (3pt + 12pz) 

(7') 

nn 
(9') 

( 10') 

(14') 

where (7'). etc. correspond to and are to be interpreted in the same 
way as (7). etc. above. Comparing the sum of (9') and (I 0') with 
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(14'), and remembering that p 1 and p2 cannot both be zero. one sees 
that r = g. 

Comparing (7') and (8'). one finds that if 

(IO+wz) = 4w 1 

then hoth relations will be satisfied with equality. so that 

(20) 

and both commodities can have a positive price. They need not do 
so however. With (1 0 + w 2 ) = 4w 1 , the single process in use both 

uses and produces the two commodities in the proportions one to 
four, so that there is, in effect, a single 'composite commodity', the 
relative prices of its components being indeterminate. 

The exact satisfaction of (10+w 2 ) = 4w 1 is, however. a some
what marginal case. If (10+w 2 ) < 4w 1 then only (7') can be an 
equality, (8') being a strict inequality, so that r = g = [(3~wtJ/wJ] 
and commodity 2 is 'over-produced', with p 2 = 0. If. on the other 
hand, (10+w2 ) > 4wh then (8') becomes an equality and (7') a 
strict inequality, so that r = g = [(2~w2)/(10+w2 )] and com
modity I is 'over-produced', with p 1 = 0. 

The various simple cases above thus illustrate the general point 
that, in a von Neumann analysis of a joint production system, there 
may or may not be some available processes which are not used and 
there may or may not be some products with a zero price. Even with 
given available methods, the choice of method(s) and which 
product(s) have zero prices may depend upon the level and com
position of the real wage bundle. It is also possible that relative 
commodity prices should not be fully determinate; the same is true, 
in general, of relative process employment levels. though that is not, 
of course, illustrated above. The rates of profit and of accumulation 
are. however. fully determined7 and are equal to one another. 

- See below for the assumptions needed to ensure uniqueness of the rate of 
profit accumulation. 
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Morishima's analysis of surplus labour 
It was seen in chapter 11 that the above numerical example, with a 

real wage bundle of(:i. ~).yields a negutire 'surplus value', where t_hc 

latter is calculated in terms of additive values. even though prohts 

and prices are positive. In the work cited above.~ Morishima has 

proposed an interpretation of necessary and surplus labour which 

is such that profits will be positive if and only if surplus labour. as 

defined by Morishima. is positive. This approach will now be 

illustrated in terms of the numerical example of chapter 11 : the 

analysis is the same whether wages are paid ex ante or ex post. 
Let the real wage bundle for 6 units of labour-time be (3. 5) as 

before. We now ask what is the smallest amount of labour-time 

required for the production of that commodity bundle. given the 

arailable methods of production. (It is to be noted that attention is 

not confined to the processes actually used by capitalists. which will 

generally be only a sub-set of the available processes. of course.)9 

That amount of labour-time will be Morishima's 'necessary' labour

time and the difference between total labour, 6. and this 'necessary' 

labour-time will, by definition, be Morishima's 'surplus' labour. 

Let x1 and x 2 be the amounts oflabour-time allocated to processes 

one and two respectively. As may be seen from (I). the matrix of net 

outputs, per unit of labour-time, C. is given by 

[I 3] (8-A)=C= I 
2

. 

It is thus required that 

x 1 + 3x 2 ~ 3. for commodity I and 

x 1 + 2x 2 :2:: 5, for commodity 2. 

" See footnote I. 

(21) 

9 In the present example capitalists do use all the available processes when 
the wage bundle is (3, 5) for every 6 units of labour-lime but that Is mere!) a 
special property of this particular numerical example. 
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Total labour-time will be (x 1 +x 2 ), so that the formal problem is to 

Minimize V= x1+xz r + Jx, "' J 
(22) 

subject to xi+2x 2 ~ 5 (23) 

X 1, Xz ~ 0 (24)10 

Now, denoting the solution values for this problem by asterisks. 

it is easy to show that V is minimized. subject to the conditions 

(22)-(24), when x 1 * = 0, x2 * = 2~. V* = 2~. In words, the labour

time minimizing way of producing the wage bundle (3. 5) is not to 

use process one at all and to allocate 2~ units of labour-time to 

process two. As may be seen from the second column of C in (21 ). 

the net product will then be (7~, 5), which is equal to the wage bundle 

(3, 5) plus 4~ units of commodity I. Commodity I is thus 'over

produced' but this is still the 'cheapest' way, in terms of labour-time, 

to produce the wage bundle. 11 Necessary labour being 21, for the 

production of the wage bundle going to 6 units of labour-time. 

Morishima's surplus labour, S*, is given by S* = 6- 2i = 3i, His 

rate of exploitation is then e* = (S*;V*) = (3.5
1
2.5) = 140"

0
l 2 

The (newly defined) rate of exploitation. like the rate of profit. is 
positive. 

It will naturally be clear that this result is perfectly consistent with 

that found in chapter I L for the definitions of surplus and of the 

rate of exploitation used are quite different. It may well be thought, 

however, that of the two approaches Morishima's should be the 

more congenial to Marxist economists. It provides a clear and 

10 To be economically meaningfuL the labour-time allocations x1 and x2 
must both be non-negative. 

11 Disposal of the 'surplus' units of commodity I is assumed to be costless. 
12 These figures were given in earlier versions of my paper 'Positive Profits 

with Negative Surplus Value' but were omitted from the version published in 
the Economic Journal, 1975, in order to save space. They were subsequently 
published in M. Morishima, 'Positive Profits with Negative Surplus Value: 
A Comment'. Economic Journal. 1976. 
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meaningful definition of necessary labour. surplus labour and the 
rate of exploitation which. even in the context of a general joint 
production system. u can be used to show that the rate of profit will 
be positive if and only if the (newly defined) rate of exploitation is 
positivc. 1-' It has to he noted. however. that the determination of 
Morishima's necessary and surplus labour quantities requires 
knowledge only of the physical conditions of production and real 
wages: no reference whatewr is made to Marx's additive values. 
Morishima\ approach thus fits in well with the orientation of the 
present work: traditional Marxist value magnitudcs have nothing to 
contribute to the analysis of the rate of protlt. of production prices 
or even. in the fixed capital joint products context. to the analysis of 
surplus labour and its connection with positive profits. On the other 
hand. all those matters can be analysed in terms of physically 

specified conditions of production and real wages. 

The general case 
The von Neumann and Morishima analyses illustrated abmc will 

now he presented in their general form. albeit briefly and without 
proofs of the results. It will be recalled from the final section of the 
previous chapter that it is convenient to assume that every real 
production or circulation activity takes an integer multiple of some 
(probably short) period. called a 'week'. and can thus be analysed 
into a succession of one-week-long activities. Correspondingly. 

anything which is an input to or an output from any week-long 
process is treated as a distinct ·commodity' with its own ·price of 
production'. It will be assumed here that wages arc advanced. 

Whereas the commodities produced and the processes actually 

u In a singk: product. circulating capital system Morishima\ approach '>'ill 
vield the same measure of surplus la hour <b will the additive value accounts 
ihough without any need to calculate individual commodity \alues if the 
processes actually used hy the capitalists arc those adopted in the labour-time 
minimizing allocation (\\hich in general they will not he). 

P Sec below. 
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used were assumed to be known and equal in number in the last 
chapter, so that the A and B matrices were both square, we now need 
to represent the inputs to and the outputs from every ami/able 

process of production, since one aim of the analysis is precisely to 
determine which processes are used and which not. Thus, in this 
chapter A and B. the j'h columns of which will represent the inputs 
to and the outputs from the j'h process when it is operated by one 
unit of labour-time, 15 must be assumed to be rectangular. (In each 
matrix the number of rows is the number of 'commodities' as now 

defined, while the number of columns is the number of available 
processes.) If the real wage bundle is the column vector 11' per unit 
of labour-time and i is a row vector of unit elements with as many 
elements as there are processes, then 

A+ = A+ H' · i 

is the matrix of inputs including real wages, as before. 

Now let x be the semi-positive column vector showing how much 
labour-time is allocated to each process: if xi = 0 then process j is 
not used. Let p be the semi-positive row vector representing the 

production prices of the various 'products'; if p; = 0 then product 
i is not an 'economic good' (not a 'commodity'). (One important 
class of products with zero prices is, of course, the set of about-to
be-scrapped machines.) Finally, let g and r be the growth rate and 
the profit rate, respectively. 

Assuming, as above, that workers do not save, while capitalists 
reinvest all their profits, the growth rate g is constrained by 

(1 + g)A + x ~ Bx: (25) 

the output of each commodity at the end of a 'week' must be at least 
(I +g) times the input of that commodity at the beginning of the 
'week'. The stipulation that any product produced 'in excess of 

" It is, of course. implicit in this normalization that labour is used in everv 
week-long process. This assumption. whilst not essential. has the advantag~ 
that the 'process intensity" vector x can now be interpreted directlv as the 
labour allocation vector- see below. ~ 
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replacement and growth requirements' should have a zero price can. 

from (25). be represented by the condition 

(l+g)pA+x = pBx. (26) 

Since no process can yield more than the profit rate r. we have 

(I +r)pA + ~ pB; (27) 

the revenue from any process is at most equal to (I + r) times the 
capital advanced to set it in motion. Of course if (27) should hold 
as a strict inequality for process j then xi = 0. which can be ex

pressed by the condition 

(I +r)pA +' = pBx. (28) 

A proof that (25)-(28) can be satisfied by semi-positive x and p 

and by positive (I +g), (1 + r). for economically meaningful A+ and 
B, will not be given here but a number of points may be noted. 

First, from (26) and (28). 

(I+ g)pA + x = (1 + r)pA + x = pBx. 

Thus either r = g or pA + x = pBx = 0; but the second ·solution·. 

with zero total capital and output. cannot characterize a meaningful 

economic system, so leaving it aside, we have 

r =g. 

The rates of profit and growth must be equal. Second. if any 'solu
tions' to (25)-(28) involving a zero total wage bill are ignored. the 
value of r = g is uniquely determined. 16 On the other hand. the 
labour allocation and price vectors. x and p, may or may not be 
uniquely determined. (That x may not be uniquely determined is to 
be expected from our analysis of choice of technique in chapter 4: 
if the solution value of r = g should be a 'switch-point' value. then 

16 See T. Fujimoto. 'Duality and the Uniqueness of Growth Equilibrium·. 
Inrernational Economic Revie1r. 1975 and M. Morishima. 'Marx from a von 
Neumann Viewpoint' (in) M. Brown. K. Sato and P. Zarembka (eds.). Essan 
in Modern Capital Theory. Amsterdam. 1976. 
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alternative method choices are equally profitable. so that the social 
allocation of labour between processes is not fully determined by 
the analysis.) 

Thus. on the basis of the physically specified amilahle methods of 
production and circulation and the real wage bundle. together with 
the assumptions that capitalists accumulate all their profits. that 

'over-produced' products are zero-priced and that competitive 
conditions prevail. 17 the von Neumann analysis can be used to show 

that the rates of profit and growth arc equal and uniquely deter
mined18 and to 'determine' (though perhaps not uniquely) the social 
allocation of labour-time and the 'production prices' of all 'com
modities·. No reference whatsoever is made to any embodied labour
time magnitude. 

The 'law of value' 
The term 'law of value' is used with more than one meaning but its 
general thrust is perhaps well captured in the following statement 
by Mandel: 

'In Marxist economic theory, the "law of value" fulfils a triple 

function. In the first place it ... establishes the axis around which 
long-term changes in relative prices of commodities oscillate .... In 

the second place it determines the relative proportions of total social 

17 One can still read such statements as the following: 'All modem '"price 
theory" ... derives from the category "utility" or the relationship between 
"wealth'" ... and the "individual consumer".' (G. Pilling. 'The Law of Value 
in Ricardo and Marx·. Economy and Society. 1973. p. 39.) Such statements are 
amazingly ignorant - much modern academic economics starts from the von 
Neumann basis of objective data and makes no reference to 'utility'. Marx's 
sharp criticisms of classical and vulgar political economy were based on a deep 
and extensive knowledge of their real content: would-be critics of contem
porary academic economics should follow his example in this respect. They 
will still find much to criticize. there being no 'need' to invent such fairy stories 
as that due to Pilling. just quoted. 

JK It can also be shown that r = g is imcrscly related to the level of the real 
wage bundk: see. for example. the works cited in footnote 16. 
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labour ... devoted to the output of different groups of commodities . 
. . . In the third place it rules economic growth. by determining the 

average rate of profit. ... ·19 

The von Neumann analysis determines the rates of profit and of 
accumulation and also 'determines· the production prices of com
modities and the social allocation of labour. i.e. it does all that the 
·Jaw of value· is supposed to do according to Mandel. Yet it does 
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Morishima's analysis 
In terms of our above notation and assumptions. Morishima 's 

analysis of surplus labour may be presented as follows. Let i be a 
row vector of unit elements with as many elements as there are 
processes. Then V = i · x is the amount of total labour-time. 

Consider now the (linear programming) problem: 

Minimize 

subject to 

V= i. X 

{

Bx ~ Ax+ H" 

X~ 0 

19 Introduction to Karl Marx. Capital. vol. L Penguin NLR edition. 1976. 
pp. 41 2. 

20 If the solution to (25)- (28) should involve no ·overproduction· of Wl\ 

product (which is most unlikely. for there are always waste products and 
machines about to be scrapped) then (25) would become an equality 
( 1 +g) A 1 x = Bx or (B-A+ )x = gA" x. Since (B-A' )x is the vector of 
commodities appropriated by the capitalists and AT x that of total commodity 
capital advanced. the phnicul surplus is then strictly proportional to the 
phrsical capital. It follows that r = g = [.::(B-A+ )x . .::A- x] where .:; is unr 
set of semi-positive weights. It therefore follows in turn that r = g = (S · C +V). 
H·hutcrer labour values might be (provided that they do not imply S = C +V 
= 0). This. of course. is no vindication of Marx's formula for the rate of 
profit' If. as is probable. the solution to (25)- (28) involves some ·over
production'. then (25) becomes ( 1 + g)A + x+ r = Bx or (B-A· )x = gA · x 
+ r. where r is the semi-positive vector of 'surplus' products. Thus r = g 
=-[.::(B-A; )x ::A- x] if and only if :: · r = 0. that is. if and only if a zero 
weight z; is attached to every product j which is in surplus (Y; > 0). As 
normally interpreted. Marx·s additive value accounts will not. in generaL 
yield a value vector.:; such that.:;· r = 0 (or even such that.:; is semi-positive). 
so that r = g + (S C +V). in generaL even in a von Neumann solution. 
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The solution21 to this problem. x* and V* = i · x*. shows the 
labour allocation which minimizes the total labour-time required to 
produce a bundle of commodities at least as large as the wage bundle 
for one unit of labour-time. (There is. of course. no presumption that 
the same processes will be used in x* as in the solution vector(s) y 

which solved (25) -(2X) above.) Surplus labourS* is now given by 
S* = (I- V*) and the rate of exploitation by e* = (S* V*) = 

[(I- V*) V*]. It will be seen that e* is determined directly and 
uniquely by A. Band 11. no reference to any value magnitudes being 
requiredn 

Using the e* definition of exploitation and ddining the capacit; 
growth rate as the highest growth rate possible subject to (25) above. 
Morishima is able to prove that under certain reasonable assump
tions. 

'Positive exploitation is necessary and sufficient for the system to 
have positive growth capacity as well as to guarantee capitalists 
positive profits. '2

•
1 

Thus. as Morishima points out the 'three propositions (i) that 
capitalists exploit workers ... (ii) that the capitalist system is 

profitable ... and (iii) that the capitalist system is productive [able 
to grow. I.S.] are all cquivalent.' 2+ The problem then. of course. is 

21 x* ne.:d not be unique but V* necessarily will be. 
22 or course. the problem M in V = i . Y. subject to BY :2'; A_y + 11' •. Y :2'; () 

ha' a dual. Max L = r · 1r. subject to rB <:: rA + i. \' :2'; 0: L * = V* and the 
demenh of r* can be interpreted as ·marginal necessary labour costs· of the 
various commodities. Thus e* = ( 1- r* · H. r* · w). which is very similar to 
the formula e = ( 1 -/ · 11· I · H) used repeatedly in earlier chapters. lt must 
be noted carefully. therefore. that r* is not. in generaL related to the methods 
of production ucruallr used in the capitalist economy: nor is it necessarily 
unique. even though L * is. of course. Consequently. one cannot identify r* 
l'.ith Marx\ values: e* is defined by A. Band 11' and the interpretation of r* 
must not be allowed to give the imp: :s-,ion that. in the end. Marx"s value 
magnitude analysi-, is vindicated. ( Morishima. it need hardly be said. is 
perfectly clear on this point: it is to be hoped that others do not attempt to 
obscure it.) 

2
-' Morishima. "I'- cir .. (footnote 1) p. 621 

2 ~ /hid. 
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to explain 11/n A. Band 11 arc such that exploitation. profitabilit) 

and growth capacity exist and continue to exist in a capitalist society. 

Conclusion 
At a high level of abstraction. the von Ncumann analysis. supple
mented by Monshima\ new definitions of surplus labour and ex

ploitation. shows how the physical conditions of production and 

circulation and the real wage (i) determine the rates of profit and of 

accumulation. (ii) 'determine· the social allocation of labour. which 

production and circulation processes are used. at what age machines. 

etc. arc scrapped. (iii) 'determine· the production prices of all 

products. including old machines and waste products. (iv) determine 

the level of (newly defined) surplus labour. which is positive if and 

only if the rates of profit and accumulation arc positive. Marx\ 

value magnitude analysis makes no contribution to that demon

stration. 
It need hardlv be said that the von Ncumann analysis tells one 

little or nothing- about many very important matters.2
" for example 

variations within the labour process. technical change more generall) 

considered. the role of money. crises. state economic activity. and 

2 ' It mav be noted. howe\eL that heterogeneous labour can be dealt with 
in the \on -Neumann anal; :.is. pro\ ided that there is a given real wage bundle 
for each type of labour and that each t) pe is always a\ailable in the required 
amount. The matrix A· simply ha:. to be adjusted to include u/1 the real wage 
componenh of the capital required to acti\ate each process._ (The umt activit:;. 
k\el of each proce" may not now be definable in terms ol one unll ol some 
common t; pe of labour-time but this is an inessential change.) In an unpub
lished paper. The Fundumenrul .Hurxiun Theorem 11·irh Hercmgcncol/.1 IAihour. 
Y. 1-ujimori. of Josai Universit:;.. has argued that Morishima's n:sult con
cerning: -;urplus labour. profits and growth can be g:enera!I7ed to mclude 
heterogeneous labour. It is also to be noted that the von Ncumann analys1s 
can be ~xtcnded to deal with foreign trade: it follows that Mori->hirna \analysis 
can be so extended. B\ contrast. one ma\ ask 'Ho\\ could the traditional 
Marxist embodied lah(;ur content of com1;1oditics be determined in an open 
econom\. \\hen there is no way of allocating: to indi\idual commodities. 
produc~d with imported means of production. the labour used to produce the 
e'\ports \\ hich ·pay· for those imports ·r 
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so on. Yet this truth. while not to be ignored. must not be made an 

excuse for denying the very real achievements of such analysis in 
dealing with questions which were important to Marx and are still 
important today for anyone concerned to understand capitalist 

society. The irrelevance of Marx·s value magnitudes to the under

standing of certain fundamental issues has been conclusively 

demonstrated. If any wish to argue that it is necessary to the under

standing of other important issues. let them demonstmte that 
necessity. clearly and without equivocation. by showing how value 

quantities (which are mere derivates of the physical conditions) can 

provide a coherent explanation of such issues. where no other 
explanation is adequate! 
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Summary Statement and 
Implications 

Sacrificing elegance. I give a sharp statement of the principal 

propositions which have been obtained above. on the basis of the 

underlying assumptions set out in chapter I and the various more 

specific assumptions stated at the appropriate points throughout the 

text. before outlining certain implications which may be drawn from 

these findings. 

I. If there is only one available method for the production of each 

commodity. each method using only circulating capital and produc

ing only one product then: 

i) the physical quantities of commodities and of labour specifying 

the methods of production. together with the physical quantities of 

commodities specifying the given real wage rate. suffice to determine 

the rate of profit (and the associated prices of production): 

ii) the labour-time required (directly and indirectly) to produce any 

commodity- and thus the value of any commodity- is determined 

by the physical data relating to the methods of production: it follows 

that value magnitudes are. at best. redundant in the determination 

of the rate of profit (and prices of production): 

iii) the straightforward schema for the determination of the rate of 

profit (and prices of production) in terms of physical quantities can 

be converted into a schema of values by the procedure of multiplying 

each physical quantity of a commodity by its value. while simultane

ously dividing the price of that commodity by the same value. Yet 
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this. procedure. ~hile possible. is pointless. for it adds nothing to 

ones understandmg. The traditional value schema. in which all the 

constant capital and all the variable capital elements in a productive 

activity are summed and represented by a single ·c· and a single ·v· 

figure. is not adequate to the determination of the rate of profit (and 

prices of production). 

11. Under the same conditions as for I above. the rate of profit is 

positive if and only if surplus labour is positive. This result does not. 

in itself. constitute an explanation of the existence of profit. 

Ill. If the number of available methods of production is equal to 

the number of commodities and those methods employ fixed capital 

and or produce (pure) joint products then: 

i) the physical data. referring to production methods and the real 

wage. still suffice to determine the rate of profit (and prices of 
production): 

ii) the various quantities of embodied labour-time. and thus values. 

defined in .'V!arx"s additirc ltal". may be indeterminate. When they 

are determinate. they can be positive. zero or negative: therefore 

additive surplus value can be positive. zero or negative: 

iii) the existence of (positive) profit is now compatible with positive. 

zero or negative additive surplus \aluc. 

IV. If there are alternative methods of production. no matter how 

small the number of alternatives. then: 

i) the profit maximizing choice of production methods will depend 

on the given real wage rate but. for a given wage. the rate of profit 

and prices of production are still determined by the physical quan

tities representing the alternative production methods and that real 

wage: 

ii) the amounts of labour-time required for the production of com

modities are only determined once the choice of production methods 

is known. But that choice is made in maximizing the rate of profit. 
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The determination of the profit rate (and prices of production) is 
thus logically prior to the determination of the values of com
modities. Clearly. then. values cannot determine the rate of profit 

(or the prices of production): 
iii) if the real wage rate should be such that alternative methods are 
equally profitable. at the maximum obtainable rate of prof1t. then 

the values of commodities will be indeterminate. 

V. No matter how many alternative methods of production there 
may be. employing fixed capital or not and producing (pure) joint 
products or not. the von Neumann analysis determines. at a high 
level of abstraction. the profit rate. the growth rate. all prices of 
production. the allocation of labour. the choice of production 
methods. the economic life of capital goods and the pattern of 
outputs, in terms of the physically specified alternative production 
methods and the real wage bundle. 1 That determination involves no 

reference whatsoever to Marx's concept of value. 

VI. The von Neumann analysis may be supplemented by Morish
ima's demonstration that the profit rate and growth rate are positive 

if and only if surplus labour. as m'lrly defined br Morishima. is 
positive. This demonstration. again, requires no reference at all to 

Marx's concept of value. 

VII. The effects of changes in the working day, of speed-up in the 
labour process. of increased pressure to save material inputs. etc .. 

can be analysed within the physical quantities framework. 

VIII. Given the physically specified methods of production and the 
various physically specified real wage rates, heterogeneous labour 
can readily be introduced into the determination of the rate of profit 
(and prices of production). It can also be shown how the existence of 

1 Some of these quantities may not be determined wziquelr but the rates of 
profit and growth certainly will be (under the 'Fujimoto assumption'). 
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profit is related to the performance of surplus la hour. In neither case 
is there any need to ·reduce· one kind of labour-time to another. 

IX. The rate of profit: 

i) is not. in general. equal to total surplus value divided hy the sum 
of total constant capital and total variable capital (S C +V) - the 
latter ratio provides no adequate measure of either the rate of profit 
in a capitalist economy or the potential for accumulation in such an 
economy: 

ii) can fall only if real wages rise (relative to the hours and "intensity· 
of work) and or the conditions of production become technically 
less favourable: 

iii) cannot be said a priori to have any prevailing tendency to move 
in one direction rather than the other. 

Every part of each of the nine propositions just stated is claimed 
to follow inevitably from precise assumptions. Short of demonstra
tive proof that the claim is ill-founded. there are only three possible 
ways in which to respond to any one of those propositions: 
a) to accept the proposition: 

b) to reject nplicirlr one or more of the assumption;, from which 
it is logically deduced: 
c) to descend into obscurantism. 

Of the first response. nothing need be said: while if the second he 
adopted. further discussion must necessarily depend on just which 
assumption is cxplicirlr rejected. The third response. it need hard!;. 
be said. must be tlrmly resi;,ted. whether it take one of the forms 

discussed in chapter I or an:v other form. 

A brief assessment 
A reasoned assessment of the implications of the Sraffa-hascd 
critique of Marx will. hy its ver;. nature. invohe neither an icono
clastic dismissal of Marx"s entire political economy nor a complacent 
conclusion that nothing of significance within that political economy 
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need be changed. The Sraffa-based critique does indeed han: 

significant implications for Marx's work but it does not entail a 

sweeping rejection of the entire edifice. 

Thus. at the most general level. that critique is in no way destruc

tive of the project of providing a materialist account of the capitalist 

mode of production: nor is it in the least inconsistent with the 

attempt to build a fully articulated social. political and economic 

account of particular capitalist social formations. More specifically. 

many aspects of Marx"s political economy. because they arc inde

pendent of his reasoning in terms of \ aluc magnitudcs. are un

affected by the Sraffa-based critique. For example. the concepts of 

labour. of labour power and of surplus labour arc quite untouched 

by that critique. So arc Marx"s emphases on the labour process. on 

coercion therein. and on the everchanging nature of the labour 

process resulting from both work place conflicts and the competitive 

struggle. Equally unquestioned is Marx·s stress on accumulation. 

involving both quantitative expansion and qualitative developments. 

Again. as was pointed out in chapter I (note I X). Marx·s analysis of 

fetishism. reification and related matters is quite untouched by the 

Sraffa-based critique. That critique. which provides a definitive 

solution to only a particular range of issues. leaves open for investi

gation all the difficult problems relating. for example. to money. to 

effective demand and to crises: or to concentration. oligopoly and 

monopoly: or to the role of the state. Such investigation will no 

doubt draw on amongst other sources Marx"s many insighh 

which were independent of his value magnitude reasoning. It will be 

found that there is much in Marx"s political economy which 1s 

unaffected by the Sraffa-based critique. 

One must recognize equally clearly. however. that that critique is 

concerned with central issues within Marx"s work. On the basis of 

assumptions to be found in Marx\ own political economy. it has 

been proved that Marx"s value reasoning is often internally incon

sistent. completely failing to provide the explanations wh1ch Marx 

sought for certain central features of the capitalist economy. By 

contrast. these same features can be given a coherent explanation in 
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terms which make no reference whatsoever to any value magnitude. 

Marx's value reasoning - hardly a peripheral aspect of his work 

must therefore be abandoned. in the interest of developing a 

coherent materialist theory of capitalism. 

Some of the elements of such a theory are to be found within the 

Sraffa-based critique itself. It has been shown that the proximate 

determinants of the rate of profit. the rate of accumulation. the 

prices of production. the social allocation of labour. etc. are the 

physical conditions of production. the real wage and the capitalist 

drive to accumulate. The next step then is to investigate the social. 

economic, political. technical. etc. determinants of those proximate 

determinants. 2 That immense task will perhaps involve the study of. 

amongst other things. the historical conditions under which specific 

capitalist social formations developed. class relations (both at the 

point of production and at the level of politics). the role of trades 

unions, the role of the state. the development of scientific and 

technical knowledge (considered not as a deus ex machina but as an 

endogenous product of the society in question) and international 

relations. Such study can no doubt draw on much of Marx's work. 

as one source amongst the many which will be needed. But it ll'ill 

involve no reference to Marx 's value magnitude.s·. which are mere 

derivates of the things to be explained. It can scarcely be over

emphasized that the project of providing a materialist account of 

capitalist societies is dependent on Marx's value magnitude analysis 

only in the negative sense that continued adherence to the latter is a 

major fetter on the development of the former. 

2 It is not implied that all the relevant determinations must be uni-directional. 
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Marx on Value, 
Money and Price 

In this appendix a number of passages from Marx's work. relating 
to his interpretation of value, of money and of price, are drawn 
together in order to indicate what that interpretation was: no attempt 
will be made to provide a full assessment. More specifically. the 
following passages establish that the interpretation of the 'magnitude 
of value' and of the 'gold price' adopted in the text above is indeed 
to be found in Marx's writings. 

Value 
Consider first the following quotations concerning value. 1 

One. ' ... [abstracting from the useful character of the products of 
labour] they are merely congealed quantities of homogeneous human 
labour, i.e. of human labour-power expended without regard to the 
form of its expenditure ... As crystals of this social substance, 
which is common to them all, they are values- commodity values.' 
(p. 128) 
Tlt'o. 'A use-value, or useful article, therefore, has value only 
because abstract human labour is objectified or materialized in it. 
How, then, is the magnitude of this value to be measured? By means 
of the quantity of the "value-forming substance", the labour, con-

1 Except where otherwise stated, all quotations arc from Capital, vol. I. 
Penguin NLR edition, 1976, to which the page references refer. 
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tained in the article. This quantity is measured by its duration, and 
the labour-time is itself measured on the particular scale of hours, 
days etc.' (p. 129) 
Three. ' ... the labour that forms the substance of value .. .' (p. 129) 
Four. 'What exclusively determines the magnitude of the value of 
any article is therefore the amount of labour socially necessary, or 
the labour-time socially necessary for its production.' (p. 129) 
Five. 'Now we know the substance of value. It is labour. We know 
the measure o/its magnitude. It is labour-time. Thej(Jrm ... remains 
to be analysed.' (p. 131) 
Six. ' ... the values coat and linen, however, are merely congealed 
quantities of homogeneous labour.' (pp. 135-6) 
Seven. ' ... the magnitude of the value of a commodity represents 
nothing but the quantity of labour embodied in it .. .' (p. 136) 
Eight. ' ... as values, commodities are simply congealed quantities 
of human labour .. .' (p. 141) 
Nine. 'Human labour-power in its fluid state, or human labour, 

creates value, but is not itself value. It becomes value in its coagulated 

state, in objective form.' (p. 142, emphases added) 
Ten. 'Here, as occasionally also on previous pages. we use the 
expression "value" for quantitatively determined values, i.e. for the 
magnitude of value.' (p. 145, n. 20) 
Eleven. 'It is thus that this value first shows itself as being, in reality, 
a congealed quantity of undifferentiated human labour.' (p. 155) 
Twelve. 'The same value, i.e. the same quantity of objectified social 
labour ... ' (p. 260) 
Thirteen. 'The value of labour-power can be resolved into the value 
of a definite quantity of the means of subsistence. It therefore varies 
with the value of the means of subsistence, i.e. with the quantity of 
labour-time required to produce them.' (p. 276) 
Fourteen. 'The maximum loss of value the means of production can 
suffer in the [labour] process is plainly limited by the amount of the 
original value with which they entered into it, or. in other words, by 
the labour-time required to produce them.' (pp. 313-14) 
Fifteen. 'It is just as important for a correct understanding of 
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surplus-value to conceive it as merely a congealed quantity of 
surplus labour-time. as nothing but objectified surplus labour. as it 
is for a proper comprehension of value in general to conceive it as 
merely a congealed quantity of so many hours of labour. as nothing 
but objectified labour.· (p. 325) 
Sixteen. 'The value of labour-power. i.e. the labour-time necessary 
to produce labour-power ... · (p. 430) 
Seventeen. 'But what is the value of a commodity? The objective 
form of the social labour expended in its production. And how do 
we measure the quantity of this value? By the quantity of the labour 
contained in it." (p. 675) 
Eighteen. 'When commodities are exchanged in the proportion in 
which they represent equal amounts of labour-time, then it is their 
aspect as materialised labour-time, as embodied labour-time. which 
manifests their substance. the identical element they contain. As such. 
they are qualitatively the same, and differ only quantitatively. accord
ing to whether they represent smaller or larger quantities of the same 
substance, i.e. labour-time. They are values as expressions of the 
same element; and they are equal values. equivalents, insofar as 
they represent an equal amount of labour-time. They can only be 
compared as magnitudes. because they are already homogeneous 
magnitudes, qualitatively identical. 

It is as manifestations of this substance that these different things 
constitute values and are related to one another as values; their 
different magnitude.\· of value. their immanent measure of value are 
thus also given. And only because oft his can the value of a commodity 
be represented, expressed, in the use-values of other commodities as 
its equivalents. Hence the individual commodity as value, as the 
embodiment of this substance, is different from itself as use-value. as 
an object, quite apart from the expression of its value in other 
commodities. As the embodiment of labour-time. it is value in 
general, as the embodiment of a definite quantity of labour-time. it 
is a definite magnitude of value. ' 2 

2 Theories of Surplus Value. Part Ill. London. 1972. pp. 127-8. 
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It being understood then that the object of discussion is a capitalist. 
commodity producing economy. 'co-ordinated' through money 
flows in markets. and that only socially-necessary. abstract social 
labour. of average skill and intensity is referred to. it may be said 
that the 'magnitude of value' is a quantity of embodied labour-time. 
That this statement accurately reflects Marx 's position cannot be 
altered by pointing to the fact that Marx was much concerned with 
the 'form of value'. with the nature of ·abstract social' labour and 
with the 'universal equivalent'. 

Mone) and price 
Having emphasized that the magnitude of value is. for Marx. a 
quantity of embodied labour-time. one is. of course. obliged to 
explain at once his many statements in which the value of a com
modity is expressed as an amount of money. The explanation is not 
hard to find and turns crucially on the word 'expressed'. In much. 
although not all. of his writing on money. Marx referred to a pro
duced commodity money- gold- with its own 'magnitude of value· 
in the fundamental sense of a quantity of embodied. abstract social 
labour per physical unit of gold. In exchanging with a specific 
quantity of gold (its gold 'price'). one unit of any commodit:,/. with 
its own value. is exchanged for another. speciaL commodity - the 
universal equivalent - which again has its own value. If all com
modities. including the money commodity. exchange in proportion 
to their values (quantities of embodied. abstract social labour-time). 
then to say that a commodity has a particular price is an indirect 
way of saying that it has a particular value in the fundamental sense. 
Or. socially. the value of the commodity is expressed in its price. It 
is for this reason that Marx often refers to the value of a commodity 
as a quantity of money (gold). even though the fundamental meaning 
of the term refers to a quantity of socially necessary. abstract social 
labour-time. (As may be seen from quotation 24. Marx on occasion 
used both senses of ·value· in the same sentence') 
Nineteen. 'Throughout this work I assume that gold is the money 



commodity. for the sake of simplicity.· (p. lRR) 

Tit entr. 'The value. i.e. the quantity of human labour. which is 

contained in a ton of iron is expressed by an imaginary quantity of 

the money commodity which contains the same amount of labour 

as the iron·. (p. 190) 
T1rcntr-o11e. 'The price of the commodity. therefore. is merely the 

money-name of the quantity of social labour objectified in it.· 

(p. 202) 
Tlrel1tr-/lro. · ... the values of commodities remaining constant. 

their prices vary with the value of gold (the material of money). 

rising in proportion as it falls. and falling in proportion as it rises.· 

(p. 213) 

T~t·cntr-threc. 'Henceforth we shall assume the value of gold as a 

given factor .. .' (p. 214) 
T~t·ent\·-tour. 'It is true that the value of money varies. whether as a 

result of a variation in its own value. or of a change in the values of 

commodities.' (p. 230) 
T~t·cntr~firc. '[Gold is] the directly social incarnation of all human 

labour.' (p. 230) 

T~t·entr-six. 'The cotton originally bought for £I 00 is for example 

re-sold at £I 00 +£I 0 ... This increment or excess over the original 

value I call "surplus-value".' ( p. 251) 

T~t·cntr-se1·en. 'In this price [of 10 shillings] the labour required for 

the production of the cotton is already expressed in terms of average 

social labour.' (p. 293) 
T1rcnty-eight. · ... 12 shillings. i.e. the materialization of two days 

of labour.' (p. 295) 

T~t·entr-ninc. 'If I hour of work is embodied in sixpence. and the 

value of a day's labour-power is 5 shillings. the worker must work for 

I 0 hours a day in order to replace the value paid by capital for his 

labour-power .. .' (p. 430) 

Thirlr. 'If I hour's labour is embodied in 6d .. a value of 6s. will be 

produced in a working day of 12 hours.' (p. 433) 

Thirtr-onc. · ... a direct exchange of money. i.e. of objectified 

labour .. .' (p. 676) 

AppcndiY l/3 

Thirty-t~t·o. · ... labour which creates a value of6 shillings possesses 

a value of 3 shillings.' ( p. 680) 
Thirtr-thrce. 'This reduction to simple. average labour is not. 

however. the only determinant of the quality of this labour to which 

as a unity the values of the commodities are reduced. That the quan

tity of labour embodied in a commodity is the quantity socially 

necessary for its production- the labour-time being thus nccessarr 

labour-time is a definition which concerns only the magnitude of 

value. But the labour which constitutes the substance of value is not 

only uniform. simple, average labour; it is the labour of a private 

individual represented in a definite product. However. the product 

as value must be the embodiment of social labour and, as such. be 

directly convertible from one use-value into all others. (The particu

lar use-value in which labour is directly represented is irrelevant so 
that it can be converted from one form into another). Thus the 

labour of individuals has to be directly represented as its opposite. 

social labour; this transformed labour is, as its immediate opposite. 

abstract, general labour. which is therefore represented in a general 

equivalent. Only by its alienation does individual labour manifest 

itself as its opposite. The commodity, however. must have this 

general expression before it is alienated. This necessity to express 

individual labour as general labour is equivalent to the necessity of 

expressing a commodity as money. The commodity receives this 

expression insofar as the money serves as a measure and expresses 

the value of the commodity in its price. It is only through sale. 

through its real transformation into money. that the commodity 

acquires its adequate expression as exchange-value.'3 

.l /hid .. pp. 135-6. 
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